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PART ONE 

SUMMARY 

This report sets out the work programme completed 

during the UNIDO Advisers assignment in Indonesia 

and covers the original 6 months assignment and the 

just completed k  months follow-up mission. 

This Tanning Industries Export Product Adaptation 

project covered plant visits and specific advice to 

32 tanneries plus a visit to several home industry 

tanneries (in Garut). 

Each tannery visited was assisted in the solution of 

its own particular problems (See seperate reports in 

oart  II) but flowing out of these plant visits the 

experts finding and conclusions have resulWin 45 

recommendations which if adopted will upgrade the 

Indonesian tanning industry to International levels 

in terms of technology, product quality and price 

competitions. 

INTRODUCTION 

i.  BACKGROUND 

As leather tanning industry is a highly labour 

intensive one, thereby capable to absorb under- 

employed human resources.  Most developing 

countries and especially those whicli have a large 

local supply of hides and skins are anxious to 

develop this processing industry. 

The benefits of such developments are not however 

confined to employment alone but transcend other 

areas of the industrial development process 
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especially in terms of the transfer of technology, 

acquisition of know how and their beneficial 

effects upon the balance of payments. 

In the initial slaves the benefits manifest them- 

selves in foreign exchange saving through import 

substitution ;inu later, once the industry is 

upgraded sufficiently it becomes a foreign exchange 

earner through the export of its products. 

The Government of Indonesia shares this desire 

to upgrade its leather industry and to assist 

manufacturers with export potential to adopt 

products and to improve production processes to 

meet world market competition. 

In compliance with one of the Indonesia Governments 

stated policy aims, namely the development of 

non traditional exports, NAFED": The National 

Agency for Export Development requested UNIDO 

assistance in the field of product Adaptation 

for Export in the Tanning Industry. 

2.  OBJECTIVES 

1. Participate in in-plant visits to various 

enterprises providing direct on-the-spot 

consulting services. 

2. Identify and recommend the necessary adap- 

tation of products as well as improvements 

of the production process for the individ- 

ual plants. 

u  J 
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3t  Assist NAFED in identifying the external 

and internal factors influencing the per- 

formance of the industrial sector concerned 

and take part in discussions on the subject. 

't.  Train Indonesian counterparts in the above 

mentioned duties. 

3.  OFFICTAL ARRAMGKMENTS 

The adviser arrived in Jakarta on 9 February 1977 

and called at the U.N.D.P. Office; a briefing 

meeting was arranged with: 

Mr. Richard Brown   Assistant Resident 
Representative 

Mr. Koo de Vries    Programme Officer 

Mr. Brown kindly introduced ine to the National 

Agency for Export Development (NAFED). 

Several meetings were held with NAFED officials 

followed by meetings with 3 senior officials 

working in the field of leather. 

The officials the adviser met with were: 

A.  from NAFED 

Mr. M. Asjik Ali 

Director of Industrial Product Centre 

V- 
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Mr. C. Stahaan 

Chief of Miscellaneous Industry Division 

Mr. T.M. Yusuf 

Chief of Sub-Division of Marketing Development, 
Miscellaneous  Division 

Mr.  U.  S.jamsudin 

Chief of Sub-Division of Production Develop- 
ment,  Miscellaneous  Industry 

B.     from the  leather  field 

Mr.   Pietoyo Sukarbowo  (Yogjakarta) 

Director of  the Leather Research Institute 
and Academy  of  Leather Technology 

Mr.   Ishak Noor   (Jakarta) 
Director  firma MATRACO 

National Tannery in charge of marketing 
section A.K.I.   (Assosiasi  Perkulitan Indonesia) 

Mr. Sjarifudin Sireqar (Jakarta) 
Secretary General  of the Indonesian Leather 
Association,   President Director of P.T.  Cakung 
Leather Factory 
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k.  METHODOLOGY AND WORK PROGRAMME 

The following activities have been already fulfilled: 

1. Studied all available reports on N'AFED's 

activities as well as the activities of the 

leather Industry in Indonesia specially those 

related to leather goods and leather marketing. 

2. Visited all official governmental organizations 

listed in the work programme as follows: 

a. Department of Trade (Export Department) 

b. Department of Industry (Light Industry 

Department) 

c. Department of Agriculture (Livestock 

Department - Animal Health Department...etc) 

d. Department of Finance (import-Export taxes 

Department) 

e. Department of Communication (Sea transport 

Department) 

f. Indonesia Shipping Association (iNSA) - 

Jakarta Llyod. 

g. BIPIK (Project for Development of Small 

Scale Industry) 

h. Department of Forestry 

During these visits, the general problems of 

leather Industry were discussed with each 

department in their field of specialization. 
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These  discussions were  helpful   to give  a  com- 

plete  and clear  picture  of leather problems 
in  Indonesia. 

Meeting was  held with   the  Intor-Dcpaitment- 

Team with   a  long  discussion  on  Leather   Industry 
and  Leather  Problems   in   Indonesia. 

During   this  meetings   a   very brief  summary  about 

my findings  and  recommendations was  reported 
verbally. 

3.     The adviser participated  in the  round-table 

discussion  on  industrializing  and modernizing 

traditional   technology  in  the  leather  industry 

section  which has  been   organized by  the  United 

Nations   Industrial  Development  Organization 

(UNIDO)   and Co-sponsored by  the  National  Agency 

for Export Development   in  the   frame  work  of   the 

promotional   project  for  development  of  export- 

oriented   industries   in  Selected South  East 
Asian Countries. 

This  round-table was  held  iu Jakarta  from  5th 

to 8th April  1977   in  the  premises  of  the NAFED. 

k.     Plant   visit   to   32   tanneries   (plus   several  Home 

Industry Tanneries)   all   over  Indonesia  -   in 

East,   Central  and West   Java also  outside  Java 
in North  Sumatera  and   Bali. 

The Leather Research  Institute  had proposed 

those   tanneries  and were   approved by NAFED 

officials  to be  representatives  for  tanneries 

working   for  exportation  also  for  local  demands. 

U- .J 
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In each of those tanneries, technical surveys 

had been made, with separate report for each 

tannery, including new formulation for new 

production as required by the tannery, also 

improving the current process for production. 

Three Copies of each of those 33 reports were 

delivered to NAFED: 

-  ONE copy for NAFED 

ONE copy for the tannery under 

investigation 

ONE copy for the Leather Research 

Institute. 

Before leaving Jakarta the adviser made sure 

that copies for tanneries and Leather Research 

Institute were delivered to each of them. 

The whole collection of these technical reports 

with the specific help to the visited industrial 

tanneries were included in Volume II of the 

final report of the adviser 

It should be noted that during the work, the 

adviser has been accompanied by three counter- 

parts: 

ONE from NAFED 

TWO from the Leather Research Institute. 
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1. 

CHAPTER   I 

HIDES AND  SKINS AVAILADTLITY  IN  INDONESIA 

Indonesian V.reeds 

1.1.      CATTLE   Bit E E ». S 

In Indonesia   their  exists  three  kinds   of catties: 

1. Bali  Cattle   (Known   as Dos Sondaicus). 
2. Madura Cattle. 

3. Ongole  Cattle (Known   as Bos   Indicus) 

There  are  also other  local kinds  which  are 

insignificant  in number namely Aceh  cattle - 
Java cattle. 

The Bali   cattle  is   purely  indigenous   breedwhile 

the Ongole  type  is   exotic breed  imported  from 
India. 

From  the  Ongole breed,   their is   the Sumba Ongole 

present   in Sumba  island,   and  the  Java  Ongole 
present   in  Java. 

The Ongole cross cattle known locally as P.O 

cattle, has resulted from the cross breeding 

between   Ongole and   local   cattle. 

The Madura  cattle  -  mainly found   in  Madura  Island 

has been descended   from  Bos  sondaicus   and Dos 
indicus. 

The Diary  cattle  fanning   in Indonesia   is  concen- 

trated   mostly  in west,   central  and  East  Java. 

They consits  predominantly of  the  Friesian 

Holstein  breed and  its  descendants. 
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1.2. SHEEP AND GOAT "KEEPS 

In Indonesia the most well known sheep and goat 

breeds are the native goats, Etawah goat, 

Etawah crossbreed goat, fattailcd sheep and 
Garut sheep. 

1.3. BUFFALO 

The Swamp Buffalo, found mainly in Java, Kalimantan, 

Sumatera are the only buffalo breed present in 

Indonesia. They are used for plough draggers on 

rise fields were it is impossible to use cattle 

due to the soil texture. 

It is estimated that 5« percent of the total 

number of cattle and buffalo is used for agri- 

cultural cultivation, out of which 35 percent 

consists of young stock below the working age. 

Generally speaking, over half of the cattle 

population in Java is found in East Java where 

as nearly half of the water buffaloes are found 
in West Java. 

Approximatly half of the goat population is 

present in the East part of Java, while in the 

same time half of the sheep population can be 
found in west Java. 

2.  Méthodes of cattle raising 

Livestock in Indonesia are in most cases kept 

under traditional system by small farmers were 

very unsofistiealed techniques are still widely 

fc-  J 
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used. 

Cattle are mainly kept as beasts of burden and 

slaughtered when their main function as animal 

traction in agricultural cultivation already 

expires. 

Usually small farmers (approximately 12 million 

families) each owing 3-5 heads, or in some other 

cases they may own up to 15 head. 

Since cattle raising is a part time activity of 

the farmer, these catties are often supervised 

by the children of the family were they are fceded 

in the fields and grazing near roads and rivers. 

A system of share-cropping of cattle is also 

commonly found were the owner of several catties 

will arrange for them to be mentained by some one 

else with the payment either in'kind (one calf at 

the end of every 2 year) or in the form of cash 

(averages from Rp. 1,000 to Rp.1,500 per month). 

Another traditional system (mainly used for beef 

production) occurs in some places especially in 

Central Java.  In this system, the cattle (mainly 

the Ongole breed) are used as a manure suppliers 

and for slaughter when their age is suitable. 

These catties are kept mostly inside the fanner's 

house, not used as animal traction in agricultural 

cultivation, being feeded with agricultural by- 

products and house hold residues. 

The manure produced by those cattle is collected 

and used in field cultivation giving food to plants, 

After a certain time when these catties become 

fatter enough, they are sold as fattened beef 

cattle. 
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This  system  is   locally known  as  »Spai  Kerem.m"   or 
traditional   cattle   fattening   system. 

A   third  traditional   system  used  mainly for buffalo 

breeding   is  known   as   »Kalang   system«   especially 
adopted   in   south  Kalimantan. 

During   the   rainy   season   (usually   from  November 

until April)   the   Ilari to  river   is   flooded with  a 

result  of  covering  a   large  area   (about  500.000 ha) 
with a height  of    1.5   to  2 metres. 

As  a  result  of   this  flood  their  exist a good kind 

of grass which  proved   to  be  suitable  for animal 
feed. 

Hence the farmers release their buffa]os  into 

those swamps to get use from these nutritours 

watcrgrown vegetables, sleeping afterwords 'in the 
open air. 

This system adopted by local farmers proved to be 

a profitable one of low cost beef production. 

More modern methods for increasing the livestock 

population using ranching system is recently 

applied as will be mentioned lrtter. 

3•  Livestock population 

The livestock population figures of Indonesia as 
shown in Annex 1   indicates the following facts: 

a. The livestock for cattle and horse is decreasing. 

b. The livestock for pigs, goat and buffalo is 
increasing. 

C  The livestock for sheep is nearly kept cuntant 
since 1907 until present. 
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On  the  other  side,   by comparing   the   ratio of 

livestock  population  per  1000   person   in  Indonesia, 

it can he   seen   thai   the  growth   of   livestock number 

in  recent  decades   reflects  a  dowrisloping  tendency 

as  indicated  by   the   following   table: 

Table  1 

Ratio  of  Livestock  population   per  1000  persons 

Spec i os Animal average 

1925-1940 I95I-I96Ö 190I-1972 

1 . Cattle 

2. Buffalo 

3. Horse 

U.  Goat 

5. Sheep 

6. Pig 

A.U,/a 

71 

50 

10 

59 

26 

18 

132 

58 

32 

7 

66 

29 

'7 

60 

27 

7 

56 

29 

27 

78 

Sourse:     Directorat General  of   animal  Husbandry - 

Jakarta. 

From  the  above  table  it  is  clear   that  the animal 

unit has  decreased  from  1.32 per   1000  person  in 

the period   1925-19'tO  to  78   in   the   period  196I-IO72, 

J 
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3 • 2 •     Animal  si nu ;>hte rod 

The   number of  animals   slaughtered  officially 

in   the  governmental   slaughter   houses  (lof,/, 

slaughter   houses)   is   indicated   in Annex  IT. 

The   figures   indicates   an   increasing   tendency, 

yet   the  supply  of hides   and   skins     compared 

with  the  present   level   of  real   absorption capacity 

of   the   tanning  industry   indicates   their   is  a   real 

shortages  of   supply  since   1973   until  present 
time. 

This will be  discussed   in  details   in chapter II. 

3.3.     Animal Health 

One  of  the most obstaeuls  in   the  livestock  pro- 

duction  is  the animal  disease   which  still needs 

serious attention especially  for   the  infection 
diseases. 

The  geographic nature  of  Indonesia - as consist- 

ing  of groups of  islands-this   nature provides 

a   limiting  factor  in  disease   control  activity. 

But   this nature   is  also   favourable   in case  of 

outbreak  since   it will   act   as   a   natural  boundaries 

preventing  the  disease   from   further  spreading 
all  over the  country. 

From  the  following  table  it  can  be  seen  the death 

rate of  livestock which  is   still   high,   inspite 

of  the  efforts done,   causing  considerable economic 
losses: 
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Table 2 

Livestock dath  rate 

-i 

S peoies Hate  of dath 
1967 1975 

i. Cattle 2.14 1.22 
2. Buffalo 5.31 2.21 
3. Goat 

Sheep 
4.68 

3.19 
1.97 

5. Pig 17.02 10.29 
6. H'jrse 3.95 2.23 

Source:    Central   Bureau  of Satieties  -  Jakarta. 

W.B. 

The figures shown in the table above was reported 

in 1967 livestock survey and the I975 sa»ple 
survey. 

3.3.1.  Kind of animal diseases 

The Most frequent types of aniaal diseases pre- 

sent in Indonesia are: 

- Foot and Mouth disease (A.E) 

- Antkrax 

- Ticks (Skin disease) 

- Seabies (Skin disease) 

- Cascado (Blood disease) 

- SeptichacBJa - opizootica (S.E) etc. 

_J 
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3.3.2.  Animal disease Control 

Generally speaking the medical treatment for 

catties and Buffalos takes more careful 

attention than in the case of sheep and goat. 

One of the most important reasons for this 

fact is the high prices of cows and buffalos 

compared with that of sheep and goats. 

In most provinces (Except in Bali) the medical 

treatment is not free of charge.  Prepayment 

for medical treatment is requested, except in 

case of outbreak were the medical treatment is 

completely free of sharge. 

The government has already started a programme 

for mass vaccinations especially against 

Anthray and S.E. 

Among other activities already implemented are 

the strenghtening of the production of vaccines 

(see Annex III and IV), the establishment of 

diagnostic laboratories, training courses for 

specialists to keep them up to date on most 

recent developments. 

Two Disease Investigation centres has been 

established one at Bali which covers Bali, 

East and west Nusa Tenggara provinces, and 

the other one at Ujur.g Pandang to cover Irian 

Jaya, Maluku and Sulawesi provinces. 

It is planed that another Disease Investigation 

centre should be established in Sumatera to 

cover the provinces around. 

  J 
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According to the intensive programme held by 

the government no more cases of foot and 

Mouth Disease have been reported in Bali for 

the last 3 years. 

Also no more cases of Surra (Hlood disease) 

has been discovered in Central Java. 

(in I960 there was an outbreak for this disease). 

The hope now is that sheep and goat should have 

the same medical attention as already given to 

cows and buffalos since they consists an im- 

portant section in the livestock population. 

3.'«.  Livestock products: (Meat - Egg - Milk) 

The following table shows the production of 

livestock products in Indonesia. 

Table 3 

The production of Meat - Egg - Milk (in thousand tons) 

CoBimodi ty 1973 1974 1975 1976 %   increas- 
ing rate 
I975-I976 

average 
%   in- 
crease 
I973-I976 

1.     Meat 407,6 405,7 455,0 448,7 +  3,15 +   3,30 

2.     Egg 75,'» 95,4 101,3 112,5 +11,05 +14,55 

3.     Milk 51,6 56,9 59,5 62,2 +  4,54 +  6,46 

-_. J 
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Source:     Department  of Agriculture 

Derectorat  General   of Animal Housbandry 

Jakarta  1977. 

N.B. 

a. The   figures   for   I976 is   an  estimated  figures. 

b. The  quantities  of  meat  represent   the  products 

from:   Cow-Buff al o-Goat-Sheep-Pig-IIorse-Chicken. 

Table  k shows  the  consumption of  these  products per 

head of population: 

Table h 

The  consumption of Meat,  Milk,   Egg  per head of population 

Coinuiodi ty 1973 1974 1975 I976 
% increase 
rate 
I975-I976 

% average 
increase 
I973-I976 

Total  popu- 
1 at ion. 
C consumption 

12*1,601 127,566 130,596 133,650 2,34 2,36 

per  head 

Meat 3,28 3,20 3,3'< %37 0,90 0,94 

Egg 0,hk 0,56 0,58 0,64 10,34 13,73 

Milk 1,77 2,02 2,06 2,92 'il, 75 19,28 

Source:    Department   of Agriculture 

Directorate  General of Animal  Hunsbandry - 

Jakarta 1977. 

— ..J 
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N.B. 

a. The figuras in 1976 is estimated figures. 

b. The number of population in 1000 head. 

c. The consumption per head is in Kg in thewhole year, 

,i. See Annex V 

The gap between the consumption of meat and the popu- 

lation can be seen from the following table: 

Table 5 

Quantities  of Meat,   produced and   estimated demand 
(in   thousand  tons) 

Commodi ty 1978 1983 1988 1995' 1998 2003 

1.     Demand 

2.     Produc- 
tion 

575,7 

513,7 

67*1,6 

581,5 

797,1 

680,5 

737, S 

796,2 

1100,4 

931,6 

1280,6 

1089,8 

GAP 
_  

-62,0 -93,1 -116,6 -141,6 -168,8 -190,8 

Source:     Department  of  Agriculture 

Directorate  General  of Animal Husbandry Jakarta   1977, 

From the  above  table   it  is quite  clear that with   the 

rapid increase  in human population   the demand of  live- 

stock products  is  far  exceeding  the  capacity of  produc- 

tion. 
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*•  LIVgpTOCK DEVELOPMENT POLICIES 
i 

The objectives of livestock development in Indonesia 
is an follows:* 

a. Self-sufficiency in animal protein foodstuffs. 

b. Increase of farmer's income. 

c. Absorption of man power (Job opportunities). 

d. Expansion of foreign exchange earning through 

livestock subsector. 

e. Improvement of public nutrition. 

To achieve those objectives, the Directorate General 

of Animal Husbandry has laid down 5 fundamental 

policies: 

a. Expansion of livestock role in rural development. 

b. Application of the "Five efforts Principle in 

livestock development through: 

- Improvement of breeding stock 

- Improvement of livestock feeding 

Disease control 

Extension 

- Improvement of livestock  products market- 
ing. 

c. Stimulation of group activities   towards cooperative 
establishment. 

d. Maximum utilization  of resources:   land    live- 

stock,   funds,   man,   power,   institution,   education, 

research  arid development,   communication and 
transport  facilities. 

*.    Country paper  Indonesia -  Livestock  production 
and marketing. 
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f.     Improvement  of marketing  systems. 

These  5   fundamental   policies  are  reflected  further 
in   the   3  main programmes  in   the  Five  year Develop- 
ment   Programme   of Animal Husbandry   (Department   of 
Agriculture)   i.e.: 

a. Programme  on  improvement of meat  production 
and marketing. 

b. Programme  on  improvement  of milk  production 
and marketing. 

c. Programme  on  improvement  of  egg production   and 
marketing. 

The  Programme  already   implemented by  the Government 
up  to  the  current  third year  of  Pelita  II  (1976) 
in  development  of  livestock,   especially bovine 
animals   (Cattle,   diary cattle,   buffalo)  are: 

A.     In  small holder   sector: 

1. Extension as   a preparatory activity prior 
to  the  actual   implementation  of  the   live- 
stock Development  Principles   throw key 
farmer  training,   field  extension,   cspccialist 
extension 

2. Production upgrading   through  introduction 
and dissemination  of  high quality breeding 
stock,   artificial   insemination  using   liquid 
or  frozen  semen  for  dairy and  beefcattlc, 

'• «v 
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upgrading  of grass  production  and quality. 

3.     Disease   eradication and  prevention,   for 

example   mass  vaccination  against A.E,   U.S. 
Anthrax   ....etc. 

h.     Establishment  of  milk marketing  and  livestock 
market   facilities. 

5.     Mass  guidance  of  backyard cattle  farming 

through   the   slaughter Animal Development 

scheme   (PUTP).     In   this   system,   the neces- 

sary  finance   for  capital   investment   and 

tcchnoeconomic   information flow   to  the  farm 

aiming  for  a  successful  production of  slaugh- 

ter animals   (fattening)  by small  holders 

with  special  credit  facilities   from  the 
government. 

B.     In  commercial   farming   sector 

i.     Extension  activities  through ranch manager 

training,   field workers  and dairy  training. 

2.     Assistance   to  private  enterprises   through 

investment  programmes   in   livestock  farming 

by means  of  creating  relevant regulations 

for  this  purpose  and making available 

credit  facilities   for private  sector  either 
from  local  Banks,   domestic or foreign 
investments. 
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5- RANCHING PKOJKCTS IN INDONESIA 

The land in Java are fully condensed and utilized and 

no more space are available for ranchjrig. 

Outside Java, about 9 million hactares can be used for 

ranching out of them about 500.000 hactares are already 

used for beef cattle ranches. 

These ranches are mainly located in Aceh, North Sumatra, 

East Nusa Tenggara, South Kalimantan and South Sulawesi. 

The unurable land available for ranching can be seen 
from Annex VI. 

In 1972 an estimated study showed that these areas out- 

side Java are able to feed 3 times the cattle population 
they have now. 

Ranching is still considered new to Indonesia, although 

some ranches started since I960, but most of the already- 

operating ranches now are less than 10 years old. 

The Indonesian Government was the first to start some 

feasibility studies inorder to have ranching on big 

scale projects. 

At present, the private sector is also participating 

in Ranching projects, but not to the required extent. 

Until date, no accurate data are abailable about the 

exact number of ranches already operating in the 
country. 

They are estimated to be about 50 Ranches varing in 

size (from several hundreds to thousands hectares) also 

varing in the number and kind of animals present 

(•ostely Bali Cattle, Ongoles and their crosses, also 

Buffalos). 

Bearing in mind that ranching is the ouly way to increase 

livestock population, the government is assisting ranches 
by all means. 
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Giving land, training necessary personnel to work and 

manage the ranch, also supply of grass seeds and 

breeding stock all are supported by the government. 

Artificial Breeding with fro/en semen supplied by the 

Government is applied now in some ranches and the 

insemina tor is an official field officer from the 

livestock service which has been trained specifically 
for this Job. 

Some private ranches have to Import what they need 

especially from Grass seeds and breeding stock since 

their big demands cannot be supplied locally by the 

government. 

The Government has already under operation a big 

ranching corporation called:"P.T. Bina Mulya Ternak" 

This Corporation is located in three place under three 
names: 

1. "Maiwa Ranch" in South Sulawesi. 

2. "Siwa Ranch" on the east coast of Sout Sulawesi, 

3. "Kabaru Ranch" in east Sumba. 

The total land for all the corporation amounts to 

37,000 hectares of poor to fairly good land with an 

effective area of 26,000 hectares. 

The project started running cattle since mid 197'i, now 

the project is running approximately 6,300 head which 

is supposed to be 7,000 head at the end of 1977. 

At full development, the Corporation will run 15,000 
animal unit. 

Each year it should supply the industry >»ith about 

3,750 surplus animals consisting mainly of young females 

for transmigration schemes, also uroodhig bulls for 

transmigrations and village bulls. 

J 
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It is expected that the project will progress as 

follows : 

Year       : 1977  1978  1979    1980   1981   1982 

Total animal : 7,000  9,500  11,000   13,500 15,800  17,000 

CONCLUSION 

1. Inspite of all the efforts done to increase the 

livestock population, still the problem exist. 

Since ranching is very important in increasing the 

livestock, the private sector still needs the help 

of the government in ranching projects throw better 

financing facilities. 

2. The redistribution of catties from high concentrated 

provinces to other regions were their is shortages, 

and the land is technically very suitable for cattle 

raising see Annex VTT . 

3. A commercial study is required to decide which is 

much more benefit  for the country : 

To export living animals or. 

To use them ( with their by products ) locally. 

U -_.ii 
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The following Ann ex s might help in this study: 

Annex Vili Shows the quantity and value of exported 

living animals. 

Annex IX  Shows the quantities of meat, eggs, milk 

imported. 

Annex X   Shows the quantity and value of locally 

by product taken from one cattle slaughtered 
locally. 
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6.     SLAUGHTER  HOUSES  AND  FLAY TNG 

1.     The   total   number  of   slaughter  houses   in  Indonesia 

is   1004   slaughter house(723  governmental   +  3'il 

private)   alJ   of   them are   under  Government   control. 

Most   of   the  slaughter houses   present  aie   semi 

ranchinezed vith  a  capacity   verying   from  10  catties 

per   day  up  to 60  cattle  per  day. 

In   Surabaya - Cast  Java   the   only modern  slaughter 

house  exist under  the  name:   "Abattoir Surya -Jaya". 

Th i s   slaughter  house   is  most   up   to  date  one   fully, 

automatic  with  a   capacity   of   300  cattle/day   (on 

3   chifts)   from  this  modern   slaughter house,   the 

frozen meat  is  already  exported   to Hongkong  inspite 

of   the   fact  that   the   slaughter house  had  started working 

since  4 months  only. 

Also   the  most benefit   is   done   from  all   of   the 

animal   by  products. 

It   is   the  policy  of  the  Government   to have more 

modern  slaughter houses   in   the  near future  instead 

of   the  already  existing  ones. ' 

2.      Flaying 

The hides and skins of animals are highly preshable 

products.  It is noticed that the flaying operations 

is badly done in most slaughterhouses except in 

the modoin one in Surabaya causing considerable 

damedges to the hide and skin. 

The hidei and skins and concequeutly the finished 
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leather are reduced in value due to the carlussness 

in the flaying opperations. 

This deifect was always a matter of complain from 

all the tanners.  Due to bad flaying, knife-cuts 

are present on the flesh side of the hide which 

is very difficult to remove during the tannin?, 

opperations and appears clearly in the finished 

product reducing its price value. 

The proper flaying therefore makes considerable 

difference in utilization of leather and consequently 

to the value of the leather obtained from hides 

and skins.. 

The flaying in Indonesia is done by traditional way 

especially that the flayers themselfes are not 

officially working in the slaughterhouses but with 

the butchers. 

5«  Factors influencing the flaying of hides and skins 

i.  Absence of modern flaying tools and equipments 

in all slaughterhouses except that in Surabaya. 

2. Flaying is done in order to get the maximum 

benefit of meat inrespective of damage caused 

to the hide and skin. 

3. Lack oC good supervisor over the flayers mainly 

employed by the butchers. 

k.     General carelessness by the flayers themselves 

because of lack of knowledge about the value 

of the hide and skin. 

J 
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5. The flaying is done by unexperienced flayers 

mainly employed by the butchers. 

6. The flayers are paid by piece or by contract. 

They try to handle as large a number of animals 

within a short possible time inspite of the 

quality of the hide obtained. 

It is estimated that over 'i0-50# of the hides 

are damaged due to improper flaying. 

Generally speaking the flaying insome slaughter 

houses in Java are not very bad, but still the hides 

obtained are bearing cuts due to improper flaying. 

Hides from IIA LI and TIMOR Island are full of damages 

caused mainly by flaying to the extent that nearly 

all the sole leather produced from TIMOR hides 

are sold as third or fourth grade. 

Recently, sepecial training courses are held in 

the leather research institute in order to upgrade 

the skilJness of the supervisors over the flayers. 

These type of courses should be intensified and 

increased to be minimum three times a year instead 

of only one course all over the year as it is now. 

By paying much more attention to people angaged 

in flaying, high quali ty hides can be obtained. 

k.     Recommendations 

1.  The flayers should have a governmental licence. 

Before getting such licence every flayer should 

be asked to under go tests for efficieticy in 

flaying. 

u 
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The training course given by the leather 

research institute should he enlarged to 

have as much as possible all the personal 

working in the slaughterhouses with' direct 

relation to the flaying process. 

The number of courses given by the leather 

research institute should be increased to 

be minimum 3 times per year. 

By increasing the number of courses, biger 

number of supervisors will be trained in the 

less possible time. 

The knives used in flaying should be supplied 

by the slaughterhouse and not by the butchers. 

These knives should be very sharp and round 

shaped. 

The wages of the flayers should be fixed by 

their efficiency in the flaying and not only 

by piece-wage system. 

In big slaughterhouses, standard flaying knives 

and mechanical flaying machines driven by 

compressed air should be introduced. 

The flaying opperution already done in the 

modern slaughterhouse in Surabaya should be 

the example to be applied in all the slaughter- 

houses all over Indonesia. 

 J 
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7 «  HIPES AND SKINS PRESERVATION 

The hides and skins in Indonesia are generally preserved 

by either one of the following methods: 

1. Wet - Salting 

Almost 90JÊ of the skins are preserved by this method 

together with the hides that goes directly from 

the slaughteihouse to the tannery. 

Coarse grained slat of low quality is usually used 

and in some places (villages) the salt is used 

more than one time which is practically not correct 

since it contains bacteria which will cause bacte- 

rial damage to the hide or skin. 

Usually the wet salted skins are' sold by lenght 

(size) and not by weight, so the preservater usually 

apply less salt than practically required. 

The amount of salt used should be about 25-30^ of 

the ruw hide or skin weight, 

2. Drying 

This is the most common method used for preservation 

especially for hides jn Indonesia. 

It is also applied for skins but on a very small 

percentage. 

The cattle-or buffalo-hide are washed first, then 

the remaining flesh is removed by hand scraping. 

In most cases-especially inside Java-thc hide is 
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dipped in low concentration arsenic solution after 

which the hides are stretched on wooden or bambo 

frames hy means of strings and left from 2-3 days 

to dry in the sun. 

In  most  of  the places  visited,   the  frames were 

arranged  vertically  which gives   better  ventilation 

and quicker drying. 

In  islands  outside Java-c.g.  Timor and Plores-  the 

hides  are  not  stretched  on wooden  frames,but   they 

are  dryed  by  simply  spreading  them on  the ground 

sometimes  on bed of   twigs  or stomes. 

This kind of  drying   is known as  ground drying. 

The hides  dryed by  this method  are very bad  in 

quality  since  they became  crumpled and  do not posses 

the   flater  shape which  is usually  obtained by  the 

normal  frame  drying. 

The hides   from this  kind are usually used for  the 

production  of  low quality sole   leather. 

CONCLUSION 

The hides  and  skins     preserved  inside Java are  in 

most cases  in good condition. 

On  the cantrary,  those  from outside Java are  very 

badly preserved causing damages   to  the hides  and 

skins,   lowering their value and  consequently causing 

a big  loss  to   the economy of Indonesia. 
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS TO BE APPLIED IN THE 

PRESERVATION OF HIPS ANT) SKINS. 

A. In wot - salting process 

i.  The ammount of salt used for drying should 

not be less than 25-30* of the raw hide weight. 

2. The used salt should not be reused once more 

under any condition. 

3. Pine salt should be avoided since it causes 

patchy, wet cakes to the preserved hide or 
skin.. 

4. All parts of the hides hould be well salted 

since any part which is left unsalted will 

be attached by bacteria. 

5. The pilled hides must not exceed 5-8 feet 

night other wise internal heat of the whole 

stock will take place causing damages to the 
preserved hides. 

B. In Drying process 

1. Ground drying applied outside Java should be 

stoped completely since it produces very low 

quality raw nide. 

This process should be transfered to the 

normal frame drying process. 

2. The hides should be loosly strained out on 

the frames since, after drying, the hide 

shrinks and tightens up on the frame, and 

u 
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3. 

k. 

if it is put in too tightly, over straining 

or stretching »ay cause weakness and thiness. 

The hides or skins should be dried in an open 

sided covered shed, to keep off the direct heat 

of the sun and allow good ventilation. 

Dryed hides are very hard and must not be 

bent or creased unduly, as this will cause 

them to crack. 

If they are to be folded, this should be done 

whilst they are slightly damp and still flexible 
enough. 

5.     The hides must be kept dry during storage to 
prevent putrefaction. 

J 
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CHAPTER II 

TANN Etti ES ANI) LEA 111 KR TANNING INDUSTRY 

1•  Kind of tanneries 

Tanneries in Indonesia can be classified into 3 

categories : 

a.  Exporting Ta^.neries: 

This group of tanneries consists of about Ik 

big to moderate tanneries with up to date ma- 

chines in most cases. 

It is not a must that an exporting tannery 

should be very big or with modern machines, but 

their is small tanneries with old equipments 

and still exporting pickled or wet blue skins. 

Most of the tanneries falling under this group 

are caracterised by good quality production. 

Few of them are producing finished leather foi- 

exportation, the majority is producing pickled 

and wet blue skins and hides of good quality. 

The exportation of crust leather has already 

successded especially in tanneries possessing 

the vacum drying system, those having the normal 

air drying system are also producing crust 

leather with less quality, but still acceptable. 

These group of tanneries use hides and skins 

of cow, sheep and goat in their production. 
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b.  Domestic tanneries 

Those group of tanneries consists of average 

to small size tanneries producing almost all 

kinds of finished leather for domestic use 

(leather for shoes, hand hags, handicraft art 

 etc). 

Some of these tanneries have new machines, but 

most of them are working with very old equip- 

ments with an average age of 25 years old. 

The number of tanneries under this group varries 

from h2  to k9   tanneries (This will be discused 
later). 

In most of there tanneries the internal arrange- 

ment of the machines together with drums are 

in a very bad manner. 

The flow of production are not in one line, but 

crossing in the production flow always exists 

causing delay in time and also affect the quality 

of the final product. 

The main reason for this is that most of those 

tanneries has started production on a small scale, 

then enlargment started slowly, almost with 

shortage in capital, so the addition of new 

machines or drums was done without any scintific 

studies in advance. 

Those group of tanneries use hides and skins of 

cows, búllalos, goats in their production. 
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e.  Cottage or Home Industry. 

This group of very primitive work shops or home 

industry producing leather, are scattered in 

several place« such as Garut, Masin, Hagetan.... 
etc. 

The number of these work shops are not yet 

exactelly known, but a study done in 1975 es- 

timated them to be about 256 unit producing 

very low quality upper, sole and lining leather. 

The methods used in producing leather are very 

primitive, no machines present, even no normal 

drums which is usually used in tanning industry 

and concequently no chemical control in the 

tanning process.  The number of raw hides used 

in such a primitive work shope varies from 2 

hides per day to maximum 4 hides per day. 

The number-and age-of the workers are very 

small.  Most of these so called tanneries lies 

inside the house of the owner and most of the 

workers are the members of the family. 

Those group of home industry tanneries use hide 

and skins of cow, buffalo, sheep and goot-in 

their production. 

2*  Number of tanneries 

2.1. As mentioned earlier, the number of tanneries 

T 
i 
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reported at 1975  is  as  follows:   (source: Ministry 
of Light Industry). 

Factory for export: 
Factory for domestic: 
Cottage  industry: 

Total: 

14 tannery 
k2 tannery 

256 unit 

312 

2.2.     In some cases  the difference between a normal-small 
size-tannery and  cottage  industry unit  is very small. 
The Central  Bureau of Statistic  gave   the Number  of 
tanneries   (above   20 workers)   to  be  63  tannery  (Annex   XI^ • 
Those  tanneries   includes both  exporting and domestic 
ones as follows: 

a. West Java 

b. Central Java 

c. East Java 

d. Out side Java 

Total 

23 tannery 
18 tannery 

20 tannery 

2 tannery 

63 tannery 

N.B. 
This figures do not contain the number of home industry 

units. 
It is very difficult to give an exact figure for 

those home tanneries.  But still the figure 63 given 

above seems to be not accurate since it does not 
contain all tanneries out side Java which is for sure 

•ore than 2 as mentioned above. 

.J 
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2.3.  It is recommended that an official mission 

from: 

1. The Ministry of  Industry 
2. The Leather Research  Institute 
3. The Leather Association 
k.     The Central Dureau of statistic 

This mission should carry a complete servay 

all over Indonesia to give as accurate as 

possible the total number of tanneries present 

and their production capacity.  It is also 

advisable to have exact figures about the 

number of cottage industry. 

Such a survay will help to a big extent in 

further programmi ng for Leather Industry in 

Indonesia. 

3.  Technology and leather quality 

3.1.  The tanning technology used in the tanneries 

diffères from one tannery to another as well 

as from one category to the other influencing 

the final produced leather. 

In most of the exporting tanneries the well 

known chemical control tests used in leather 

tanning, are used and applied.  Measuring of 

pH, degree De', neutralization test, boiling 

test etc all these principles of leather 

tanning is used and applied with greet 

success. 

.J 
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Consequently the leather produced from these 

tanneries are of good quality and well 

accepted overseas. 

Most of the exported leather are in the for« 

of pickked-wet blue crust leather from cow 

hides, sheep and goat skines. 

Also some tanneries are exporting suede upper 

leather - Nappa etc. Very few tanneries 

are exporting finished leather of good 

quality, since the finishing opperations needs 

very carefull and special technology which 

exist in only few tanneries.  Due to the lack 

of the modern machines used in finishing 

opperations such as Vacuro drying mach ine,Au toma ti e 

spraying machine etc. the exporta- 

tion of finished leather is not as much as 

supposed to be in a country with very good 

raw material with beautiful natural grain 
(Java Box). 

But as mentioned above their are some few 

tanneries which are exporting finished leather 
of good quality e.g.: 

P.T. Budi Makmur (Yogyakarla). 

3.2.  The leather produced for local market are 

mostly from domestic tanneries.  The exporting 

tanneries are also good supplieres for the 

local market demands. 

The tanning technology and chemical control 

tests are applied in proper way in some of 

U 
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the  domestic  tanneries,   while  in  other 

tanneries  these  chemical   tests  are not well 
applied. 

The quulity of  leather produced   thus  diffères 

from  one   tannery  to   the   other.     Generally 

spending,   the  quality   of   the   leather  used  for 

local  market  varies   from good   to   fail]y had 

quulity according   to   the   tannery producing   it. 

Some   tanneries  aie  producing  very  good quality 
leather  for   local  market   such   as: 

Makmur Saniosa & Sons   (Jakarta) 

Pan  Vici   & Sons   (Jakarta) 

Enivli   (Bandung  - West  Java) 

Kasin   (Malang  -  East  Java) 

Vangsa  -  Brata   (Surabaya  -  East   Java)....etc. 

3.3.     The  leather produced  from  the  primitive work 

shops  or home  industry  cottages   are  very bad 

in  quality.     Because   of   lack  of   chemical 

control,   lack of  technology,   the   so called 

leather produced -  either upper  or  sole 

leather-are  of  a very   low quality. 

In  producing  upper  leather for  example,   the 

quantities  of chrome  powder  and   fat-liquoring 

agents  are much  less   than usually  used  in 
leather tanning. 

Finishing of  this kind  of  leather  is  done 

with very primitive way,   affecting  to a great 

u 
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extent the finished product. 

The shoes - for example - done from such 

leather are very low in quality and its ljfe 

time is very short. 

3.4.  The sole leather produced all over Indonesia 

are very soft and not in the same standard 

of the upper leather or any other kind of 

finished leather. 

Except the sole leather produced from KASIN 

tannery - Malang East Java - all the sole 

leather produced from tanneries can not be 

considered as of normal standard. 

The sole leather produced from KASIN tannery 

can be considered as the best all over 

Indonesia, and can be easily couiparied with 

the European and International standards. 

In some tanneries the sole leather produced 

leens to be in good, normal apperance and 

touch, but this is because the tannery do 

not use any kind of fat liquoring  agents 

after tanning, this is technically wrong. 

The main reason for this soft sole leather 

produced by almost all tanneries is that the 

leather is not correctly tanned with vegetable 

tanning materials and concequontly the degree 

of tanning is very low. 

This bad production cannot be controlled by 

the government since until date, Indonesia 
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do  not posses  its  own Chemical  and  Physical 

spacifications  concerning  tanned  leather. 

Once  this   spacifications   is   implemented, 

then  such  kind  of had  production  sóle   leather 

will  be gradually changed  to   the  normal 

standard   type which  can  be  easily  produced 
by   the  tanneries. 

**•     The  quantity of   leather produced 

4.1.     In   1975  an  estimate  study about  the  leather 

produced  in  Indonesia based on collectable 
data gave   the  following: 

Table   6 

Factory 
export 

Factory 
Domestic 

Cottage 
industry 

Unit 

Total: 

14 

42 

256 

312 

Cow 

500 

2800 

'iOO 

Capacity 

Buffalo 

600 

400 

5700 1.000 

goat  and 
sheep 

3.500.000 

200.000 

400.000 

4.100.000 

Production 
value in 
thousand Rp 

5.500 

7.300 

900 

Labour 

13.700 6.400 

1.250 

3.8 30 

1.300 

Source:     Ministry of Light  Industry. 

U ... J 
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4.2. It is very difficult to calculate correctly 

the quantity of total production of leather- 

in Indonesia for the following factores: 

a. The number of catties, buffalos, sheeps, 

goats slaughtered outside the slaughter- 

houses - especially in villages out side 

Java - these figures are very difficult 

to he known.  It is true that it can be 

only estimated as: 25-30* for cows, 10* 

for Buffalo, 500* for sheep and goat. 

b. About 80* of the total Buffalo raw hides 

and unknown quantities of cow raw hides 

are transfered to "food" to be eaten under 

the name "KRUPUK". 

After the hides - either cattle or buffalo- 

arrives in the tannery, the owner may 

resell these hides again to be transfered 

to "Krupuk" instead of tanning them. 

It was impossible to have any data about 

the approximate quantities of raw hides 

which is not used in tanning industry. 

c. The third factor is that until data the 

export of raw hides and skins aio not 

prohibited from outside Java, the hides 

and skins-from inside Java-might finid 

their way to be exported from outside Java. 

The quantities of the exported raw hides 

and skins can not be accuratly known. 

u 
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4.3.    After  several  discussions with  tanners,   the 

director  of  the   Leather Research  Institute, 

and   the  Leather Association  representatives 

the   following   estimated  figures   for   total 

production  quantities   seems   to  be  acceptable. 

4.3.1.     From  cattle  and   buffalo  hides 

25-30 million square  feet of upper  leather. 

2-2.5  thousand  tons  of  sole  leather. 

4.3.2.     From  goat  and  sheep  skins 

4.5-5 million  pieces  of sheep and goat  skins. 

About  85# of  the  production  of   sheep  and goat 

is  exported as pickled  and wet  blue   skins. 

As mentioned before  these figures  are only 
estimated  ones. 

5.    Marketing 

Starting  January 1974  it was prohibited by  the 

government  to  export  Raw Hides from Java   (Decree 

of  The Minister  of Trade No.   47/Kp/lIl/73) 

Before  that,   the available  raw hides  for  domestic 
leather  industry was  as  follows: 

20* Cows,   60#  Buffalos   ,    10JÍ Sheeps    ,     I5JÉ goats 

from the   total  amounts  available  from  the   slaughter 

houses  at   that  time,   the rest was   for  exportation 
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nui inly in   the  raw  state. 
By  prohibiting   the  export of  raw hides,   the 
tendency   to  process   these hides  arid   skins   into 
leather was very much   supported which can be  seen 
from   the   following   table. 

Table  7 

Export of  Pickled  and Wet blue 
and Finished  leather 

(value   in US$) 

Goods 1971 I972 1973 I974 1975 I976 

Raw Hides 
( Pickled, 
wet  blue) 

Raw Reptil 
H ides 

finished 
Leather 

5,225,^00 

390,800 

101,600 

8,189,100 

760,900 

700,200 

10,752,200 

1,102,400 

1,059,500 

7,443,900 

755,800 

1,312,400 

S,521,301 

585,962 

451,286 

15,831,308 

735,436 

1,987,964 

Total 5,717,800 9,650,200 12,914,100 9,311,100 9,558,549 18,554,70S 

Source:     Ministry of   light   industry 

Bank of Indonesia gave the following data for the total 
export value for Pickled, Wet blue and finished leather 
(together with   leather goods and  leather  products). 

v> 
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Year 

1975 
197b 

Total   valuc_tnJjSft 

10,279,000 

20,775,000 

Both   sources  are   nearly identical. 

From   the  above mentioned  figures   it  is quite  clear 

that   the  tendency  for exportation  of processed 

hides  and  skins  i.e.   leather -   is  becaming more 
and  moie higher. 

5.2.     The  exported   leather goods   is   also going  higher 

which  can be   seen  from the  following  table: 

Table 8 

The  value   in US$ of Exported  Leather Goods  and 
Leather foot  wear 

1971 

Lea<her  goods 

Leather  foot 
wear 

L' 
Total 

8,S00 

52,900 

1972 1973 

45,400 5,100 

361,100 

61,700 

1,40*1,100 

1974 

'107,500 1,409,200 

6,300 

782,700 

1975 1976 

10,841 

163,770 

789,000 19'» ,611 

26,065 

29,346 

55,411 

Source:     Ministry of  light industry 
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5.3.  Inspite of the fact that the labour coast in 

Indonesia are still one of lowest in the World 

(Annex XII), yet the leather produced is still 

high in price for both local and export market. 

Due to the high prices of finished leather espec- 

ially if compared with that produced in some near 

countries such as Taiwan and S. Korea etc, 

some of the shoe factories started to import 

finished leather.  Bata shoe factory imported 

finished leather from Taiwan.  The price of this 

leather after arriving Bata shoe factory in 

Jakarta - is cheaper by 18JÉ than the same leather 

produced locally. 

The following table shows the value of Imported 

leather and leather goods. 

Table 9 

The total value of Imported leather and leather 

goods in US$ 

Goods 1975 1976 

Finished leather 

Leather goods 

Leather fottwear 

60.769 

79^.059 

'190.659 

68.701 

878. 'i93 

1.871.886 

Total: 1.345.467 2.819.080 

Source:  Ministry of light industry. 
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The   tendency to   import  finished  leather and 
leather goods  is   increasing  due   to   the high  prices 
of  finished leather produced locally: 

The  main  reasons   for these  high  prices  is  as 
follows.: 

5.3.1. The  very high  price  of  raw hides  especially of 
cattle hides.     Inspite of the  fact  that  all  hides 
used  are  locally  available,   yet,   the price   is  considered 
high   if  comparied with  simular  places  such  as 
Australia  and New Zealand. 
The  price  of  the   raw hide  consists  60# of  the  final 
price  of  the  finished leather,   so when  the   starting 
raw hide  price   is  already high,   concequently  the 
finished  leather  will  also  be high  in price. 

5.3.2. The  raw hides  and   skins available  in the market 
are  not  enough  for  the  tanneries   to work with  full 
capacity.    All   the  tanneries  all   over Indonesia 
are  working with   capacities  varying  from  30-60$ 
some   of  them has   to  stop the  production completly 
So   the  average working capacity  of  the   tanneries 
is   50JÉ.     The main  reason  for  this  drop  of  production 
is  the  scarcety  of hides and  skins with  suitable 
price. 
When  a  tannery  is  working with  50JÉ capacity,   the 
over heads will   be big over  the   limitted  amount 
of  production causing an increase   in  the  final 
prices of  the  finished leather. 
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5.3.3.     The  high custom  duties  over   the  imported 

chemicals  especially  those  used  in   finishing 

processes.     The   custom  duties   over  Binders 

for  example   (which   is   used   in   finishing 

operations)   is   60$,  while  for  normal   tanning 
agents is  from  30-k0%. 

This  high  custom duties  causes  an   increase   in 
the   final  coast  price. 

The  main  reason  of  the  low prices  of  finished 

leather  in places   like   China,   Republic of Korea - 

inspite of  their  high   labour  coast   compared 

to   that   in  Indonesia -   is  that   they  do not  pay 

TAXES on   the   imported   raw hides   and   skins  and 

chemicals  which   are used for  Exportation. 

Using only a   letter of Garanty  from   the  hank 

to   the customs   and proving  later  that  these 

hides and  skins  with  the chemicals  have been 

reexported again,   they receive  these  letter 
of   Garanty once  more. 

So   practically   they do  not  pay  any   custom 

duties and consequently  their   finished leather 
is   cheap. 

Bearing   in mind   the added value  for   the  finished 

leather for  the   sack of  the  economy  of  the 

country,   the  exportation of  finished  leather- 

better linished goods-  will  he much  more 

profetatile  than  having  high  custom  duties  and 

increasing  the   prices   for local   and   exported 
leather. 
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5.3.4.  The 5%  Export taxes on the exported pickled 

and wet blue hides and skins in one of factores 

which keeps the prices overseas in a high 
level. 

It is advisable to encourage the tanneries to 

step forward their production from pickled to 

the wet blue state, and from wet blue to crust 

and finially to the finished state with its 

high added value to the economy of the country. 

In a memo send by the adviser to the Ministry 

of finance-throw NAFED - the adviser explained 

what is the main differences between pickled 

and wet blue leather and briefly the different 

steps which is done in the tanning opperation. 

In this memo the adviser proposed the following 

export taxes system to be applied.  The main 

object of this system is not only to encourage 

resent exports, but also to develop the export 

of crust and finished leather. 

The recommended short terra policy for export taxes is 
as follows: 

For Pickled state, che Export taxes should be 5$. 

For Wet-blue state, the Export taxes should be 2.5J 

For Crust state, the Export taxes should be zero*. 

For Finished state, the Export taxes should be in 

the form of Export Rebate by 10JÉ. 
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After 5 years period, these percentages can be changed 

according to result obtained. 

In similar cases, e.g. Krazil 1 , the exportation of raw 

hides and finished leather throw government insentivcs 

has developed in 8 years time: 

1966 Export: 

1976 Export: 

605« raw hides 

20JÉ wet blue 

20# crust and finished leather 

100# Crust and finished leather 

6.  Leather goods and Leather footwear 

6.1.  It is estimated that 80# of the finished 

leather is used for shoe iudustry.  The 

consumption of leather shoes in Indonesia is 

still very low, it amounts to O.O7 pairs 

per person per year, (in Europe it is 2. pairs/person/year) 

The consumption of footwear - including plastic 

shoes - amounts to O.'i -0.5 pair/person/year. 

The total amount of production of footwear 

is estimated to be 65-70 million pairs 

annualy. 

There are three main producers of footwear 

in Indonesia P.T. Data, Famous Ltd, and 

P.T. liana shoe Co. Ltd. 

The bigest producers is Bata shoe factory, 

the production will amount to 7 million pair 

in 1977. 
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Famous Ltd produces about 2.k  million pair 

per year.  P.T. liana shoe Co. will expand 

the annual production to be 2.k  million 

pairs by the end of 1977. 

Some of the shoe industry units are modern, 

but the greater part (about 85#) is still 

simple and semi-mechanized and they are 

spread out in the cities and regions. 

Like the tanning industry, 80# of the shoe 

industry units are found in the island of 

Java with the most concentration in Bandung. 

6.2.  The leather goods mainly bags - absorb 15JÍ 

of the local tanned leather, while the 

handicraft art products absorb the rj$  rest. 

The leather goods industry is still in 

early stages of development and is facing 

strong competition from the developing 

countries suppliers in developed country 

market.  Production of leather goods is 

carried out in small scale cnterprices 

(home industry). 

Their production include travel goods, 

travel bags different styles of ladies hand- 

bags, pures, wallets belts  etc. 

Finished leather - mainly vegetable tanned 

leather- used in leather goods are produced 

locally by domestic tanneries, biukl.es and 

Zippers arc imported. 

Table (8) shows the value in VS$  of Exported 

Leather goods and Leather foot wear. 
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7.  Reptile skins 

The amounts of Reptile skins are estimated to be 
as follows: 

Lizard 

Snake 

Crocodile 

Frog 

480,000 pieces 

450,000 meters 

12,000 pieces 

300,000 pieces. 

About 95$ of these quantities are exported. 

The total value of Reptile skins exported is 

indicated in the following table: 

Table 10 

The total value  in US# of Exported 
Reptile  skins 

Reptile 
skin 

1. Snake 

2. Crocodile 

3. Lizard 

1971 

45,845 

266,814 

72,110 

1972 

53,753 

577,447 

123,885 

1973 

28,015 

894,708 

161,744 

1974 

64,495 

574,541 

102,909 

1975 1976 

81,239 

328,592 

77,739 

70,733 

46S,600 

66,974 

Source  : Central Durodu of Statistices Jakarta. 

8.     Obstacles   facing,   tannine;  Industry   in   Indonesia 

The main  obstacles   facing   the  tanning  industry can 
be   siiiimieri/ed  as  follows: 
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8 • * •     Lack  of  raw h iti o s 

According   to  the   survay  done   by the  adviser  throw 

visits   to   several   tanneries,   it  is  estimated   that 

the   total   quantities  of  raw hides  necessary  for 

the   tanneries   to work  with   full  capacity  is  2.k 

million   pieces   of  cattle  and  Buffalo  hides.     The 

director  of  the  Leather Research  Institute  and  the 

Leather Association has   agreed on  this  estimation. 

The  number of   catties   slaughtered  inside  the   slaugh- 

ter  houses ivas   officially   recorded   to  be  78'»,000 
pieces  in  1976. 

By  adding  196,000 pieces  which  represent  23% for 

slaughtering  outside  the  slaughter houses,   then 

the   total   amount  of  cattle  hides  available   is: 

78'i,OO0  +   196,000 =  980,000 pieces 

From buffalo,   the  figures   recorded  from the 

slaughter houses  is  195,700  pieces  in  1976. 

By  adding  19,570 pieces  as   10% for  slaughter out- 

side  the  slaughter houses,   then  the  total  number 
is: 

195,700 +  19,570 =    215,270 pieces 

Total  hides  (cattle    and buffalo): 

980,000  + 215,270 =   1,195,270 approximatly 

•1.2 Million. 
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which is equal to 50)6 of that required to work 

with full capacity.  It has to be noticed that the 

hides of buffalo has been calculated to be all 

tanned which is not true, since a very bi^ amount 

(about 80$) is transfered to food-stuff under the 

name "Krupuk".  This simply means that the hides 

available are even less than required to work 

with 50# capacity. 

Concerning sheep and goat skins, the quantities 

available is quite enough, but the quality of 

the skin is sometimes not so good. 

8.2. Shortage of Capital 

Most of the tanneries has no enpugh capital to 

work with.  This is reflected mostly in the very 

small stock present in the stores of the tanneries, 

some times this stock is enough for only 10 working 

days. 

One of the main reasons for the lack of capital is 

that the tanneries recieves their money back from 

the local market after delivering the goods by 

minimum >i-6  months, a factor which tights to a 

big extent the liquied capital of the tannery 

8.3. Lack of modern machines 

The machines present in 75%  of the tanneries 

especially those working for domestic market - are 

very old machines with an average age of 25 year 

old. 
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The high custom duties on imported machines which 

is 30)6 js a factor that lower the tendency of the 

tanneries to renew their old equipments.. 

8.k.  Lack of Technology 

8.5. 

All   the  technicall   staff in  the   tanneries  -  except 

very  few-has gained  their experience only by 

practic  without  any scinti fie  bases.     The  trend  is 

now high   to make  most  benefit   from  techniciens 

already graduated  in  the Leather Research Institute 

in Jogyakarta,   this   trend gives  a big  responsibility 

to   the  Institute  as  the only  source  for good 

scintific   technologist. 

Some  of   the owners  of   the   tanneries have already 

sent     their  sons  or  relatives  to be  graduated  in 

Leather  Institutes  abroad.. (   Federal Republic of Germany 

and Uni ted KiiyjdonO . 

Lack of  know-low 

Big  number of   the   tanneries   are  away  from modern 

technical know-how.     These  tanneries  are  nearly 

isolated  from  outside  connections   and  coneequently 

far  from  the recent developments   in  leather tanning. 

8»6.     Lack  of  management 

In  some   tanneries  the management  is not well 

carried  nut.     This   is  reflected  in   several  problems 

concerning  the quality,  quantity  and marketing- 
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and most important for further future developments. 

8.7.  Polution and waste problems 

Some tannerics-espeeially those located inside 

the cities start suffering from polution and 

waste sewage problems. The Leather Research 

Institute has to start several studies concerning 

the solution of these problems which has already 

resulted in stopping some tanneries from production. 

The above mentioned obstacles are the major oues 

which hamper the improvement of the leather industry 
in Indonesia. 

But still there exists other problems which affects 

to a big extent the leather industry.  These problems 

with their propossed solutions are mentioned 

briefly in the Recommendations in this report. 

9. Spacific description for some selected t armories 

The following are examples of some reportes done 

on tanneries visited and adviced by the adviser 

The full reports of these tanneries are found in 

volimi II of the final Report: 

The tanneries mentioned below as examples represents: 

a. One Governmental tannery 

b. One Exporting tannery 

c. Cue Domestic tannery 

d. Home Industry tannery. 
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A.   REPORT  VISIT  TO   P.P.K.   MEKTQY1IDAN  M G  L 

MAGELANTG   (CENTRAL JAVA) 

Discussion with     :     1, Mr.  A.   DOESRI   PRAPTOMOELJONO 

General Director 

Mr.   ARDEM MADJO 

Technical Manager   . 

Mr.   RIFAN HAD I 

Technical Manager 

Findings 

1.  The Tannery is owned and directed by the government 

of central Java. 

2. Number of Drums present 

3. Number of workers 

k. Working capacity 

5. Maximum capacity 

9 drums 

75 worker 

35-'*0.000 ft2 shoe uppers 

and 10 tons of sole leather. 

50.000 ft2 shoe upper 

leather and Í2 tons of sole 

leather. 

6. The market demands is the reason for the lower pro- 

ductivity since the production is done according to 

the local demands. 

7. The production of the tannery: 

a. Full grain, corrected grain upper leather 

(pigment finish) 

b. Sole vegetable tanned leathor, insole splits 

Roth products are locally used. 
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Technical Research 

1. The soaking process is not done properly, since the 

pit used for soaking, is not large enough and the 

percentage between the hide and water in the soaking 

process which is usually MO* water this percentage 

is not working, causing insufficient soaking opperà- 

tion which is the principle to have good quality 
leather. 

2. The revolution of the liming drum is very high, since 

the R.P.M. of liming drum should not he more than 

2-4 rounds per minute. This high revolution in the 

liming drum is one of the causes of loose grain 

which is quite clear in the finished prodinl. 

3. The low speed of the retarmi ng and fati i quo ring drum 

causes also bad fat liquoring opperation. 

h.     The splitting machine is not working properly and 

needs a lot of mentenance. 

Also the SaminLng machine is very old and compietly 

out of order and it causes a lot of harm to the 

leather and should be stopped completely. 

5.  The drying opperà Li on of the corrected grain leather 

is not done properly,  since the leather is leaft to 

dry in the direct sun over inclined tables causing 

reduction in size without any need and this should 
be changed. 

The drying of full grain leather is well done and 

no need for further change. 
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6. The staking machine is very old and it needs some 

mechanical arrangments in order not to cause any 

harm to the finished leather. 

7. The running formul for the production of full and 

corrected grain is using several chemicals without 

any need and this causes weast of maney. 

Also the p.H. of the pickling  operation  is very iow 

and it should he raised to be between 3-3.5. 

8. The sole leather produced is not bad according to 

the local market but still far away-as all the sole 

leather produced in Indonesian still far away from 

the International standard. 

9. The corrected grain leather produced is not bad but 

the full grain leather has a very loose grain i.e. 

no tight grain, also bad fulness and softness. 

Technical Advice 

1.  The number of hides should be reduced in every pit 

in the soaking operation  to be only 30-35 hides in 

one pit soaking for 2'i hours. 

Or in case of the neccssaty to put 70 hides in the 

pit for soaking, then next day these hides should 

be resoaked again in a drum for 1-2 hours but the 

revolution of the drum should not exceed 2-k  Pi. P.M. 

2. The R.P.M. of the deliming and Bating»Pickling, and 

tanning drum should be arranged to be from 6-8 r.p.m. 

Also that of retaning and fatliquoring should be 

changed to be 10-i't II.P.M. 
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3.  The p.H. of the pickling operation   must emJ 

between 3-3.5 max and not lower than that. 

k.     The saniming machine should be stopped completely 

from work and until it is completely renewed, saw 

dust should be used as explained to the tannery* 

Also the splitting machine must be in a good condition 

since this will effect the final appearance of the 

leather (i.e. Unequal thickness). 

5. The drying of the corrected grain leather should be 

done by nailing which will give an increase in area 

per side not less than l/k  ft . 

It is true that the quality of the produced leather 

will be lowered, but this could be recovered easily 

by good staking and finishing. 

6. The tannery is in true need to replace the following 

machines in the following order: 

a. The Spliting Machine 

b. The fleshing machine 

c. The samming machine 

d. The Shaving machine 

e. The Staking machine 

Also  a new Hydrolic  press with new  fashioned plates- 
expecially for corrected grain  leather -  is  required. 
With  respeot  to  the  sole  leather produced,   the 
quality can  be  easily  increased  by   increasing  the 
concentration of  the final   tanning  drum  to be between 
8-10    Be  instead of 5-6°  Be  as  it  is   now also  the 
running time  of  the  leather  in  this  concentrated 
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solution should be between 8-12 day and not li  days 

as now. 

By tnii; process good quality sole leather is produced 

with higher weight which means more selling price for 

every side as the sole leather is soiled by weight. 

The above recommendations with k  working formulas, 

has been given to the tannery. 
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B. REPORT  VISIT  TO   P.T.   PAN VICT AND SOM* 

JAK ARTA 

Discussion with: 

Findings 

1. Mr.L.DJABAR DJUNAIDI 

Owner 

2. Mr. KANS DJUNAIDI 

Director. 

h.    Maximum capacity 

1. Number of workers    : 150 worker 

2. Number of drums      : 27 drums + 6 paddles 

3. Working capacity     : 2 tons of dryed cattle hides/ 

day equivalent to 10.000 ft^ 

day and 2.000 pieces of sheep 

and goat skins per day. 

: h  tons dryed cattle hides/ 

day equivalent to 20.000 ft2/ 

day and 6.000 pieces of sheep 

and goat skins per day. 

5. The reason of the drop in the production: 

a. The raw cattle hides is not enough to work 

with full capacity, also no enough goat and 
sheep skins. 

b. The prices of the raw hides is not stahl e, now 

adays these prices is going up and expected 
to be higher again. 
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6. 

c.  The production depend on the demands of 

the local and export market. 

The production of the tannery is : 

a.  Full grain upper leather 

h.  Corrected grain upper leather 

both are pigment finish and for the domestic 
uses 

c. 

d- 
e. 

f. 

g. 

Army and police leather for shoes 

Embossed upper leather for domestic uses 
Furni Lure leather 

Crust leather 

Pickled sheep and goat skins 

h.  Wet blue goat skins 

The last 3 products are for exportation 

i.  Sole and split vegetable tanned leather. 

Technical comments : 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The production is very good either for domestic 

uses or for exportation and no any technical 

observation, can be said. 

All the necessary technical tests such as the control 

of temperature, measuring the p» and the degree Be' 

all these chemical tests are well done and controlled. 

The tannery is well arranged, well equiped with 

machines except the drying vacum dryer and the 
samming machines. 

a.  There are more than one vacum dryer including 

also locally done, but all of thorn are not 

working properly, and the drying operation is 
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done  very slowly  and this causes  for  sure reduction 
in   size  of  the  produced leather. 

The   tannery lias   either to buy  a  new   vaeum dryer,   or 

to  nail   the  leather   first until   50JÍ  dryness  then 
to   continuo  drying   on   the  va o um   dryer. 

b.   The   sarmrnm; machine  present   is   not  working properly 

causing  lot   of   trouble  to  the   leather  and  the  tannery 

has   to   trim a   lot   from every  side   of   the  leather 

before  shaving,   and   this of  course   causes  indirect 
lose  of area  of   the  leather produced. 

It   is  true  that   the   tannery has   a  future plane  to 

build a  new factory  for leather   fiber  board  so  usin* 

these  trims as  a   starting raw material,   but until 

that  factory  is  build  it is  a  true  lose  from these 

.trims caused by   the unproper use  of   the  saniming 
machine. 

A recommendation   has  been given   to   the   tannery either 

to  have a new  samming machine   or   to  use   the  saw dust 
as  drying agent   before  sh.ivtnir" 

h:     The  sole  leather produced  is  far  away  from the St^nd.rd 

Normal   sole  leather,   the process  of  tanning  is not 

bad  but   the  finishing   of  the sole   leather   is very bad. 
(A formula has  been  given to the   taimen 
sole  leather) 

y  for finishing 

wet  blue goat 5.     The  tannery is producing pickled   and 
and  sheep skins. 

Advice  has been given  that  the  production  of crust 

sheep  and goat  skin   is  much more   better   to   the  tannery 

especially  that  the  measurments  of   the  crust leathi 1er 
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6. 

is much more acurate on a measuring machine, and not 

a matter of estimation as it is measured now on a 
wooden frame. 

Also by producing crust skins, the area of the skin 

will he increased much more than in the pickled or 

wet blue since drying by nailing will increase the 

area by not less than 1 - 1 ft2 in every piece 
T¡      2 • 

Generally speaking the tannery under investigation 

can be considered as one of the bigest and best 

tanneries all over Indonesia, also the production 

either for the local market or for exportation can 

be considered as one of the best quality leather. 

There is a very big chance for this tannery to advance 

more and more especially for exporting finished 
leather. 

 J 
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C.   REPORT  VISIT  ON  NV.   PAÜRIK KULIT 

"KTAN HIN" 

JAKARTA 

Director     :     Lo Jen Kie 

Findings     : 

1. Number of workers 

2. Number of drums 

3. Maximum capacity 

k. Working capacity 

5.  Production 

a 

85 workers 

12+3 paddels 

45 tons of cattle hides/month 

20 tons of cattle hides/month 

finished upper leather, full and 

corrected grain, pigment and semi 

aniline and aniline finish. 

b. embossed upper leather 

c. sole and lining leather (vegetable 

tanned) 

d. glove and suede leather from splits 

/ (chrome tanned) 

6. All the production is sold and used for Domestic uses. 

7. The tannery is not working with its maximum capacity 

for the following reasons: 

a. Lack of capital 

b. Market demands which is not stable 

c. Fluctuation in the prices of raw 

hides so the tannery has in stock 

only for 3 weeks production (which 

is very low stock) 

-J 
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8. Th(;  stock for  chemicals  is  only  for  10 days and 

for  finishing  chemicals  only for  3 weeks  which  is 

also  very low   stock  . 

(usually  the   stock of hides  and   chemicals-should be 
at   least  for  6  months). 

9. The   tanneiy  buies   the  raw hides   from  central  Java, 

Mcdaii,   North  Sumatera,   Pontianak  but   not  from 

Jakarta. 

10.     The  tannery   is  complaining   from   the   scarsity and 

high  prices   of  the raw hides,  which  is  almost much 

higher   than   the  world market. 

Technical   Research 

1.     The machines  present  in the  tannery' are  very old, 

and not working  efficiently  and   this  effect  the 

quality  of  the  final  production  such  as  in corrected 

grain  leather,   buffing  is  very bad.     This   is  quite 

clear  in  the  finished leather were   traces  of bad 

buffing  parts  appears after  the   leather  is  completed. 

' 2.     The Hides deffects  such as   skin  diseases  and mechanical 

demages,   etc   appears  also  in the  final   corrected  grain 

leather,   this   is  also because  of  bad buffing  opperàtion, 

3.     The finished  leather   ìas  a bad appearance,   loose  grain 

is well  noticed  either in  full  or  corrected grain 

leather. 

The reason  for   this might be  from  the   process of 

liming  and  a  lot  of experiments   should be done  in 

order  to reach  a good formula  to  avoid  this  loose 

grain. 

V 

« 
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,Also   the  finishing  system has   to  be  completly 

changed especially  impregmation. 

*â.     The   retanning  of  corrected   and   full   grain   is not 

good  and  this   is  quite  clear  especially   in  the poorer 

parts  of   the   hide   (bellies,   flaks,   shoulder  section). 

5. The   fat  liquoring  process   is  not  done   in  a good way 

and  this  is   obvious on  the   flesh   side   after  the  fat 

liquoring  process  and it   appeares   also   as   fat  spews 

on  the  finished leather,   this   is  also  because of  the 

use  of  low quality fat  liquoring   agents. 

6. Some   side  of   the  corrected grain  leather was  very 
hard without   any  obvious   reason. 

7. The  drying  system  is not good,   the vacum drier used 

is  locally made  very primitive   and without  any cover 

i.e.   only a hot plat over which   the  leather is dried. 

Even  the  setting  out on  this  hot  plate   is not done 

in  a good way,   and  this   appears   in  the   final  produc- 
tion as  a defect  in the  leather. 

8. 

9. 

The  sole  leather produced   is   very  soft   and  empty  i.e. 

no  enough   tanning  inside.   This  will   also  cause 

very  low Abrastion Resistance   and will   be  completely 

destroyed  after making  shoes   and  use   for maximum 
3-4 months. 

The  technology  in  the tannery  is  not  sufficient  and 

the necessary   test  usually  done   in  the   tanning process 

such as measuring p",  degree  Be'   and   so  on,   all   these 

tests  is not  carried out  regularly which  effects  the 
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final  production  especially from  the quality point 
of  view. 

Technical   Recommendations 

i.     The necessary  chemical  test should he  done  i.e.   ph. 
ph  test  after  deliraing,  pH after hating,  measuring 
of degree Be»   heforc pickling   (especially that  the 
salt used before  adding the acid   is not  pure  and 
full  of humidty)  measuring pH after complete  chrome 
tanning,  pH after neutralization   and after retanning, 
These  test are   very  important  and  must  be done. 

2. The buffing opperation must be well  done using 
buffing paper  of  low number first   them  those  of 
higher ones until   the visible defects  on  the  leather 
have been completely removed. 

3. A  recommendation  should be  important  of  using good 
quality fat  liquoring  agents  especially  in full   and 
corrected grain  leather. 

h.     The  setting out   operati-in       must  be  well  done,   by 
both hands. 

..J 
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D.   VISIT REPORT TO  GARUT 

In Garut about 60 km away from Bandung, a group of 

primitive work shops producing leather. (about 70 
work   shops). 

The  name of  a   tannery can not  be  applied,  yet  they are 
still   producing   leather. 

No drums,  no  machines every  thing  is  done with a very 
primitive way. 

The  number of workers is  ranging  from  2  till   10 workers 
in every  shop. 

The  hides is   soaked  in a pit maximum  2 hides/day. 

Spi i ting  is  done  by hand,   which   is very  slow,   inacurate, 
primitive process. 

The motion of hides  in an open  drum  is  done by the  le>*<= 

of  the worker either in deliraing,   bating,  pickling  or 
even  in the  chrome   tanning process. 

Concequently No  Chemical Control  with  respect  to measuring 

pH or  degree  Be'   or any other kind of  chemical   tests 
used  in  the  leather tanning process. 

Even   staking  is  done by hand  on  a wooden holder. 

The  resultant  leather is hard,   stiff,   empty,   dead feeling 

not  regular  in  thickeness,   but   according  to  the possi- 

bilities  present   in  these primitive work  shops,   the 
leather produced  seems to be a  miracle. 

Visiting  some  of  these work shops,   which  are  typicaly 

idential,  discussion was done  in  details  in only two  of 
them: 

I.    AJAT RAIIYAT work shop  (this   is  the name of  the  owner 
and of the work  shop) 

a.    Number of workers       :     10 worker 
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b. Working capacity :     2 cattle hides/day 

c. Production :     chrome  upper and lining 

leather. 

d. Formula used :    The  formula  is not bad 

except  in : 

1.  No   any chemical   control 

is   done during  the  tanning 

process even for   the   temp, 
of  water. 

2.  The  persentages  of chrome 

and   fat liquor used is 

very  small  and  less  than 

enough.   (They use  only 

5%  chrome  powder  and  2% 

fat   liquor  agents). 

The  work shop  is working  like   this  since  30 years 

and ALL the  production,  which   is of very low 

quality,   is    sold   and used for domestic uses. 

The work shop  is  suffering from the lack of 

capital  and   this  applies  to all  of them. 

e. 

f. 

II.     YUSEF Work Shop 

(The name  of  the  owner  and  the  work  shop) 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Number of worker 

Working capacity 

Production 

8 worker 

2 cattle hides/day 

chrome upper and lining 

leather. 

They all use the sume formula also with out any 

type of chemical control. 

-*j 
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Chapter III 

The Leather Research  Ins t i tute 

* •        General  View   : 

The Governmental  Leather Research  Institute  in 
Jogyakarta  is   the  only Research   Institute dealing 
with Leather  Industry  in  Indonesia.  The  future 
advance of leather  industry in  the country depends 
to a big extent  on  this Institute. 

The students  graduated from  the Academy of Leather 
Technology has   their practical   training  in the 
Institute.  Those graduated  student are  the future 
technicians  in  an  industry  already suffering   from 
the lack of  technicians and new  technology. 
The Institute  has  a very good relation will  all 
tanneries together with all  the  people working   in 
the leather industry. 

They hope that  the  institute  should provide  them 
with the necessary technical  assistance  they need. 
In fact,   the  Institute  through  its well  technical 
management and  staff has been helpful to a big 
extent  for the  leather industry  acting  as a truble 
shooter. 

In some  cases   the  technical   staff  from the 
institute are  requested to  carry  practical work  in 
tanneries  for  short  time,   assisting in the  improvement 
and upgrading  of the   leather produced.   In home 
industry tanneries,   thu assistance of the Leather 
Research Institute is quite noticable. 

._ J 
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The   sources  of budgetary  revenue of  the  Leather Research 
Institute   are   : 

A).   Governmental   Budget 

This   is   supplied by  the  Government  and   it   consists   of 

1  - Routine   Budget 2 - Development Budget 

B).   Non-Governmental  or   earned  Budget 

This   is   earned by  the   institute   through   technical 

assistance  given  to   the   industry,   fees   charged for 

certification of exported  leather      etc. 

The  noticable  increase     (about  100JÍ)   in   the 

Governmental   budget   is  quite clear  from   the  following 
data   : 

1975/1976 

1. Routine Rp. 68.640.500 (=69,58^) 

2. Develop. Rp. 30.000.000 (=30.42*) 

Total    Rp. 98.640.500   (100JÉ) 

I976/I977 

Rp.   101.466.400   ( = 49.44£) 

Rp.   103.759.000   ( = 50.56#) 

Rp.   205.225.400        (100JÍ) 

The Non-Governmental  or  earned budget  had  been increased 

also  by L'50# during  the  same  period which  means that   the 

leather   industry sector  is  giving  big   assistance and 

appreciation  to the   institute activities. 

With   the  increase  of  this   activities,   the   leather  industry 

sector will  give more and  more,   finaly   for  the benefit  of 
the  leather  industry  in  all  Indonesia. 
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The Leather Research Institute consists raaialy 

of TWO Big Centers ( Units ) 

2.1  T4NNING CENTER ( Unit I ) 

This unit can be considered as a small tannery 

with 2 soaking pits, one paddle, 3 liming drums, 

2 chrome tanning drums, one dyeing and fat 

liquoring drum. The necessary machines used in 

the tanning process is also present such as 

Fleshing, Splitting, Satmnying and Shaving machines. 

For finishing opperations, the machines present 

are : TWO buffing machines, ONE bruching, Töree 

glazing machines, ONE automatic spraying unit ONE 

Vacum dryer, ONE ironing and ONE rolling machine. 

The number of workers working in this unit are 

30 workers. 

This unit is working for ; 

a. Training 
The  students  from  the Academy of  Leather 
Technology  carries practical   training  in  this 
unit. 
They are   trained  on the different 'stages  in the 
tanning processes under the  supervison of  the 
technical   staff  from the  institute.   This practical 
training   is well  done. 

b. External  Services 

Through this unit, some external services are 
done for the private tanneries. Starting from 
soaking until chrome tanning process, all are 
done in this unit. 

J 
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The hides or  skins with their chemicals 

belongs  to   the   external  tannery,   the 

institute will   supply equipments and 

workers  and  some  times  the  method  of 
tanning  itself. 

c,   Produetion 

In  case  that  their is no  external  services 

done   in this  unit,   the  institute will carry 

its  own  production.  The main  production  is 

Leather for  textile industry,   pickled,  wet 

blue   from  sheep  and goat  skins. 

The  quantity  of   the production-compared   to 

the  possibilities of the  institute-can be 

considered VERY SMALL and  should be increased, 

For  the  tanning  Unit  it  is  recommended   : 

1. The  arrangement of  the machines  is not   in 

the proper way.  Those machines have to   be 

arranged   in  order that  the  flow of pro- 

duction  should be  in one   line  and not 
crossed  as   it   is now. 

2. The paddle  is  out of order  and has to be 

prepared and  used in the  production since 

liming  in the  paddle  is highly recommended 
and prefered   than drum liming. 

3. The unhairing  and fleshing  kniefs lias   to 

be  completely  changed and   renewed since 

they are  out   of order since  a  long time. 

4. Some machines   e.g.   the  shaving machine  has 

to  stopped  for a long  time  without any 
work on  it. 

..J 
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5. 

In  such  cases  it  is   recommended  that  the 
machine  should  be kept  in opperation 
periodicaly in  order  that it  is  always 
ready  for use. 

The  scudding machine   is out of  order and 
quick  nientainancc   is  needed  to put   it 
once more   in opperation, 

6.   By adding  one or  2 more drums  for  chrome 
tanning  the whole productivity of   this 
unit  could be  increased. 

7. The  rounds  per minute  of the dying   and 
fat  liquoring drums  has  to be  changed to 
be  from  12 -  16  r.p.m. 

8. The Vegetable  tanning  unit is not  working 
properly.  A. complete  use of this unit must 
be done.   By adding  2  or more  tanning  drums, 
this  unit  can produce   vegetable  tanned 
leather easily at  least for the  requirments 
of  the  handicraft  unit. 

The pit/drum system can be used very  easily 
and properly in   the  production of   sole 
leather.   In  future,   this vegetable   tanning 
unit  can be used  in  advising  the  tanners 
how to   improve  their  vegetable  tanning 
process  and  to produce   sole leather   according 
to  the  international   standards. 

9. The  technicians   suppervising this  unit needs 
abroad  training  in order that  they  can 
produce  and assist  in   producing  leather 
according to recent developments  in   the 
tanning  industry. 
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2.2   8h o tt_and_ha_ii d i c r ; i f t Conter  ( Unit II ) 

The shoe manufactury section is producing shoes on 

small scale, mainly for external request. 

One of the main objectives of this unit is to train 

personal working in shoo industry which is an 

important sector in the field of leather products. 

The handicraft section in working nearly the sajne" 

as the shoe manufacturer section, for external 

demands and training personal working for handicraft 

art. This section gives also new and recent designes 

for the market, assisting in increasing exports of 
leather goods. 

The number of workers working in these 2 sections 

are 30 workers. 

5*    The organization of the Institute 

The Leather Research Institute consists of 5 

departments, each has 5 sections as follows î 

3.1 

3.1.1 

3.1.2 

3.1.3 

3.1.4 

,3.1.5 

3.2 

3.2.1 

3.2.2 

3.2.3 

3.2.'é 

3.2.5 

Department of Research and Scientific Development 
Sections : 

Process  and Product  Research 
Testing  and Standardization 
Experimentation  Laboratories 
Data Compilation  and Analises 

Material  Research. 

Dgn^tjnent_of Technological  Development Sections   : 

Process  and Product  Technology 
Handicraft - Design  and  Production 
Leather Technology 

Synthetion and Plastic Technology 
industrial Leather  and Plastics. 

T 
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3.3 

3.3.1 
3.3.2 

3.3.3 
3.3.4 
3.3.5 

3.4 

3.4.1 
3.4.2 

3.4.3 
3.4.4 

3.4.5 

3.5 

3.5. 
3.5. 
3.5. 
3.5. 
3.5. 

4. 

4a 

Department   of  Industrial Dcvelopnmnj^jrnrt 
Economics Sections   : 

Statistics   and  Data Analyses 
Affiliation   (   Industrial   ) 
Planning and  Programming 

Industrial  Development & Market Research 
Low  and regulations. 

Department   of Scientific  and   Training Sections   : 

Library Scientific Documentation 
Exhibition  and  Information 
Training & Up grading 
Publication 
Extention Services 

Department  of General Administration Sections^» 

Finance 
Personnel 

Building and Groundside 
Supply & Logistik 

Power and Technical Maintenance. 

Personnel 

The Director  of   the institute   is at  the  same time 
The Director  of   the Academy of Leather Technology 
located also   in  Jogyakarta.   This  is  quite  good 
since  ONE Director can  arrange  and manage   the 
training courses   done by the   students  of  the Academy 
in the Research  Institute. Also the recent  develop- 
ments  and researches in  the  tanning   industry can be 

U ..J 
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transfered immediately to the Leather Academy. 

'i.2  The number of persons graduated from the Academy of Leather 

Technology until date are 282 persons. They occupied Jobs 

in governmental and private sector as follows : 

a. number of persons working in the governmental sector  = 132 

b. number of persons working in the private sector       = 113 

c. number of persons working independently s 37 

Total = 282 

The future advance of leather industry depends on those 

technicians graduated from the Academy and trained in the 

Research Institute. 

k.3     The number of staff working in the Leather Research 

Institute are 220 persons out of them are 111 persons 

(approximately 50JÉ) have received high level of education. 

The number of men working is   I79 

The number of women working is  kl 

Total 220 

« 81,4 ft 

-  18,6 % 

i 00 $ 

5.   Library 

The library consists one of the most important sections 

related to the research works done by the Institute. 

Their is shortage of scintific and technical books and 

technical literature dealing with leather technology 

and leather 

U 
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6. 

products   industry.   It has  to  be  intensified 

by recent  books   on leather technology,   shoe 
and handicraft   magazines. 

The Director  of   the  Institute  has  already 

started  contacts with   some  Leather magazines 

and Journals   in   an  attempt   to   supply  the 

library with  the  most  recent  developments   in 
the Leather  Industry. 

Some  books  and  magazines recommended  for  the 
library  is  mentioned  in Annex   XIII. 

Testing  and Experimental  section   : 

The  equipments  present  in  the  laboratories 

of  the  institute  are directed  towards  chemical, 
physical   and microbiological   tests. 

For chc.iiic.il  and microbiological   tests,   the 

equipments  present are not  enough  for  such  an 

institute.   It has  to be  increased  in number 

and upgraded  in  quality in order to fulfil   the 

taskes  of  the  institute  in creating and 

implementing  the   Indonesian Leather specifica- 
tions. 

The necessary equipments  needed  for this 
section  is  mentioned  in Annex XiV. 

It has  to  be  noticed that   : 

a.   Their  is  no Air-Conditioned room for 

physical   testing.   This  room has  to  be 

present   as  a condition  for perfect  physical 

tests   since  these  tests -  according  to 

international   standards-has   to be  carried 

in certain  tc-iupui aLuxe with certain humidity. 

U 
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7. 

7.1. 

b. A Seperatc room for workers and for samples 

is also recommended. 

Future tasks for the Leather Research 
Inst.i tu te : 

The most important role for the Leather 

Research Institute in future is to establish 

special specifications for Leather in Indonesia 

i.e. c'icinical and physical specifications. These 

specifications does not exist in Indonesia until 

date. The necessity of cxistance of such 

specifications is well known. 

Through several meetings with Mr. Pietoyo, the 

Director of the Leather Research Institute the 

following 2 staçe working plan was agreed : 

A. Stage I or Short term plan : 

This stage will consist of : 

1. Collection of samples from different tanneries 

representing different varietés of leather 

produced in the whole country. 

2. Chemical and physical analyses of these 

samples by the Institute according to the 

international standard methods of analy?esv 

3. Comparison of the actual figures obtained 

with the international standards. 

4. Establishing the extent of discrepancy 

between the actual and the international 

standard. 

The Institute has already started working 

in this stage, 12 samples from different 

tanneries had been already collected and 
analysed. 
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B. Stage II or Long term plan 

This stage will consists of : 

1. The production of leather in the pilot plant 

in the Institute in accordance with the 

international standard established. 

2. The transfer of the tanning procedures from 

the Institute to the tanneries. 

3. Giving assistance to the tanneries to enable 

them to produce leather according to the in- 

ternational standards. 

k.  After a trial period, the inforcement of this 
standard through Indonesia. 

For simplisity the last iteam could be done 

first through provinces before applying to 

whole of Indonesia. 

As agreed with Mr. Pietoyo, The Institute 

with the possibilities present can carry 

alone stage I but in stage II the assistance 

of UNIDO is required. 

This assistance should be in the form of a 

UNIDO Leather Tanning Adviser (see 

Recommendations). 

7.2.  The Institute should make most benefit from 

the tanning unit already present, The quantity 

of work done in this unit at present is quite 

small if compared with the possibilities 

present. 

With the internal arrangement of the machines, 

adding 2 or more tanning drums etc the tanning 

unit can produce quite a lot of either pickled 

wet blue sheep or goat skins, or even finished 

upper leather. 

 J 
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The aim of transferring the tanning unit to a 

production one is not only for earning perposses, 

but also to be an example of well arranged and 

technically directed tannery. The transfer of 

this unit to be a productive one will not stope 

the role of the Institute as a Research one, 

but on the contrary will assist to a big extent 

in this direction. 

The assistance given to the private sector will 

be much more suportable by this new tanning 
unit. 

The Director of the Leather Research Institute 

has agreed on this idea. 

The assistance of UNIDO Leather Tanning Adviser 

is also required. In my oppinion that a Leather 

tanning adviser can give his assistance to the 

Institute for both the specifications and the 

production activities. 
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i. 

a. 

b. 

e. 

Chapter IV 

Forestry 

Acacia and Mangrove 

General View 

In Indonesia their exists 3 kinds of Acacia : 

Acacia Decurrcns (green wattle ) 

with an average tannin content 27 - 42 JÍ 

Acacia Moll ; sima ( black wattle ) 

with an average tannin content 35 % -  39 % 

At tei a Leui'ophlca 

^ith an average tannin content I5 % 

In all acacia trees, the tannins and their 

associated non-tannins are concentrated mainly 
in the hark. 

1.1 Mature black wattle bark (8 -10 years growth) 

contains an average 35* tannin. The tannin 

content of the bark varies within a single tree 

being highest in the thick basal bark and 

gradually decreasing with increasing hight. 

The bark of lowest tannin content is therefore 

to be found in the youngest portions of the 

trunk and branches. Tannin content usually 

increases with increasing age and thickness of 

the bark, but variation in soil conditions, 

rainfall and other enviromental factors also 

exercise a market influence. 

1.2 The green wattle possesses park equaHy rich 

in tannin as that of the hinov «mf + in „i 4.i,-..,_i, 

the bark is rather thinner. The tannin is more 

highly coloured and when used in vegetable 

tanning it produces highly coloured leather. 
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The green wattle  is  easily grown,   yoilds  good 

straight  poles  and  is much more  resistant  to 

cold mid   to   the   two major  insect  pests   (bagworm 
and  froghopper). 

Mack wattle   hark  extractives  are   readily 

soluble   ir.   hot water.   In   tanneries   the   bark  is 

broken up  and  extracted by  a hot  counter- 

current   leach.  Alternatively,   the  bark   is   first 

cold-leaohed  and finally hot-leached   to  remove 

all   solubles.   The hot  and  cold  extractives have 

different   tanning  properties  and used  in  the 

production   of  vegetable   tanned  leather. 

Acacia 

Previously,   the  total   area  cultivated  by Acacia 

trees was   estimated  to  be  'i7.000 -  50.000 

hactares.   Now a days  only  1,000 -  2,000 ha are 
still  remained. 

The  reason   for  this  drop  is   that  the  cultivation 

of Acacia  seems not  to be  profitable which  is 

not  true.   The  cultivation  of Acacia   is  quite 

profitable   especially when  the correct  methods 

of  planting   and  thining  is  applied.   The Acacia 

extracts   is  used locally on  a wide   scale  in 

tanneries  producing  sole  leather.   The  demands  of 

those  tanneries  for Vegetable  Tanninr   Extracts   is 

going higher  and higher with   the   increased 

demands  of  Vegetable   tanned  leather   (   for  shoe 

industry,   textile  industry,   handicrafts   .....   ) 

The  following   table  shows   the quantities  of 

imported vegetable extractes  and   their  value  in 
US}, 

w  J 
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Table il 

— *^-                                -1  •*     """nui;     l'iai/Cl   J 

and  their value   in  US $ 
¡t.1 ^ i 

Period Quantity Value 
(in Ton«) in U S $ 

1970 128 26.769 
1971 266 58.967 
I972 118 30.881 
1973 162 58.000 
1974 213 60.OOO 1 
1975 59'i I9I.O27 1 
1976 708 252.471 

Source : Central Bureau of Statistics - Jakarta, 

The Acacia trees are now cultivated by farmers in 

East and Central Java but on a very small scale. 

The farmers has to sell those trees before its normal 

life time i.e they sell younger trees with an average 
age of 5 - 6 years. 

Concequently those small age trees contains smaller 

'tannin contents in their bark (average 12 %  tannin 
content). 

What ever  the price of Acasia will   be  in  the  future, 

it will  be   still  much more cheaper  than  the  imported 
similar  extracts. 

The average  price  of Acacia  is Rp   30/Kg  and   every 

5 Kg of Acacia Iiark yeilds  1 Kg of  extract which 

means  that   the price  of One Kg  extract will  be  Rp  I50, 

much  cheaper  than mimosa extract with  an average price 
Rp 450/Kg. 
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3. 

k.2 

Mangrove 

The tannin present in mangrove barks of different 

kinds may vary from less than Í0JÉ to over 'tO JÉ. 

It is only when the tannin content is fairly 

night that exploitation for tan-bark or for 

extract is worth while, hark for export should 

have not less than 30JÈ tannin. For local extract 

manufacture barks with a lower tannin content 

may be profitable to work. 

It is considered that mangrove constitute the 

world's greatest potential source or reserve of 

tanning material. Mangroves constitute in fact 

the only commercial tanning material of natural 

growth that seems inexhaustible. 

The age of the bark or of the tree yeilding is 

important, the tendency being the older the tree 

the richer the bark. 

In Indonesia the mangrove trees exists in all 

Swampy coasts as in Kalimantan, east coast of 

Sumatra, Sulawesi and Ujung Pandang. 

The estimated amounts of mangrove already present 

is about 250.000 - 300.000 hactares. 

The mangrove are inexhaustable i.e the trees are 

rapidly grown up and self regenerating. 

The mangrove trees, BAKAW, is already exported 

with their BARK to Taiwan and Japan. 

Recommendations 

Establishment of extracting factory for mangrove 

1n Tnraknn ( East. Kalimantan ). 

Reforestation of the barran hils with trees 

producing tannines instead of fire wood trees. 
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k.ï 

k.'i 

4.5 

According to the Leather Research Institute, then 

exist in Indonesia about k*j  kinds of trees 

containing tanning material varying from 10 up to 

25 tannin content in their hark. 

RehabJlitnJon and expansion of the existing Acacia 

areas. As Acacia decurrens is cultivated on the 

altitude of about 1000 meter above sea level it is 

advisable to plant another kind of Acacia that 

grow beneth 1000 meter namely Acacia Pycnantha 

which has a longer growth period and has more tannin 
content ( about 43 $  ). 

Selective cutting with new plantation in between so 

that the Acacia forest will not be barren and the 

trees can fulfil its hydrological function. 

The preventation of Acacia stealing for firewood 

that occur in most of the Acacia forest. The 

storage of Acacia bark must be centralized in 

certain places to prevent stealing. The drying 

process should be taken into consideration to 

produce good quality. 

The rehabilitation of Acacia (together with the 

other recommendations) is not only for domestic 

uses by tanneries producing sole leather but also 

for exportation perposes. 

Among the Asian countries, Indonesia has the 

greatest possibilities to be the bigest producers 

of Acacia and Mangrove extracts. 

U 
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RFTOMMíN DATIONS 

I.  HIDES AND SKINS 

A.  AVAILABILITY 

A decrease in the total livestock population has 

produced a shortage of hides and skins.  This 

shortage has resulted in increased underutilization 

of capacity by existing tanneries.  To overcome 

this shortfall of raw material it is recommended 
that: 

1. Ranching on the some 9 million hectares 

available outside Java should be encouraged 

to augment and, within sum 7 to 10 years 

increase tha supply of locally produced 
hides. 

Ranching projects should be encouraged by 

the government through the provision of 

better financing and credit facilities. 

Dank credit of at least 15 years with a 

grace period of 7 years should be provided 

to give time for the ranchers to increase 

their livestock population. 

Within Java an increase in the existing 

livestock population can be increased through 

the redistribution of the herd from places 

of high density to low density areas through 

the provision of government incentives. 

2. A proper proportion between the bull and cow 

populations should be established since the 

U 
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number of bulls  exceeds  that of cows. 

3.     The existing ban  on the  export  of raw hides 

currently   in  force  in Java be  extended   to 

cover  the  whole  of  Indonesia. 

k.     The importation  of raw hides  and skins 

should be  encouraged by the government  and 

the import  duties on imported hides and 

skins should be  reduced to a maximum of  5JÍ. 
(insted  of   30JÉ  as present) 

5. Proper cool   storage facilities  in ports  and 

harbours  should be established to prevent 

imported hides  and  skins from spoiling 

through heat and humidity while awaiting 
customs  clearance. 

6. Full pest  control  and veterinary checks 

should be   instituted at  importation ports. 

7. The export  of live animals  should be  stopped 

to utilize  the meat,  hides and by products 
inside  Indonesia. 

B.    QUALITY 

A major problem in the quality of skins, arises 

from the lack of proper vetenaring supervision 

and results in large quantities of skins bearing 

disease traces making them unacceptable for 
export: 

..J 
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1.     Regular vetenary inspections/innoculations 
should be  extended  to  goats  and sheep  (and 
not only for  cattle)   to   Improve  the quality 
of their  skins. 

2. High quality animal feedstuff (Tapioca chips) 

currently exported to Europe should be 

utilized to improve the local herd for meat 

production, and the production of hides and 

skins. The latter tends to be given rela- 

tively low priority as a by-products by 

Government officials. 

3. Proper training facilities should be provided 
through the Leather Research Institute, 
Yogyakarta,   to upgrade  the current weak 
flaying practices. 

Every official  slaughterhouse must contain 
trained staff who not  only attend such 

training courses but gain practical  experience 
during this  course. 

k.     Modern electric  flaying  equipment must replace 
sharp knives predomianntly in use at present. 
UNino/FAO  inputs may be  considered for the 
implementation of  these   recommendation. 

5.     The slaughter of productive cows  should be 
banned completely. 
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6.    Chemical branding  should replace th e current 
practice of hot Iron branding which damag 
the quality of hides and  skins. 

es 

7.  The process of preserving hides as practiced 

in the inslands outside Java especially e.g. 

BALI - TIMOR - FLOHES etc. is somewhat 

primitive and results in the production of 

preserved hides full of defects.  These poor 

preservation techniques adversely effect 

the quality of hides and lower their grade 

considerably.  To upgrade the preservation 

of these hides, UNIDO/FAO assistance may be 

required. Furthermore, the chemicals used 

in hide preservation should be made available 
free of import duty. 

C.  BY PRODUCT UTILIZATION 

1. The creation of a Glue and Gelatine Industry 

based on the by-products of tanneries should 
be considered. 

UNIDO imputs can assist in the establishing 
of such an industry. 

2. An indigneous raw material industry should 

be established such as Bating Agents 

(PANCREATIC BATES, which are made by using 

the digestive enzimos from the pancreatic 

glands from slaughter animals) and the 

production of lubricating oils from hooves 
and homers. 
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11•     THE LEATHER RESEARCH  INSTITUTE 

To enhance the effectiveness of The Leather Research 

Institute  and  to  ensure  its possessing  the  services 

necessary to meet  the requirements  of the tanning 

Industry  in Indonesia,   the following recommendations 
should be  implemented. 

i.  Training 

2. 

Institute staff must receive extensive training 

abroad in specialize leather centres and/or 
large chemical companies. 

Equipment 

A small fully equipped production unit should 

be created at the Institute to enable the 

Institute to establish and test specifications 

prior to the adaption of these standards in 

the tanneries on a large scale. 

3.  Library 

A comprehensive  library must be  established  to 
collect refrence material and keep abreast of 

current  international  developments in leather 
technology. 

4.    The linkage between the Instituto and Industry 

should be extended by designing a comprehensive 
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programme of Industrial servicies, training 

product and process development. 

5.     Standards 

1 

6. 

7. 

To  ensure  the  acceptability of Indonesian 
leather and command competitive prices  in export 
markets,   specifications  must  comply with 
international   standards. 

The  establishment  of standards and  specifications 
may require  the assistance  of  a UNIDO expert 
(minimum one  year). 

His arrival   at  the Institute  should however be 
made conditional upon prior implementation of 
the recommendation on  training,   equipment and 
the  library. 

Once a standard is established,  a strict quality 
control  system should be  instituted covering 
all  Indonesian tanneries. 

The enforcement of standards and the quality 
control throughout Indonesia is necessary to 
upgrade  the  quality of  Indonesian  leather. 

No definitive  figure exists  for the   total 
number of tanneries  in  Indonesia.     This  is 
especially outside Java.     Each government 
department has  a different  set  of  figure  varying 
from 63 to over 300 tanneries   (including home 
industries).     A servay  should  be conducted with 
the help and  participation of  the Leather 
Research Institute and the Leather Association. 

J 
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This survey would not only establish the number 

of existing tanneries, but should also give a 

comprehensive picture of the leather industry, 

its equipment, production capacity etc. 

III.  LEATHER 

1. Uprading 

As each step in the tanning process from hide 

or skin to finished leather adds an increasing 

proportion or value added, the aim must be 

to upgrade Indonesian production so that in- 

time all hides and skins are processed to a 
finished state. 

It is recommended therefore that a policy 

decision should bo taken to progressively ban 

the export of pickled then wet blue over a 

period of maximum of 2 years for each step and 

to be replaced eventually by exportation of 

crust and finished leather only. 

2. Measurement 

The present measurement system have 3 

different sizes of square feet (20 cm x 

20 ca, 29 cm x 29 cm and 30.45 cm x 30.45 cm). 

This should be replaced by the uniform 

international square feet (30.45 cm x 30.45 cm) 

and used for the both local and export 
•arkcts. 
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b. Frame measurements which at best produces 

a rough estimate should be discontinued 

and replaced by the use of modern measuring 
machines. 

Alternatively the export of pickled should 

be stopped and upgraded to crust which is 

much easier to measure accurately.  Poor 

measurements result in a loss of least 

half square feet per skin in every tannery 

which exports pickled hides and skins. 

c. The Leather Research Institute should be 

instrumental in the introduction and 

acceptance of these international standards 
of measurements. 

IV.  CUSTOMS DUTIES 

1.  Import Duties 

1 

a. Import duties on chemicals and machinery 

should be reduced as current levels 

merely increases production costs in an 

already high cost tanning industry. 

High duties on new machinery prevents 

many tanneries from replacing their old 

and worn out equipment which is the 

major factor preventing the improvement 

and upgrading of Indonesian leuther 
Industry. 



'Sa- 

lì.     Benefit should bo drawn from recent 

developments in advanced countries 

were the leather industry will be 

redeployed especially in the case of 

not new but still very usable machines. 

2. Export duties 

The present classification for duties on 

leather to be fxported, i.e. semi-processed 

and finished, does not take account of the 

different stages of semi-processed leather. 

Since leather can be exported as pickled 

wet blue or crust (all semi-processed 

stages), the export duties must take 

account of this fact and reflect the 

different degree of processing and value 

added inherent in each stage. 

3. Export Incentives 

In order to encourage the upgrading of 

equipment and technology in the leather 

industry and at the same time obtain 

sustained growth in exports, the government 

should consider the introduction of 

incentives to exporters of finished leather, 

(See page 50 of the report). 

By this incentives all those exporters of 

semi-processed leather (pickled, wet blue 

crust) will spontaneously progress to the 

finished stage with its big added value 

to the country. 
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** • Duty Drawback 

Any drawback system shoud be applied 

equally to finished leather and leather 

goods as well as to the semi-finished 

stages i.e. pickled, wet blue or crust 
leather. 

By applying the drawback system the prices 

of the exported leather will be lowered 

to the extent that it is competitive with 

the neighbouring countries. 

V. .CONTRACTS 

Indonesian leather is presently exported 

on an ad-hoc basis where the price obtained 

do not always reflect the prevailing inter- 

national prices in spite of the presence 

of the "Check price" published by the Trade 
Department. 

In most cases some abnormal conditions 

exist in the contracts for the sake of the 
buyer. 

In the absence of international standards 

this is to be expected. Once standards 

have been adapted however, international 

fixed contracts should be applied. 

.J 
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1 

b. It is recommended that a copy of the recent 

contracts should be submitted for final 

approval through a governmental committee 

chaired by the Director of the Leather 

Research Institute and include members 

of the Trade and Industry Departments. 

The committee should discuss the conditions 

present in the contract, also the capability 

of the tannery to fulfil the conditions 

concerning the production capacity. 

VI.  FREIGHT RATES 

Prevailing freight rates from Indonesia to 

Europe are uncompetitive when compared with 

rates from other countries.  The leather 

industry should press for Government help to 

renegotiate freight rates with the shipping 
conference. 

VII.  RANK CREDIT 

One persistant obstacle to the creation of a 

modern efficient tanning industry in Indonesia 

is the high cost of credit.  Present rate of 

interest at 18^ arc prohibitively. Special 

investment rate of maximum 1%  should be made 

available to enable the industry to modernise 

its equipment and there-by upgrade its products. 

—.a 
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VIII.     TAXES 

The current taxation system where a tanner has 

to pay four kinds of taxes to four different 

departments causes serious difficulties for 
the tanneries. 

It is advisable that taxes should be streamlined 

so that one single annual payment at one location 

covers all kind of taxes due to the Government. 

IX. JOINT VENTURES 

The creation of joint ventures with foreign 

capital and equity participation should be 

accepted in principle by the Government and 
encouraged. 

This would not only provide a new source of 

much needed capital but also modernise the 

industry by the introduction of up-to-date 

equipment as well as the transfer of technology 

in production and marketing know-how. 

Joint Ventures should be arranged only between 

existing Indonesian tanneries and foreign 

companies. No new tanneries should be created 

at present as long as the present shortage of 

raw hides and skins prevails. 

X. REAFFOKERSTATION 

The wholesale distruction of Accasia trees in 

recent years has resulted in the need for the 

_.J 
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import  of  increasing quantities of vegetable 
tanning material. 

Reafforestation of Accasia trees  should be 

started   immediately with  the  establishment  of 
two  vegetable  extracting  plants: 

One  based  on Accasia   in East Java,   the other 
for Mangrove in Kalimantan. 

The establishment of 2 factories in  these areas 

would obviate the need for  importation of 
vegetable   tanni es   from abroad. 

XI.     LEATHER ASSOCIATION 

The Leather Association should be assisted to 

play a more major role in promoting technical 

and commercial progress in  the  tanning industry. 

XII.     HOME  INDUSTRY TANNERIES. 

In places  such as Garut where  some 70 very small 

(home  industry)  tanneries  exist  in a restricted 

area,   amalgamation  through  the formation of an 
association should  be   encouraged. 

The Association with  the Government help 

(B.I.P.I.K.)  should  provide  some  essential 

equipments for Joint-use with the final  aim 

of creating a modern production  unit under one 
roof. 
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XIII.  COMPARATIVE STUDY 

To obtain an insight into the cost structure 

of the Indonesian tanning industry when compared 

with similar industries in the area e.g. china, Republic 

of Korea  etc. a comparative study should be 

undertaken through UNIDO/lTC auspices. 

Such a study would enable the Indonesian 

industry to identify the areas to be improved 

to became competitive in price and quality 

when compared with its most direct competition. 

XIV.  INTERNATIONAL FAIRS 

Participation by the industry in International 

Pairs and Exhibition should be encouraged to 

widen contacts and act as a catalyst for a 

better appreciation of modern trends and 

developments by Indonesian tanners. 

XV.  MARKETING 

1.     To promote,   stimulate and intensify market 
for Indonesian Leather abroad  (export)   it 
is recommended that a Marketing Board 
should be established which would coordinate 
the exporters. 

To create a  stable enviroment for growth 
for the leather industry the mechanism of 
acquiring and distribution of hides and 
skins and other raw materials  (chemical.s) 
should be done by the Leather Association 
and supervised by the Leather Development Board. 
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Annex T 

LIVESTOCK POPULATION  IN   INDONESIA 
I967  -  1976 

(000 Heads) 

Livestock 1967 I96S 1969 1970 I97I 1972 1973 I974 1975 1976 

1.  Cattle 7716 6575 6446 6013 6245 6260 6637 6380 68O5 6900 
2.  Buffalo 2732 2993 2940 2885 29I6 282 5 2489 2433 2839 304') 
3.  Horse 632 613 653 663 665 696 645 600 556 517 
'*.  Pig 2602 2727 2268 231*1* 3362 3300 2768 2906 3044 3192 
5.  Sheep 3704 3556 3531 3327 3146 2997 3547 3403 3632 3630 
6.  Goat 7093 7282 7543 6791 6943 6997 6793 6517 7915 8602 

J ! 
*    Tentative  figures. 

Source:    Department of Agriculture 

Directorat General  of Animal Husbandry - Jakarta 

_J 
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Annex VI 

UNARABLE LAND AND ITS POSSIBLE UTILIZATION TOR 
RANCHES  IN INDONESIA 

Province Unarable Land 
(O00 ha) 

Short-term 
establ't of 
Ranch (000 ha] 

Long-term 
establ't of 
Ranch (OOO ha ) 

Aceh 670 9,4 
North Sumatra 275 16,0 450 
R i a u 465 15,0 
J a m b i 620 _ _ 

West Sumatra 225 - 240 
South Sumatra 
(incl. Bengkulu) 

930 6,0 65O 

Lanipung 484 - 450 
West Java 197 - 

Central Java 60 . 

East Java 96 _ _ 

Bali 18 • _ 

West Nusatenggara 137 — 

East Nusatenggara 400 27,0 
• 

West Kalimantan 500 • 

Central Kalimantan 25O _ _ 

South Kalimantan 45O 17,6 250 
East Kalimantan 300 - 163 
North Sulawesi 520 — 150 
Central Sulawesi 516 — 

South Sulawesi 1200 84,0 
South-east Sulawesi 142 _ 

Maluku 200 — 

Irian Jaya 130 - - 

TOTAL        J 
1       1 

8.985 175,0 2.353 
... 

u._ 

Source:    Department of Agriculture 

Directorate General  of Annual  Husbandry - Jakarta 

A 
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Annes VU 

êl||H|nyTION=Or=LT^TOCK_IN_IN^ONÎBlA 

Place 

Jember 

Malang 

Suraenep 

Tuban 

Lumajang 

Blora 

Probolinggo 

Situbondo 

Retnbang 

Seraarang 

Boyolali 

Wonogiri 

Gunung Kidul 

Kediri 

Trenggalek 

Ponorogo 

Paci tan 

Semarang 

Temanggung 

Sleman 

Tuban 

Lamongan 

Bandung 

Garut 

Majalengka 

Sukabumi 

Number    Place 
(In Head) 

136.000 

144.000 

216.000 

119.000 

101.000 

100.000 

99.000 

79.000 

81.000 

81.000 

112.000 

226.000 

100.000 

100.000 

109.000 

129.000 

140.000 

58.000 

104.000 

28.000 

41.000 

39.000 

190.000 

133.COO 

119.000 

188.000 

Wonosobo 

Kebumen 

Sukoharjo 

Purbalinggo 

Pernalang 

Purworejo 

Kudus 

Kulonprogo 

Sleman 

Bantul 

Pekalongan 

Sukoharjo 

Jepara 

Sleman 

Bantul 

Situbondo 

Pasuruan 

Probolinggo 

Purwakarta 

flekasi 

Demak 

Pati 

Kudus 

Blora 

Pekalongan 

Sukoharjo 

Wonogiri 

Mojokorto 

Pao i tan 

Tu lu tifagli ng 

S idoarjo 

Number 
(in Head) 

21.000 

24„000 

22.000 

10.000 

5.000 

8.000 

5.000 

25.000 

31.000 

31.000 

27.000 

38.000 

33.000 

15.000 

28.000 

15.000 

12.000 

20.000 

23.000 

22.000 

5.000 

1.000 

2.000 

3.000 

13.000 

9.000 

11.000 

1. 000 

6.000 

2,000 

8.000 
Source   :   PEPEHANI   (Indonesian Cattle   Breeder Associati on ). 

U- 
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Annex X 

QUANTITY AND VALUE   (IN  RUPIA») 
OF ANIMAL  UY-PRODUCTS 

= -- = U = S=== = = ==£ = = CS: = =S=-S j== = = = S= = = 

NO. ITEMS AVERAGE  WEIGHT 
(KG) 

PRICE 

1. Cattle  alive 336 

• 

2, Hide 26,16 325 
3. Skin From Head 4,16 90 
'*. Oxtongue 1,71 1.200 

5. Spleen 0,53 800 
6. Heart 1,12 700 

7. Intestine 4,75 400 
8. Stomach 7,08 450 

9. Oxtail 0,89 1.100 
10. Lung 1,67 500 
11. Liver 3,426 1.500 
12. Heard 11,13 210 

13. Foot 6,66 90 
14. Litter 3,08 600 

1 

Source:     P.T.   ABATTOIR SURYA  -   JAYA 

SURABAYA 

MAY       1977 

.J 
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Annex XI 

LIST OF INDONESIAN  TANNERIES 

WEST JAVA 

1. NATRACO 

2. RAMLIE 

3. SARMILI  & SONS 

*». PAN VISI  & SONS 

5. CAKUNG 

6. SUKA JUJUR 

7. VICTORY 

8. MAKMUR SANTOS0 

9. KIAN HIEN 

10. SINAR DOGOR 

li. KIAN KOK 

12. NGIAN NGIAN 

13. CICADAS 

14. TIONG NAM 

1.5 TZU CHIANG 

16 UNIVERSAL 

17. ENVILI 

18. CICACAK 

19. HO TJIANG 

20. HAW YAN 

21. KA HION 

22. JAKARTA 

23. APPOLO 

CENTRAL JAVA 

1. MERTOYUDAN PPKM 
2. SINAR OBOR 

3. KARYADI 

k. SAMPURNA 

5. GENERAL 

6. BENGAWAN SOLO 

7. SAPTO TÜNGGAL 

8. P.P.K.K. 

9. JAYA MAKMUR 

10. TEGAL BARU 

11. CONDRO  PURNOMO 

12. DARMA KUSUMA 

13 RATNA 

14. BUDI MAKMUR 

15. CIPTO BUDI 

16. AMOR ABADI 

17. UPI   INDONESIA 

18. SUMDER JAYA 
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EAST JAVA 

1. WON0C0LO 
2. RACHBINT 

3. WONOSARI 

k. PASUHUHAN 

5. AKHOR 

6. MAGETAN 

7. KOPERASI MOJOPURO 
8. KASIN 

9. VANGSA BRATA 
10. SIDO JOYO 

11. KEMASAN 

12. CAIRO 

13. HARDJOSUMARTO 

**• SUMBER SETIA 

15. RÍAN TEK 

16. NASIONAL 

17. PAGINA CIPTS 
18. ERLANGGA JAYA 

19. AMICO 

20. BADI 

«ITS IDE JAVA 

1. HAKAMA 

2. KOMODO (TIMOR) 

Source : Central Bureau of statistic - Jakarta. 
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Annex XII 

Labor Cost Comparison In Industry 

of some selected Asian Countries, 

August 1977. 

COUNTRY 

Indonesia 

Thailand 

Malaysia 

Rep. of Korea 

Singapore 

Hongkong 

LABOR COST INDEX 

100 

115 

230 
150- 250 
300- 400 
400- 600 

i 
A rough average - Estimate. 



TECHNICAL LITERATURE   : 

1.   Trade Journals. 
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Annex XTTT 

A. .Predominantly practice oriented. 

!•   Leder und Häutemarkt  ( with appendix  :  Tanning 

Science and technology ). 
Special trade  journal  for the leather Industry, 
the hide and leather méchants   : 

Published by :  Umschau - Verlag 

P_ -  6 Frankfurt am Majji 

Stuttgarter Str 18 - 24 
( Appears Weekly  ). 

2»  Ravue Technique des Industries du ouirT 

Published by ;  54 Rue Rene - Boulanger 

Paris   (  Xe   )t   Franc». 
( Appears monthly ). 

3.  Leather^ 

Published by   : Denn Brothers Ltd, Bourvorio 

House 154 Fleet Street 

London E.C.fr./U.K^ 

( Appears monthly ). 

*• The leather Manufacturer. 

Published by   : Shoes Trade Publishing Co 

Bostom. Mass 02111/U.S.A^ 

( Appears monthly ). 

*• Predominantly Science oriented î 

1. Das leder. 

Tado paper for the chemistry and technology of 

3 iather manufacture. Bulletin of the German 

Tanning Chemist Federation ( VGCT ). 

_J 
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r Published by :   Eduard  Rocther Verlag 

D -  61   Dannstandt 
Berliner Alice  56. 

( Appears monthly  ). 

2*   Journal  of  the Society  of  leather Trades  Chemist. 

Published  by :  Society  of  leather Trade Chemist 
52 Crouch Hall  Lane 
Redbourn,   Herts U.K. 

( Appears monthly   ). 

3» •?hs.-JJ^-r-na.l  of the American  leather chemists 
Association. 

Published by :   Easton  Printing Company 
PI*I^Q rs^Ejiston,   PA/U.S.A. 

II.   Technical  literature   (  Books   ). 

it   Gorhorcicheinie  and Gerberoitechnologie 
Author   : Dr.   Philhabil.   Fritz Stather 

k edition 1^67/Publisher  : Akademie Verlag 

D - 1 Berlin. 

2. Modern Practice  In leather Manu-facture. 
Author   :  Jon Arthur Wilson Sc.D 

1.   Edition 19'tl/Publishers   :  Reinhold Publishing 

Corporation. 
330 West Forty-Second Str 
New York/U.S.A. 

3. The Chemistry  and Technology  of  leather. 

Author      : Fred O'Flaherty, William T. Roddy,  Robert M. 

Lollar. 
Preparation of Tannage 1. edition I956 

Types of Tannage       1. edition I95S 
Process Control of 

leather quality        1. edition I96I 
Volume h.   : Evaluation of leather  1. edition I965 

Volume 1 

Volume 2 

Volume 3 
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Publishers :  Reinhold Publishing Corporation 

330 West Forty - Second Stroot 
New York/U.S.A. 

k.  A Survey of Modern Vegetable Tannage. 

Published by       :  The Tanning Extract Producers 

Federation 

58  Bloicherweg - 8027 Zurich 
Switzerland. 

5.   Leather Technician's Handbook 

Author :  J.H.  Sharphouse B.Sc. 

Published by      :  Leather Producers' Association 

9,   Thomas Street 

LONDON SEI. 
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Annoy XfV 

REQUIREMENTS OF THE TESTING AND EXPERIMENTATION CENTRE 

A - 

B - 

C - 

New ofiuipinents for leather physical testing 

1. Tensile Strength Tester in large scale 

( up to 250 or 500 kg ). 

2. Abrasion Strength Tester using small sample 

( as the abrasion strength tester for rubber )-,- 

3. Zwick Tester machines 
k.   Electric  Finished Rubfastness  Toster. 

Eg uipments  for testing footwear 

U.  Sole Adhesion Tester 

2. Dow Corning Shoe Tester  (Shoo Flexing Machine) 
3. Thread Stitch ability Testing Devico 

Equipments  for Experimentation 

1. Hydraulic  press  laboratory with compressor 
2. Splitting Machine for finished  leather 
3. Universal  Ball Mill. 

D - Equipments of Chemical Laboratory 

1. Nitrogen Analyzer ( for testing leather ) 

2. Unitized Extraction Assembly 

3. Shaker 

k.  Magnetic Stirrer. 
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Annex XV 

LEATHER DEVELOPMENT  INTER - DEPT  -  TEAM 
s BBass»sas=aa*8sa«e==3Mi===-=a-BCS!aar_ 

Chairman I       :    Mr.   Pietojo Sukarbowo 

Director of  Leather Research  Institute 
and Academy  of  Leather Technology. 

Chairman II       }    Mr.  Arifin Mursalin 

( Dir.  General  of Light Industry  ). 

Secretary t    Mr.  Suripto 

Members t    - Mr. M. Asjik Ali 

Director of  Industrial Products 
Centre - NAFED. 

- Mr. Dachlan 

Director General of Animal & 

Husbandry - Dept. Agriculture. 

- Mr. Gatot Sud omo 

Senior Official of Bureau of 

Research & Development of Dir, 

General of Light Industry. 

- Mr.  Rustandi 

Research Department of Institute 

of Agriculture  Bogor 

- Mr.  Donni Djatmika 

Dir. General  of Foreign Trade 

Department of Trade. 
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Annex XVT 

Lee turo s and Diami s s i ou s 

1. Discussion with the staff of the Leather Research 

Institute on 5 July 1977 - evening - on : 

- The role of the Institute in leather industry « 
Number of participants  22 

2. Discussion with the staff of the Leather Research 

Institute on 6 July I977 - evening - on : 

" The relation between the Institute, the Academy of 

leather technology and the industry, what can each . 
one give each ono " 

Number of participants 20 

3. Lecture in the Academy of Leather Technology on 7 July 
I977 - morning - on : 

" The principles oí modern Vegetable tannag " 
Number of participants 60 

k.     Lecture in the Leather Research Institute on 7 July 
I977 - evening - on : 

" Polyurethan finish or Patent leather, theory and 
Practic " 

Number of participants 25 

5. Discussion with the Leather Development Inter - Dept - 
Team (annex 15) on 12 July I977 on : 
w Leather Industry and Leather Problems in Indonesia « 

6. Discussion about the recommendations of the adviser in 

a meeting containing both members of the Leather Development 

Inter-Dept-Tea» and the Indonesian Leather Association 
on 9 January 1978 

7. 

8. 

Lecture on : «Problems of marketing of leather i„ Indonesia« 

on 11 January 1978 - Number of participants 59. 

Discussion in the seminar held during the second Indonesian 
Leather week on 9 - 12 January l97s. 

. J 
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Annex XVTT 

LIST OF TANNERIES  VISITED 

NO NAME OP TANNERY LOCATION 

i. Makraur Santosa Jakarta 
2. Kian Hien Jakarta 
3. Pan Vici & Sons Jakarta 
k. Tjakung Leather Jakarta 
5. Ngian Ngian Jakarta 
6. Suka Jujur Jakarta 

7. H. Ramii Jakarta 
8. Firma Natraco Jakarta 

CENTRAL JAVA 

9. Budi Makmur Jogyakarta 
10. Bengawan Solo Solo 
11. Amor Abadi Semarang 
12. Condro Purnomo Cipto Sornarang 

13. General Magelung 

1*. Mertoyudan Magelang 

15. Dharma Kusuma S etna rang 

WEST JAVA 

16. Cicadas Bandung 

17. Universal Bandung 
18. Univii Bandung 

19. Leather Coporation Garut 

EAST JAVA 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

2k. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

IIAKA I 

HAKA II 

Vonocolo 

Rachbini 

Wonosari 

Pagina Cita A 

Pagina Cita B 

Kasin 

Surabaya 

Surabaya 

Surabaya 

Surabaya 

Surabaya 

Surabaya 

Surabaya 

Malung 

.J 
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NO 

28. 

29. 

NAME OF TANNEHY 

Wangsa Brata 

Sumber Setia 

LOCATION 

Surabaya 

Probolinggo 

30. Long Tat 
31. Stinga! Agul 
32. Adlka Sari 
33. Slnar Baru 

OUTSIDE JAVA 

NORTH SUMATRA 

Modan 

Medan 

Medan 

Medan 
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Annex XVTII 

LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED 

2. 

UNDF / UNIDO 

- Mr. H. RANA 

UNDP - Résidant Representative. 

- Mr.   Richard M.   Brown 

UNDP - Assistance Résidant Representative. 

- Mr.  A.  Sousou 

UNDP - Assistance Résidant Representative.- 

- Mr.   F.M.   Iqbal 

UNIDO - Senior Industrial Development 

Field Adviser. 

- Mr. Koo de Wies 

UNIDO Programme Officer 

- Mr. R.S. Sharraa 

UNIDO - Senior Industrial Policy Adviccr. 

- Mr.  Hirata Shin Ichiro 

UNIDO - Project Manager,  Export promotion. 

- Mr.   George Dziccielewski 
UNIDO  - Advi ser 

- Mr.  Orvis J.  Fairbanks 

UNIDO - Adviser 

ITC -  UNCTAD /  GATT 

- Mr.   Tharraaratnam 

Project Manager 

- Mr.  Howard L.   Horret 

Market Development Adviser 

- Mr. Stanko Tczak 

Export marketing  adviser. 

- Mr.  Michel Dem i doff 

Export marketing adviser.    • 

U 
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- Mr. Heinrich Von Massow 

Export marketing adviser. 

- Mr. Adolf de Coene 

Timber marketing adviser. 

- Mr. T.W. Robinson O.B.E. 

Senior Market development advisor. 

- Mr. Szobo^cs Pickolti 

. Market development adviser. 

- Mr.  Andrew Me  Cullough 

Market development  adviser. 

3•      ^Technical Aid Program of the Federal  Republic of Germany 
German Advisory Team. 

- Mr.   J. Walter 

- Mr.  Thomas Pauli Haffke 

N.A.F.E.D. 

- Mr.  Sockirman 

Chairman of NAFED 

- Mr. Asjik Ali 

Director of Industrial Products Center. 

- Mr. Rudy Lengkong 

Secretary General 

- Mr. C, Siahaan 

Chief of Miscellaneous Industry Devision. 

- Mr. Abdullah Hassan 

Chief of General Affairs Devision 

- Mr. T.M. Juaut 

Chief of Sub Devision of marketing development 

miscellaneous devision - Permanent Counterpart. 
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-    Mr.- Usep Sjamsudin 

Chief of Sub Devision of Production 

development - Counterpart. 

5. Ministry of Industry 

- Mr« Arifin Moersalin 

Director of Leather Industry 

Director General of Light Industry. 

- Mr. Soendoro Tjokrokoesoemo 

Assistant Director of Light Industry. 

- Mr, S, Sjarief 

Department of Light Industry 

- Mr. Suripto 

Department of Light Industry 

- Mr. Pratisto Martodilogo 

Department of Light Industry, 

6. Ministry of Trade 

- Mr. Muchtar 

Directorate for Export 

- Mr. Asjari Dani s 

Head of Department of Trade - North Sumatra 
Medan. 

- Mr.  R.K.  Tandjung 

Branch Manager - Medan 

- Mr-,  R.O.  Siahaun - Medan 

- Mr.  Gustamin Siregar - Medan 

- Mr.  Kusshadi Ku.stìinar 

Head of Department of Trado of East Java 

Surabaya. 
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- Mr. R.M.S. Koesoemopranoto - Surubaya 

- Mr. Soewetere 

Head of Department of Trade - Denpasar-Bali 

- Mr. R, Istnoe Suwarto 

Head of Department of Trade of Central Java 
Somarang, 

- Mr. Zul Zaini 

Head of Department of Trade - Vost Java 
Bandung. 

- Mr. E.B. Tinendeng 

Head of Department of Trade - Solo 

Ministry of Agriculture 

- Drh A. Dahlan 

Director of Livestock Production. 

- Drh Koesmono 

Assistant Director of Livestock Production 

- Mr,  Moharmnad Anwar Ab. rfin 

Livestock Production Department. 

- Mr.   Paring Asmara 

Director of Animal Health 

- Drh Soegondo 

Shief of Animal Husbandry - BALI 

- Mr.  Harimurti Martoyo 

university of Agriculture - 30G0R 

- Mr.  Jan Nari 

Manager of Animal Desease Research Instituto 
DOGOR. 
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- Mr. II. Soctegjo 

Assistant manager of Animal Desease Research 

Institute Bogor. 

8•  Leather Research Institute 

- Mr. Pje^oyo Soekarbovo 

Director of Leather Research Institute and 

The Academy of Leather Technology. 

- Mrs.  Scemarmi Soedarjo 

Mr.  Soedarjo 

- Mr.  Brotonmlyono - Permanent Counterpart 

- Mr.   Zainuri - Permanent Counterpart. 

9.    Sea Communi cation 

- Mr.  Haryono Nimpuno 

Director General of Sea Communication 

- Mr. L. Lapta Adji 

Director of Sea Transpurt 

- Capt. D.J. Parera 

Fleet Commercial Director 

P.T. Djakarta Lloyd 

- Mr. R. Makmun 

Line Manager Europe Service 

P.T Djakarta Lie yd. 

10.  Ministry of Finance 

- Mr. Achmad Din 

Secretary of Directorat General of Taxation. 

- Mr. Marzuki Usman 

Chief of Devision of Export Taxes. 

„J 
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li.     3lau.» iter Houses 

A. Surya Slaughter llouso - East  Jakarta 

- Drh.   Jafizhan Daocd 

Chief  of Sub-Division of Jakarta Timur. 

B. Medan Slaughter House 

- Drh. TariJul Arifin Lubis 

Division of Cattle and Slaughter Houses - MEDAN. 

C. P.T. Abattoir Surya Jaya 

(  Modern Slaughter House   )  - Surabaya. 

a.     Mr.   M.  Ng.   Soedarto 

Director 

I),     Mr.   R.  Soeparmo 

Vice Director ( Vertcrinary Surgeon ) 

o.  Mr. Louis Skenaji 

Consultant. 

12. Forestry Department 

- Mr.   Soe Djarwo 

Director General of Forestry. 

,   - Mr. Sumarso No 

Assistant Director General 

13. Hide Collectors 

a. P.T. Tjipta Niaga - Medan 

b. P.T. Suud Said   - Bali 

- Mr. II. Abuüalcar Aldjufri 

Chief of Indonesian Cattle Breeder Association 
( PEPEHANI ) 
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14.       Shoo Fnctorins 

A»       n/>TA Shoo Factory 

- Mr.  Asad Fawzy 

Markoting Manager 

- Mr.  Gerard J.M. Wilmas 

Generai Production Manager 

- Mr. U.S. Mulianto 

Manager Development Officer 

B.       yiMO Shoo Factory 

C 

D. 

- Mrs. Wiwih Reksomo 

Managing Director 

P.T.  Kurnls Shoe Faot.nr-y 

- Mr. Ramii Rachman 

Owner and Director. 

§.<>lo..Shoe Factory 

- Mr. Sodione Songkapainilih 

Owner and Director. 

15.  Tanneries 

The names of the owneis, directors, technicians 

of all the tanneries visited (as mentioned in 

Annex xvn are mentioned in detalles in part u 

of this report. 
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PAKT TWO 

SUMMARY 

This report represents part two of the Pinal Report. 

It includes technical reports with specific help to visited 
industrial tanneries. 

The Adviser visited 32 tanneries as well as two selected 

primitave workshops out of 70 typically identical ( GARUT ) 

Each of these tanneries have been advised on the spot and also 

given a special report on their specific technical problems. 

The whole collection of these technical reports represent 
Part two. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The Indonesian Government is practically anxious to encourase 

the leather Industry since it represents quite an important 
section within the light industries. 

The Government wants also to assist manufacturers with export 

potential to adopt leather products and to improve leather 

production processes to meet world market competition. 

As a result of this decision, the National Agency Por Export 

Development ( NAFED ) requested UNIDO assistance though the 

provision of an Export Product Adaptation Adviser/Production 

Engineer for Tanning Industries for a period of six month 

followed by a return mission for another three months. 

The specific tasks involve the adaptation of existing production 

methods to export requirements. 

OBJECTIVES. 

1. Participate in in-plant visits to various enterprises 

providing direct on-the-spot consulting services. 

2. Identify and recommend the necessary adaptation of products 

as well a3 improvements of the production process for the 
individual plants. 

i i 

-J 
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3» Assist NAFED in identifying the external and internal 
factors influencing the performance of tho industrial 
oector concerned and take part in discussions on the subject, 

4« Train Indonesian counterparts in the above mentioned duties. 

General Remarks  : 

1. The reports have been classified by provinces and irrespec- 

tively of timing of visits. 
2. Each single report has its own number of pages present in 

the middle of the page vrhile the sequence of pages for the 
whole report exists on the upper right part of each page. 

T 
i 
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REPORT VISIT TO 

HAKML'R SANTOSA & CO. JAKARTA 

14 and 25/3/1977 

1 

The discussion were held with 

1. Mr.  HASAN KARTARAHARDJA 

Owner and Director 

2. Mr.  SURYADI KARTARAHARDJA 

Product Manager 

Findings   : 

1. Number of workers 

2. Number of drums 

3. Working capacity 

4. Maximum capacity 

: 130 worker 

: 10   drums and 6 paddeis •> 

: 25 tons of cattle hides / month 

: 40 tons of cattle hides / month 

5. The resons for this drop of production is   : 

a. The production depends on the market demands 

b. Lack of capital 

c. The cattle raw hides is not enough 

d. The quick variation in the prices of raw hides.   (The prices of raw 

hides since 4 months was 850 Rp.  for 1 kg now it is 1000 Rp.  for 

1 Kg and expected to be    1100 Rp.  for 1 Kg' in the near future). 

6. Stock in the stores of the tannery 

a. Dryed hides enough for 1.5 working months 

b. Chemicals 4 months 

7. The tannery works with the following raw cattle hides : 

4(# green hides 

1014 salted hides 

50% dryed hides 

8. Production : 

The tannery produces the following : 

a. Shoe upper's for ladies full grain pigment finish and semi aniline 

finish - also poly urethane finishes. 

b. Shoe upper's for men full grain pigment finish. 

c. Softy smooth serai aniline finish and softy printed semi-aniline 
finish. 

d. Printed and smooth corrected grain leather for shoe upper's and bags. 

e. Sole leather from regected hides and insole splites vegetable tanned. 

I  
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The production of shoe upper's either full grain or corrected grain or 

softy is of a coocl quality inupite of the problems of the machines and 

handling (a^ will be mentioned latter) which lower the grade of the 

produced leather. 

The production of patent leather i.e.  polyurethane    finish is not good 

and far away from the normal standard. 

The sole leather produced is very soft and empty because of the lacke 

of enough tanning material  inside. 

The incole splits is good inspite of the  patches present on its surface 

due to the earless    handling and sorting durine tanning. 

All  the production is  for domestic uses. 

The ncccssrry chemical  testes i.e. measure of pH and control of temperature 

and degree Be is well done and well controlled. 

Technical   Rearen   : 

1. The machines present in the tannery is very old and must be completely 

renewed since most cf these machine causes    harm to the leather during 

the production operation,   for example the samming machine  (after chôme 

tanning) is very bad and causes a lot of trouble to the finished    leather 

and the tannery is forced to   trim a lot from every piece of leather 

to overcome these faults. These trims from every pice can be calculed 

to be a lot of square feets and consequently represent a lose of money 

without any technical  reason. 

2. The handling of the leather- inside the tannery ar.d from one department to 

another is very bad and causing lot of trouble to the finishing department , 

and finally appears in the finished    leather causing lower grad in the   final 

selection inspite of the high quality produced leather. 

3. The selection of hides after splitting  (concerning the direction of hides 

to be chrome tanned or vegetable tanned), also the selection after slaving 

(in order to be directed as full grain or corrected grain),  these 2 se - 

lections; is.done in a bad way causing an indirect loss to the tannery 

i.e. some of the hides which has a very bad surface is directed tovcreds 

chrome'tanning insted of vegetable tanning, also pelts which is not 

suitable for full grain Ì3 finished as auch,  so forcing the tannery to sell 

them in a lower grade. 
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4. The drying system is very  slow,   the 2 vacum drying machines 
present  is not  working  properly  and one of  them should   be 
stopcd  completely  since   it   is  wa3te of electricity  and  steam, 
the  leather after  drying  on  thi3  vacum dryer   is  nearly without 
any change. 

5. Generally  speaking  the  tannery  needs a  total   internal 
arrangement   snice  machines  is   far away  from any  good 
arrangement and as  said   before   this effects   the   final  leather 
produced  causing  lowering   in  the grade. 

Technical  Advices   : 

1. To over  come  the  deffects  of  the  samming machine,   saw dust 
should  be used   for   partial  drying  before  shaving,  and   the 
samming  machine  should  be   stopped  completely.   The  way  of  using 
saw dust  in drying  has  been explained with  detail  to  the   tannery. 

2. Great   care  should   be   paid   to  the  selection  of  the   pelts  before 
tanning   (after  spliting).   Also  the  selection  after  shaving to 
be directed  eith  for   full  or  corrected grain   finish  should  be 
also well  controled  and  this  needs very  carefull attention  from 
the  technical  director of  the   tannery. 

3. The handling  of the  pelt  should  be well done  and attention should 
be  paid   for  this  matter  by well   obsorvation  and  training  the 
workers  to  the  proper way   especially   for  horsing  up  the  pelts 
after  chrome   tanning and  also  after  .-etanning and   fathquoring. 

A.   The drying system  should   be  changed and  the   tannery  will   try  on 
a  small  scale   to nail  first  on  a wooden  frame   for   50% dryness 
before  vacum drying.   If  this will not  work  properly,   than  drying 
by  toggling  must  be  done  also  before  vacum drying. 

5.  As mentioned  before   the  production  is nice  except   for  patent 
leather and  sole   leather. 
Following  is  the  necessary  formulas  for  the   production of soft 
patent  leather   (buffed)  and new  process  for  vegetable tanning 
using  pretanning agents. 
Also  some  formulas as  requested   by  the  tannery. 

I.   Soft  Baygen  Patent   Leather   (Duffed) 

A/Retanning and  Fat   liquoring 
Material :  chrome  tanned  sides,   percentages  on  shaved weight 

shaving  substances   1.2.   -  1.4.   m.m. 
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Wash     : 250% water 50% C 

0.5% baymol A ( 1 : 5) 

run for 10 min. - drain float 

Retannir.p; : 150% water 60% 

5% Baychrcme A 

2% Tanican PAK 

1.5% Sodium formate 

added together undissolved 

run for 75 min. 

pH of the liquor 4.0. - 4.3. 

rinse at 60° e Ì 

drain for 10 min. 

Fat liquor :150% water 60° C 

4% coripol B Z N 

4% coripol D X F 

To be diluted 1 : 4 - run for 30 min. 

add  5% tanigan OS undissolved 

run for 30 min 

pH liquor 4.2. - 4.5. 

rinse at 25! C for 5 min 

Horse up over night, set out slightly, vacura drying for 2 - 4 min! at 

75e C hang up to complete drying, condition stake, vacum dying for 1 - 2 

min. at 75 C. hang up to complete drying, condition stake, vacum drying 

for 1 - 2 min. at 75°' 

B. Finishing with Polyurethane finish (Eaygen). 

Material   : sides retanned and fatliquored as above buff with 320 buffing 

paper. 

Impregnation: 100 - 150 parts eukanol driver PI 

550 - 650 parts water 

250 - 300 parts Eukanol Binder IM 

one pad coat (lamb skin pad) 

horse up overnight, plate at 60' C /20CKg/cm2 rebuff with 

fine grade paper 4C0 er 5C0 and remove dust. 

Base coat   : 100 - 150 parts pigr.ent colour 

400 - 600 parts water 

150 - 200 parts Daygen Botton A 

2 pad coats, plate, 1 pad coat, spray coat plate at 60e C and 

200 Kg/cm2. 

Lacquor coat : 70 parts Baygcn lack K 
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65 parts Daygen Hardenaer Z 

(Ethyl acetate can be used up to 50% from the quantity of Eaygen 

thinner 0,  the briallancy will increase, but air bubbles night 

appear). 
Airless spraying machine is recommended to be used in spraying on 

the flat lying leather. 

Drying at elevated temp,  of 40 - 50    C, leave over night in dust 

free and well ventilated room. 

The above formulation is used for any desired colour except of 

white and black, which needs ex¡>r¿cial othe? formulations. 
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Finishing of chrome splits for shoe - uppers. 

Base coat I : 

150.parts Eukanol Black D 

100 parts Eukanol filler F 

40 parts Eukanol past G 

50 parts Eukanol past FO 

210 parts water 

150 parts Eukanol Binder IM 

300 parts Eukanol Rèsin FD 

one pad coat - rebuff with 400 buffing paper then 2 Pad coat, then 2 smooth 

platine 100 C /350 for 5 seconds, thon Base coat II 

Base ccat II 

150 parts Eukanol Black D 

70 parts Eukanol past FA 

330 parts Water 

150 parts Eukanol Binder IM 

300 parts Eukanol Resin FD 

one pad coat, 2 spray coats, 

Intermidate laquer : 

400 parts water 

500 parts Isoderra LA 81 

100 parts Butyl, acetate 

one spray coat - plate or Emboss at 90°/350/5 Sec 

Top coat should be done by either (a) or (b) formulation 

(a) Top coat 

2 spray coats. 

(b) Top coat : 

2 spray coats. 

600 parts Isoderra LA 81 

300 parts Water 

100 parts Butyl acetate 

500 parts Isoderm L0 401 

500 parts Butyl acetate 

Full  grain upper leather  : 

Beamhousc work - chrome tannage : 

Material  : Salted cattle hides - percentages on salted weight. 

- J 
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Soaking : 

( drum 2-A.r.p.m) 

Liming : 

in drum or 

paddle 

dirt soak, leave one hour then run 3 times at 

one hour intervals for 15 min each Total durata- 

tion time of dirt soak is <* hours. 

Then Main Soak in frech bath with 0.2 % Ciano- 

llan BH ( or Mollescal C ) 

run for 15 min,  then subsequently run 10 min 

every 4 hours. 

Total duration of main soak 20 hours 

200 % water 

1 % Sodium sulphide 60/62 % 

6 % slaked lime 

run 30 min. leave 2 hours. 

+1.5% Sodium sulphide 

run 15-30 min 

leave  30 min 

run  15-30 min 

If possible run 2-4 times for 10 min each during night 

total liming period approx 20 hrs. rinse at 25 C for 

20 min flesh, split to 3.2 -3.5mm percentages on 

split weight. 

Deliming and Bating : 

300 % water at 35°C 

run for 10 min drain float 

100 % water at 35°C 

1.7 % Ammonium sulphate 

run for 20 min pH s 8.6 

cross section with phenol phethalein : colourless 

0.6 % Oropon OR 

run for 30 min pH 8.8. 

drain  floate 

wash with 200 % water for  10 min. 
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Plckling and Tanning : 

{drum 12 - 14 r.p.m) 

40 % water 

5 % commen salt 

1 % Calcium formate 

run for 10 rain 

Be' about 7 

+1.2% sulphuruc acid 66 ^ Be' 

( diluted 1   :   10 ) 

run for 2 hours - pH 3.6 

cross section with bromocresol green gives 

light green. 

• 10% chromosal B 

run for 30 min 

• 1.5%Soda ash 

{ dissolved  1   :   10  ) 

To be added slowly over 60 min continue 

running for further 6 hours. 

leave overnight, run next morning for 6 hour3 

- pH 3.7 
horse up, Sam , Shave, weigh. 

Retanning and fat liquoring : 

Wash 

drain float 

New bath 

200 % water 50 C 

run for 10 min 

100 % water at 50°C 

1 % Cutisan ÏMK -E 

(1;4 ) run for 10 min 

3 % Tanigan OS 

1 % Tanigan PC 

1 % Retingan R7 

3 % Mimosa extract 

run for 60 min. 

pH 4 

drain float. 

200 % water 60°C run for 10 min drain float 
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100 % water at 60 C 

1 % Dyestuff ( dissolved hot ) 

run for 20 min 

+4.5 % Coripol BZN 

3.5 % Coripol D X 

0.5 % raw fish oil 

The oil is dissolved 1:4      (in hot water ) 

run for 40 min 

PH 4.2 

+0.3 % formic acid 85% 

(   1   :  10 ) 

run for 10 min 

pH 3.6 

rinse at 20 C - horse up- set out, Vacum dry for 2-3 min at 80°C hang 

up to complete drying. 

Formula for Vegetable Tanning  : 

A) Pit Pretannage followed    by drum tanning : 

The delirning process is done by any way untili complete deliming i.e the 

cut section is colourless to phenolphataline. 

Pretannage  : 

The rinse liquor from the tanning drum is used as pretannage solution 

in the pit 

The liquor to goods ration is 3 ; 1 

Acidify with formic acid to 3.2 pH 

This requires about 1.25% on limed pelt weight The delimed pelt is left 

in the pretanning pit for 48 hpurs. Pile one day before druming. 

Drum tannage : 

All the percentages are calculated on limed pelt weight. 

Transfer goods to drum. 

Add 15 % Spraydrie'd Mimosa powder 

15 % water drum for 1 hour 

Add 15 % spraydried Mimosa powder 

drum 5 hours. 

Add 10 % Spraydried mimosa powder drum untili fully penetrated. 

U- _.J 
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Usual druming time 36 hours. 

This depends on local conditions. 

The drum should run at 4 r.p.m. 

Add :      50% water 

1% Formic acid 

drum 20 min. 

Remove goods and pile 1-2 days. 

Finish as described in the following Formula . 

Transfer the rinse liquor from the drum for the pretanning pit3. 

P) By using syntans as pretanning agents   : ,, 

Reliming :      in pits for 2 - 3 days 

Deliming :      150% water 

1.5% Ammonium sulphate 

1.5% Sodium Bisulphate 

run for 4 hours. 

1/3   pink with ph.ph 

wash well for one hour 

drum 150% water 

2-3% Pretanning agent  (  calculated on pelt weight } 

dissolved in 4 times water, to be added in 2-3 por- 

tions at half hour intervals. 

Run for 1 - 2 hours untili the liquor is completely 

exhausted. 

Transfer to the concentrated drum contain tanning solution of 4 - 5°Be* 

consisting of either mimosa aione or- mimosa and Quebracho extract. 

After 2-3 days the concentration of the tanning solution should be 

increased to 8 - 10° Be'   'run for futher 6-8 days untili complete ta- 

nning ( The running time can be reduced according to the final hardr     ; re- 

quired i.e the more running time the more hard and firm leather is p   .;uced) 

Age for 24 hours. 

Fixation and fat liquoring and Bleaching 

The percentages on the samed weight. 

50 % water 

0.5 -1% n.agnesium sulphate 

1% glucose 

3-4   % mimosa powder 

1.5 -2    % Basyntan F.C.B. 13  (  B.A.S.F) 

._. J 
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All thes« products to be added after dissolved in water run for 45 minutes. 
Add 0.5 - 1 % AsulganK (B.A.S.F.) 

( diluted 1:2) 
run for 30 min 

Add 1 % Lipoderm liquor i 

diluted 1   : 2 

run for 10 - 20 min 

Pile overnight, set out, oil off, dry slowly, moisten and roll. 

N.B. ; ? 

a. The Pretanning agents used could be one of the following agents : 

Tanigan CH ( Bayer ) 

Basyntan P ( B.A.S.F.) 

Tanichor HN special ( Hockest ) 

b. Equivalent to Basyntan F.C.B. 13 ( B.A.S.F) is Tanigan BL ( Bayer ) 

In case of absence of Pretanning Syntaris, the pretanning can be done 

as follows : 

After partial deliming and washing, the pelt is transfered to a used 

mangrove solution, run for 2 - 3 hours then for 24 hours in a new solution 

of 5 % mangrove ( or more better Valónela powder ) then continue as before 

in the concentrated tanning solution. 

_i> 
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REPORT VISIT  O"   NV.   PAËRIK   KULIT 

"   KIAN'  HIN   " 

JAKARTA 

11  -  12 - 23 Herch  1977. 

pi rector     j       Lo  Jen Kie 

Findings     : 

1. Number of workers 

2. Number of drums 

3. flaximum capacity 

A, Uorking capacity 

5, Production 

: 85 worker 

I 12 + 3 paddels 

í 45«. tons of cattle hides / month 

t  20 tons of cattle hides / month 

t  a. finished upper leather, full and corrected grain, 

pigment and semi aniline and aniline finish. 

b. embossed upper leather 

c. sole and liping leather ( vegetable tanned ) 

d. glove end suede leather from splits ( chrome tanned ) 

6. All the production is sailed and used for Domestic uses, 

7. The tannery is not working with its maximum capacity for the following reasons: 

a. Lack of capital 

b. Plarket demands which is not stable 

C. Fluctuation in the prices of raw hides so the tannery has in stock only for 

3 weeks production ( which is very low stock ) 

8. The stock for chemicals is cnly for 10 days and for finishing chemicals only 

for 3 weeks which is also very low .stock ), 

{ usualy the stock of hides and chemicals should be at least for 5 months). 

9. The tannery buies the raw Hides from central Z!ava, fledan, Worth Sumatera, 

Pontianak but not from Jakarta. 

10.The tannery is complaining fro,,, the high prices of the raw hides, which is al^st 

much higher than the world market. 

Technical Research : 

1. The machines present in the tannery are very old, and not working efficiently 

and this effect the quality of the final production such as in corrected grain 

leather, buffing is very bad. 

 J 
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Thi9 is quito clear in the finished leather were traces of bad buffing 

parts appears after the leather is completed. 

2. The Hides deffects such as skin diseases and mechanical demage3, etc appwars 

also in the Tina] corrected grain leather, this is also becauso of no good 

buffing opperation. 

3. The finished leather has a bad appearance, loose grain is well noticed 

either in full or corrected grain leather. 

The reason for this might be from process of liming and a lot of expe- 

riments should be done in order to reach a good formula to avoid this 

loose grain. 

Also the finishing system has to be completly changed especially impregnation. 

4. The tetanning of corrected and full grain is not good and this is quite 

clear especially in the poorer parts of the hide ( bellies, fleks, shoulder 

section. 

5. The fat liquoring process is not done in agood way and this is abvious on 

the flesh aide after the fat liquoring process and it appeared also as 

fat spews on the finished leather, this is also because of the use of low 

quality fat liquoring agents. 

6. Some side of the corrected grain leather was very hard without any obvious 

reason. 

7. The drying system is not good, the vacum drier used is localy made very pri- 

mitive and without any cover i.e. only a hot plat over which the leather 

is dried. 

Even the setting out^this hot plate is not done in a good way, and this 

appears in the final production as a defect in the leather. 

8. The sole leather produced is very soft end empty i.e. no enough tannin 

inside. This will also cause very low abrastion Resistance and will be com 

pletely destroyed after making shoes and use for maximum 3-4 months. 

9. The technology in the tannery is not sufficient and the nessecary test 

usually done in tho tanning process such as measuring pH, degreo 3e' and 

so on, all these tests is not carried out regularly which effects the finai 

production espticially from the quality point of view. 
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Technical  Recommendations   i 

1. The  necessary  chemical test should be done  i.e.   ph.ph tact after daliming, 

pH  after bating,   measuring of degras Be'   before  pickling,   (  especially 

that  the salt  used before adding the acid  is  not pure and  full of humidty) 

measuring pH  aftor complete chrome tanning,   pH  after neutralization and 

after  retanning. 

These?  test  are  very important and must  be  done. 

2. The buffing opperation must be well done using buffing paper of low number 

first them those of higher ones until be sure that all the visiblo defects 

on  the  leather  hsve been  completely removed. 

3. A  recommendation  should  be  important of using  good quality  fat  liquoring 

agents especially  in full  and corrected  grain  leather. 

4. The  setting out  operation must  be well done,   by both hand«  (  as illustrated 

in the figure   ). 

Technical  Addica   : 

1.  Retanning for  leather suitable  for buffing  t 

Matériel   i 

Chrome  tanned cattle hides,  percentages based on showed wight  t 

Washing :  250 % water 40°C  ( closed drum  ) 

10 min drain the float 

Retannage t  IOO5Í water 50e  C 

/ 4 % Chromosal B  ( or chromitan B  ) 

1  % Calcium formate 

1 % Sodium bicarbonate 

60 min 

pH of  float 4.2 - 4.5 

•dd   t   2 % tannigan OS 

2 - 4 % Mimosa extract powder add together undissolved 

run for 45 min. 

pH  pf float 4.0 - 4.5 

drain the  float 

Washing I  250 % water 50°  C ( closed drum  ) 

run for 10 min drain the  float. 
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L 
Fil.       Hand striking out 

A   Hand slicker having steel, plastic brau or glass blade 
•   Slate or gbss table 
C   Leather being truck out 

«-»*     i.ktiit 
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Fat liquoring t     100 % water 

4 - 5  % Lipoderm Uq  II 

1  - 2  % raw fish oil 

emuleified toqethar at 70 C 

run for 30 - ¿.î .nin urtili completa exhaustion of the Tat 

liquor. 

Rinse l        C:\-l aav^' 

.-o-:,*   up overnight, continue as usual. 

2. Imprégnation for correttaci cr•      -gr » 

Only One of the following me the     ;g used 

A) 100 - 150 parts     Eukanol Dri.ua.; PI 

550 - 650 parts     Water 

250 - 30Ü parts     Eukanol Binder 3M mix all together 

After first buffing by 280 paper, one pad coat of the above Solution 

( lambskin pad ) lay in pile overnight plate or vacum dry ( 1 min ), aferrwartìs 

burf with 500 paper, remove dust finish normally, 

B) 250 parts corial Binder SR 

680 parts water 

70 parts Amollan PR 

•ix all togethert proceed as the last process. 

~J 
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REPORT  VISIT TO 

PT.   PAN  VICI   AND SONS 

JAKARTA 

29-30/3/1974 - 

27 / A / 1974. 

Discussion with  j 

1. Plr.L.   DJABAR  DJUNAIDI 

owner 

2. Mr.   KANS OJUNAIDI 

Director. 

findings t 

1. Number of workers 

2« Number of drums 

3. Workcapacity 

t  150 worker 

:  27 drums + 6 paddles 

t  2 tons of dryed cattle hides / day 
2 

4. ?laxii'i
um capacity 

equivalent to 10.000 ft / day and 

2.000 pieces of sheep and çjoat skins per day. 

: 4 tone dryed cattle hides / day equivalent to 
2 

20.000 ft / day and 

6.000 pieces of sheep and goat skines per day. 

5. The reason of the drop in the production : 

a. The raw cattle hides Ì6 not enough to work with full capacity, also no 

enough goat and sheep skines. 

b. The prices of the raw hides is not stable, now adays these prices is 

going up and expected to be higher again. 

c. The production depend on the demands of the local market. 

6. Discussion came to the following conclusions : 

a. Their must be a big governmental project to increase the livestock po- 

pulation for both cattle hides and sheep and goat skins, 

b. The exportation of skines outside Java must also be bannded. 

c. The exportation of living animals must also be stoped, to make use of 

tne hides and exportation should he only for the meat. 

7. Tne flaying of tho animals is not done in a good way eithor in thu governa- 

mental slaughter houses or the private ones. 

Only feu slaughter house-.-, in Mid and East Java since thay     wore trained 

by the previous importers of cattle hides, only in tho30r>l*ucjhter houses 

tho flaying is done in good way. 

u „ J 
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8, The production of the tannery íB i 

e» full grain upper leather 

b* Corrected grain upper leatner 

both are pigment finish and tor the domestic usas 

c. Army and police leather for shoes. 

d. EmpOKsed upper leather for domestic uses 

e. Furniture leather 

f. Crust leather 

9» Pickled sheep and goat skine3 

h. Wet blue guüt skines 

The last 3 products are for exportation 

i. Sols and split vegetable tanned leather. 

Technical comments • 

1. The procucticn is very good either for domestic uses or for exportation 

and no any technical observation, can be said. 

2. All the necessary technical tests such as the control of temperature, 

measuring the pH and the degree Be» all th„se chemical tests are well dene 

and contraled. 

3. The tannery is well arranged, well equipe with machines except the drying 

Vacum dryer and the samming machine. 

A. Their are more than one vacum dryer including also localy done, but all 

of them are not working properly, end the drying operation is done very 

slowly and this causes for sure reduction in size of the prodused leather. 

The tannery has either to buy a new vacum dryer, or to nail the leather 

first untili Sû%  dryness then to continue drying on the vacum dryer. 

B. The samming machine present is not working properly causing lot of trouble 

to the leather and the tannery has to tri«, a lot from every side of the 

leather before shaving, and this of course causes indirect lose of area of 

tha leather produced. 

It is true that the tannery has a futuro plane to build a new factory for 

leather fiber board so using these trims as a starting raw material, but 

untili that factory is build it is a true lose from these ¿rims «..«¡J hy 

the unproper use of the samming machine. 

A recommendation has been given to the tannery either to h^vo a n*w waning 

machine or to use thB saw dur-t as drying ap«?nt before ehavinp. 

u  J 
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4. The sole leather produced is far away from the Standard Normal Soio 

leather, the» process of tanning is not bad but the finishing of the 

solo leather  is very  bad. 

The  following   formula  can  be  recommended  to improve  the  tanned  sole 
leather   : 

After  the  leather has  been already  tanned - Age   for 24 - 48 hours   :   same 

The  following percentages on  the  samed weight  : 

50^ Water 

0,5 - 1  % Clggnesium  sulphate 

1 % Glucose 

3 - 4 % Mimosa  powder 

1.5 - 2 % Basyntan F.C.B.I3   (  B.A.S.F.) 

All  these products to be added after dissolved in water. 

run   for ¿5 minutes - add 

0.5 - 1 % Asulgan K  (B.A.S.F.) diluted  1   :   2 

run   for 30 minutes 

Add      1 % Lipoderm liquor  ' 

( diluted  1:2) 

run   for  10 - 20 minutée 

Pile ov/ernight,  set out,   oil off,   dry  slowly,  moisten  and  roll. 

The above  formula will   improve the quality of the  sole leather  produced  to 

a  big extent  especially  that the  tannery  is not using any   fatliquoring 

agents  in  finishing  the  sole lsether,   which  is not  correct completly. 

5-,- The tannery  is producing  pickled  and wet  blue goat  and  sneep skins. 

Advice has  been given  that   the procuction of crust  sheep and goat  skin  is 

much „ore better  to  the   tannery especially that  the  measurmants of the  crust 

leather  is mue1-, more  acurace en a measuring machine,   and not a matter of 

estimation au  it  is measured now on a  wooden  frame. 

Also by producing crust  skines,   the area of the  skin will   be increased much 

more than in  Urn pickled or wet blue  since drying by nailing will  increase 

the area by not  less  than  £ - $ ft2in  every piece. 

6.  Generally speaking  the  tannery under  investigation  can be  considnrd as  on« 

of the bigest and best  tanneries all  over  Indonesia,   also  the production 

either   for  the  local  market or  for  exportation can  be considered as ont  of 

the host quality leather. 

There is a v«ry biy chance   for this tannery to advance more and more espe- 

cially  for exporting  finisn«d leather. 

i ; 
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my.pRT *; i ^ i r TO 

PT.   T-lfKliNG  tífiTHLR   FACTORY 

31  - 5 -  1977 

Discussion        i     1.   Mr.   SJARIFUOR'  SI NEGAR 

President Director 

2. Mr.  BUOI PAN  INDÍUODAYA 

Director 

3. Fir.  K.MORI* 

General  Manager 

Findings j 

1. Number of  dru^.s     j   7 drums 

2. Nunib*r of  pits       t  4 pits 

3. Number of workers:  20        worker 

4. Máximum capacity   :  3.500 pieces of  sheep and go*t  skins  per  dey 

5. Working cecity   :   2.0Q-C  pieces  of  sheep and goat  skins  per cay 

The  reason   for  the drop of  the production  t 

a. The high  prices of  the   raw skins 

b. The  quality of raw  skins   ir, not  always suitable   for work   in   the  tannery 

since  the  tannery  is working only  for  exportation 

C.   Th'ifc  market   demands 

d«  Lfii<e  of capital 

6. Production   : 

The tannery is producing pickl-d and wet blue oheep and goat skins for 

exportation. 

The tannery is exporting mainly to Japan and Europe. 

Technical Rr.-,>;aich and Recommendations : 

1. The tannery is producing only pickled and wet blue skins according to 

th» por.sibi.itti««, presmt, but extension can be easily don... since, f.rir 

is quit* t.f.;.ur,li space to enlace the tannery by hawing mere drums rith.r 

to increase the provjctinn or to pronuce crust skins. 

J 
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2. The quality of the skins produced is good end wall accepted oversea. 

After the liming opparation the skins has soma wrinkles over the surface 

but this does not effect the final quality. 

The reason for this is from soaking and liming end «„««1 trials has to 

done in order to get rid from  this wrinkles. Tho*8 serrai trials has 

already been explains to the tannery after discussing tht current pro- 

cess in the tannery. 

And according to the revest of th. tannery, the following formulas is 

given : 

1. Formula for Crust shoe "upper leather ( imitation Kid)from 

sheep skins 

2. Formula for Crust goat upper leather for shoes (suitable 

for glaze finish ) 

3. Formula for Crust goat upper leather for shoes ( suitable for plated 

finish) 

4. Formula for sheep limino leather. 

The tannery will start making trials according to these formula« in orc*r 

to export crust iesther. 

CRUST SHOP UPPER LEATHER ( imitation Kid ) 

Sheep Skins 

Material  | Chrome tanned sheepskins 

Percentages on shaved weicht : 

Without washing end rinsing 

R>tannane  ;     ?0;-j water et 25°C 

0.3 -0.5 sulphuric acid 66°Be' 

(dilute 1:10) 

run for 10 min 

+ 0.5 %        Oaymol A (dilute 1i5 at 50BC) 

run for 5 min 

+  4,<í    Blancorol 25 undissolved 

run for 30 min 

pH of float 2.7 - 2,á 
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Waahjnq i  200 %  water 40°C 

3 %  Tanigan PC undissolved 

run for 15 min 

1 %  Sodium bicarbonate ( dissolved 1 i 20 ) 

run for 30 min 

pH of float 4.6 - 4.8 

Rinsing j   Water at 3G°C 

Dyeing  :    50 %  water 3n°C 

1 %  Ammonia tech 

(dilute.:! 1:2) 

run  for 5 min 

+    2/3 Dyestuff  (  undissolved   ) 

run  approx  30 nin untili  desired degree of penetration 

is  reached. 

+ 200^ water at  70°C 

run   for  10 min 

forrcic  acid 65fá 

50>i on   trie weight of  dyestuff used   (diluted  1   i   10   ) 

run  far 30 min 

•      1JÈ Levagen LF  (  diluted  1   »  5  at 50°C) 

run  for  10 min 

+    1/3 of  the dyestuff  (  dissolved hot) 

run 20 min , 

Fat lisuorinç t 

V¿  Coripol OXF 

1 %  Coripol 02M 

0.3£ Coripol ICA 

10?; yater at 70°C for emula-ifying run for 20 min 

2-4 %  Tanigan AN undissolved run for 20 min 

+    formic acid B5?i 

50J» *n weight of dyestuff used 

run for 30 min 

Ringingt water 2S°C 

horte up ovemignt set oufc dry condition, stak?, tcr.yle 

(nail). 

: I 
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Cruet Gout Upper Lftf>hf.r for «ho„g ( suitable for glaze fimth) 

Wat*rifil  j  wet blue goat skins 

shave to 1 - 1,1 mm 

Percentages on shaved weight 

wash or rinse at 30°C 

Ratant,age j  100 %  water at 30°C 

0.1 %  formic acid 85JÍ 

Ì run for 5 min 

+ 3 %    ralugan CT 50 

run for 40 min 

+ 1 %    Scdium Formata 

1 %    Sodium bicarbanata 

run for 40 min 

pH 5 

wash or ring« at 40eC 

Oyaino and fat liouorinq t 

100 %  water at 40°C 

6 %  Basyntan N 

run for 60 min 

«• 2-3 %  Oyastuff 

run Tor 20 min 

4  4 JÉ Lipoderm Liquor SA 

3 %  Lipoderm Liquor 1 

1 %  Lipoderm oil SX 

run for 40 nin 

• 2.5'/£ Formic acid B5?5 

2 x 10 min + 20 min 

pH 3.5 

Pli« - sat out - dry - Moisten ;- Stake - Toggle ( nail ) 

Material   i 

Cruet Goat uporr  leather  f",^^^;^:^-  finirh j, 

Chrome  tanned goat  skins  as done  in  the  tannery   i 
Shave  to 1 mm 

Percentages on shaved  weight 

wash or  rinse at 30°C 
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Wetannao«    t       SO   % wstur  at 40°C 

. 4    % Basyntan CD 

run  Tor 40 min 

•f    1    % Nisutrigan 

run for    30 min 

pH 1.5 - 5 

wash or rinse at 40°C 

Dyeing and fat liouorinq j 

150 ¡,'i water at 50°C 

2 %  Tarool NNDL 

run for 10 min 

+ 1-1.5;S Dyestuff 

run for 20 min 

+ 3 JÉLipoderm liquor SA 

1 JÍLipoclerm liquor 1 

0.5JÍ Lipoderm liqucr oil SK 

run for 4G min 

4 0.55Í formic acid 85JÍ 

run for 20 min 

pH 3.6 

wash or rinse at 25°C 

Pila - Sat out - dry - Moisten - stake - Toggle ( nail ) 

Shttgp liming leather : 

flatarial  s Chrom« tannad shaved sheep suina 

percentage on shaved weight 

without washing and rinsing 

Neutralization and rctanna^o : 

100 - 150JÍ water 30°C 

2-5 ?i Tanigan OS ( undissolve1«! ) 

1-3 JÍ Mimosa ( undissolved ) 

1 %  Sodium Bicarbonate 

run far45 min 

pH of liquor apprux 4,5 

Rinse at 50°C 

 J 
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Oywiriq and Tat liqaorinq t 

200 $  water at S0°C 

0-3   JÍ dytstuff 

tun 0-15 min 

•1.5 %  Cutizan TKK 

0.5 %  Baykanol Liquor T 

0.5 %  Sperm oil unsulphonated 

10   %  water of 60"C for emulsifying 

run for 30 min 

acidify as may ba required 

Rinse 1 With ' cold water 

horse over night, sain, set out, hang for drying, 

•aw dust - stake - teygle end finish. 
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REPORT VISIT TO 

" NGIAN NGIAN TANNERY " 
JAKARTA 
2/6/1977 

Discussion with  : 

1. Mr.   :    liauw Yoeng Fof 

Director. 
2. Mr.   :    Jasin Widjaja, 

Technical Manager.   ' 

Finding ; : 

1. Number of drums  : 11 drums. 
2. Number of Pits     :  12 pits. 
3. Number of workers  :  70 workers. 

4. Working Capacity    :  130,000  ft2 of upper leather. 
5. Maximum Capacity    : 200,000 ft2 of upper leather. 

6. The reason for the drop of production : 

a. Lack of capital. 

b. The tannery is selling the production on a long term 
credit having the money back after 4-8 month which 
effects the working capital.  • 

7. The tannery has in stock  : 

a. Stock for hides enough for 2 months. 
b. Stock for chemicals enough for 4 months. 

8. The tannery is using either the Bali hides or the second 
and third grade Java hides. 

9. Production  : 

The Tannery is producing the following : 

a. Full grain upper leather. 
b. Corrected grain upper leather. 
c. Embossed upper leather. 

All the production is for the local market. 

..J 
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Technical  Research and Recommendation  • 

1. The corrected grain leather produced is not well retanned 
i.e.  the retanning formula used is not good. 

This appears  quite good in the poorer parts of the leather 
(  bellies and flanks ). 

Also as a result of bad retanning the leather posses loose 
grain which is quite clear in the finished leather. 

2. Pilline the  chrome tanned leather immediately after the 
tanning operation is not well done. 

Marks appecrs on the leather due to incorrect pilling.  These 
^ marks are  not easily removed from the surface of the leatherì 

expecially when produding full grain. 

The process of good pilling has already been explained to the 
tannery. 

3. Hand scudding should be done over a wooden beam with a blunt 
curved knife  which squicezes and pushes the grain,  removing  ' 
loose protein, hair roots, gland tissue  ..etc,. The process 
already done in the tannery must be completely changed and 
done as described above. 

4. The buffing opperation is not well done causing irregular 
patches on the finished leather. 

5. The plating opperation on the hydrolic press is also not well 
done.  The result of this  bad opperation is well seen in the 
finished leather.  Recommendation has been given to the tannery 
to overcoae  this deffeet. 

6. Advice has been given to the tannery to start exporting crust 
leather since  the trials already done on such production is 
promising. 

According to the request of the tannery the following Formulas 
are given   : 

I.  Two formulas for retanning of corrected grain upper leather. 
il. Two  formulas for Impregnation. 

III.  Formula for suede leather. 

1 
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I# Formulas for re tanning of corrected grain upper leather. 

Formula A. 

Material : 

Washing : 

Re tannage : 

Washing, : 

Fat-liquoring,  : 

250 i 

100 % 
4 % 
1 * 
1 * 

2 * 
4 * 

250 % 

4 % 
0.5 % 

2 # 
1 * 

+ 0.3  * 

Chrome tanned cattle hide3. 
Percentages ba3ed on shaved weight, 

Water 40°C ( closed drum ) 
Run for 10 min. 
Drain the float. 

Water 50°C. 
Chromosal B. 
Calciun formate. 

Sodium Bicarbonate. 
Run for 60 min. 

pH of float 4.2-4.5 
Tanigan OS. 
Mimosa extract powder. 
Add together undissolved. 
Run for 45 min. 
pH float 4 - 4.5 
Drain float. 

Water 50°C ( closed drum ) 
Run for 10 min. 
Drain float. 

Coripol BZN. 
Baykanol Liquor T. 
Coripol DX. 
Coripol ICA. 

All the above products with water 
of 70°C emulsified together. 
Run for 30 min. 

Formic acid 85 £ ( diluted 1 : 10). 
Run for 10 min. 
pH of float 4-4.3 
Rinse leather cold, horse up over- 
night, saa, set out, dry. 

__J 
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N.B. : 

The fat-liquoring proceas can be d 

as the curent formula in the tannery, 

Formula B. 

Material : Chrome tanned cattle hides. 

Percentagea on shaved weight 

Washing :     'ÎOO % Water at 30°C. 

0.3 % Acetic acid 6°Be. 

Run for 10 min. 

Drain float. -' 

Neutralization • 

RetannagQ 

100 i>      Water 30°C. 

2 i>      Tamol GA. 

1 i>     Sodium forna te. 
Run for 45 min. 
pH 4.5 
Wash or rinse at 30°C. 

30 i>     Water at 40°C 

4 £  Mioosa extract powder. 

3 i>      Relugan A. 

2 Jí  Basyntan C2. 

All the above products added undissolved. 
'2 JÉ  Lipoderm Liquor 1. 

3 J6  Lipoderm Liquor SA. 

1 %     Lipoderm Liquor SO. 

10 #  Water at 70°C. 

Run for 60 min. 

pH 3.8 

( The fatliquofcs should be emulsified in 

water before addition ).      • 

Wash or rinse at 25°C. 
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II»  Formulan for Impregnation  . 

Forimi J a A . 

100 - 150      parts Eukanol driver PI 
550 - 650      parts water. 
250 - 300      parts Bukanol Binder IM. 

Mix all together. 
After buffing the leather with 280 - 320 
buffing paper one pad coat of the above 
solution  ( lamb skin pad  )  pile  over night 
plate  ( 1 min ),  rebuff with 480 - 500 
buffing paper,   remove dust,   finish as usual. 

Formula B. 

25O  parts Corial Binder 3R. 

680  parts water. 

70  parts Amollan PR. 

Mix all together, use the same process as 

above. 

III.  Formula for Suede leather. 

Material : 

Retannages  ; 

60-100 Jí 
6 - 8 i» 

1.5 - 2 * 

Neutralisation 

200 £ 

1 * 
1 - 2 56 

Chrome tanned shaved leather. 
Percentages on shaved weight. 

Without washing and rinsing : 

Water 60 - 70°C. 
Chroraosal B undissolved. 
Sodium Bicarbonate undissolved. 
Run for 1.5 - 2 hours. 
Rinse at 35°C for 10 min. 

Water 35°C 

Calcium formate ( undissolved ). 

Sodium Bicarbonate ( undissolved ) 

1-1.5 hours. 

pH of float 5.5-6. 
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Rinne  : 

The leathers must be  completely 
neutralized. 
Cut with bromo cresol green-blue 
throughout. 

At 50°C. 
for 10 min. 

100 - 200    $S 

3 - 5 ?6 

0.5   * 

Pre-fat liquoring : 
( normal  ). 

100 - 200   %        Water 60°C. 
0.5 - 1 %        Baykanol Liquor T. 
1.5 - 3 %        Cutisan TMK. 

Run fcfr 30 - 40 min. 

Another process for Pre-fat liauoring; for writbing and silky 

shine effect : 

Water. 

Blancorol KNB. 

Coripol ICA. 

Run for 30 - 40 min. 

Horse up leather overnight, possibly 

earn, suspension dry at 30°C or vacum 

dry, pile up, saw dust, stake or mill, 
buff. 

N.B. ; 

1. In case of using vacum drying the  fat quantities have to be 
increased by 20 - 30 ?5. 

2. Buffing is carried out in various directions vith abrasive 
paper of the following grads  : 
Side suede  : Buffing    ( 180 - 220 ) 

rebuffing( 320 - 360 ). 

Wetting back  : 

600 - 800 f* 
1-2 $ 

0.5 a 

Percentages baaed on dry weight  : 

Water 60°C. 
Ammonia Tech. 

Bay KO 1 A. 

Run for 2 - 3 hours. 

-jj 
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If neceaaary leave overnight. 
Run off float. 

Rinse at 55 - 60°C for 10 min. 

Dyeing ;    600 - 800    JÉ    Water 55 - 60°C. 
1-2      Jé    Ammonia Tech. 
8-12    %    Dyestuff. 

Dissolved in hot water running time 
until    penetration of dye3tuff - 
approx.  90 min. 

+    8-12        JÉ    Formic acid 85 £5. 

Diluted with 10 parts water. 
Run for 30 - 45 min. 

Rinse at 50°C for 5 ruin. 

Fat¿liouoring : 

(  normal ).  1.5-2.5    £    Cutisen TUX. 

Addition 30 min before acidification. 

After treatment :   ( for writting and silky-shine effects ). 

400 - 600    JÍ Water at 50°C. 
2-4      Jé Persidera SI 
1 - 1.5 fo Persoftal WKF. 

0.4 -0.8 £ Glycerine. 

Without rinsing, horse up leather 
overnight, dry,  saw dust or condition, 
mill toggle, buff with 320 to 400 grade 
paper remove buffing dust, mill.- 

~I 
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REPORT  VISIT  TO 

PT.  SUKA   JUJUR   LEATHER  FACTORY 

B O G O R   (  7-6-1977) 

Discussion With t   1 .Hr. LUKPIAN SETIANA 

Director 

2 dr.  ARIFE DHARP1A8UDI 

Leather  Technician 

Findings   : 

1. Number of  drums   i   13 drum  and one  Paddle 

2. Number of pits    :    4 pits 

3. U0rking capacity:  5.000 pieces of sheep and goat skins per day and 

200 pieces of cattle hides 

4. Maximum capacity:   8.000 pieces of  sheep and goat skins per day and 

300 pieces  of cattle hides. 

The tannery is  working  nou with  only  5.000 pieces of sheep and  goat  skins 

because  of the  high prices of  raw cattle hides. 

5» Production   : 

The tannery  is producing pickled and wet blue skins and hides  for expor- 
tation. 

6.  The  tannery  is exporting to   j 

Dapan - U.S.A. - France - Germany - Holland - Australia. 

Techi'icai  Research   : 

1. The  tannery  is completely new,  working since  3  years only 

2. The  tannery  is very well  arranged  and the   flow «f production  is  very 

well' and in one line as supposed  to be 

3. All  the chemical control  tests are well done and controlled. 

4. The  production is  very good and well  accepted overseas 

5. The  tannery  is considered ao  one of  the bigest axporter all  over  Indonesia 

( ovsr  3 million US  dollar /  Year) 
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6«  The tannery hag big  possibilities  Tor  the   futura to produce crust leather 

- but  the  following machines will be needed   : 

a. Splitting machine 

b* Quffing machine 

c. Staking machine 

d. Vacum dryer 

These machines are not needed in case of producing pickled or wet blue 

as the case now, but as said before these machines will be a must in case 

of producing crust leather which is much more profitable to the tannery, 

And according to the request of the tannery the following formulas ate given 

to start experiments on producing crust leather j 

I Sheep  nappa   leather   for clothing 

II Shoe  Upper  leather  from goat skins 

III Goat  lining leather 

I. Sheep nappa  leather   for clothing, ueakly pigmented  t 

ftatarial     :     Pickled  sheep skins 

Percentages onthe pickled weight + 30$ 

Decreasing:     5 % Common sa]t 

2 % Sodium Acetate 

15$ Kerosene 

0 Jí Lutensol  ON   30 

run  for 45 min 

+100% brime,  B°Be', 38°C 

run  for 20 min 

Oral"  float   : 

Wash uith  100 % brime,   B°Be',  38°C   for  10 min 

Drain  float flesh 

Tannage   t       200 $ mater at  30°C 

2 rí Liooderm Liquor 1 

8 '> -Jasyntan 0 

run  for 3 heum 

pH  4.5 

+    8 'I Chromitan WS 

run  for 4 hours - pH 3.8 

_.J 
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Pile - Sam - Shava - Weigh - Wash or rinse at 4Q*C 

Neutralization i 

150 %  water at 40°C 

2 ;> Neutrigan 

run For 60 min 

pH 5.5 

Oye in ri and fatliquorinq ; 

200 %  water at 50°C 

1 %  Tamol WJOL 

run for 10 min 

0-45S 0/estuff 

run for 30 min • 

+ 3 %  Lipoderm Liquor SAP 

1«5# Lipoderm Liquor 1 

2 %  Lipoderm A 

run for 30 min 

+ 0-2%  rormic acid 85JÍ 

2X10 min 

+ 1 i»  Lipamin Liquor SO 

run for 20 min 

pH 3.8 

Wash or rinse at 25°C - Horse up - Set out - Hang up to dry - moisten - 

Stake - Toggle (or nail). 

11,Go»t uppfi leather for shows ; 

Ratei lai : Chrome tar.ned goat akin« 

Percentages on shaved weight 

Shave to 1 mm 

Uash or ri^se at 30°C 

Retannsge ;5Q %  water 

4 %  Basyntan CO 

run for 40 min 

+ 1 >î Nejtrigan 

run for 30 min 

pH 4.5 - 5 
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wash or rinse at 40°C 

Dyeing and  fatliquorinq  :       150 % wateD at 50«C 

2 % Tamol  NNOL 

run for 10 min 

0-2 %  Dyestufr run for 20 min 

•*• 3 %  Lipoderm Liquor SA 

1 %  Lipoderm Liquor 1 

0.5J¿ Lipoderm Oil SK 

run for 40 min 

+0-5£ formic acid B5JÍ 

run for 20 min 

pH 3.6 

wash or rinse at 25°C 

pll« - set out - Dry - floisten - Stake - Toggle (or nail ), 

IIItGoct liming leather : 

Waterial ; Chrome tanned goat skins 

Percentages on shaue.d weight 

Shave to 1 mm 

wash or  rinse at 40°C 

Neutralization  : 

100 % water at 40°C , 

1 % Sodium bicarbonate 

1 j£ Sodi un   format« 

run   feu  60 min 

U83h  o<- rinsç at 40°C 

Ratannoqe  :100 % wat*r  ¿t 40°C 

10 % Basynt.-.n PIK 

run   for  60 min 

+ 4 % Lipf'.^-Ti Liquor S^F 

2 % Lipodf :,ii  Liquor  2 

run for 60 min 

+C.1.;/. for IL acid 6b! 

tu', fer 1C min 

uaoh or rinse at ?5a'.: - Hot,., jp - 9*t out - WaCun dry at 50 - G0°C - pili 

t»:i« ' i"i - stak- - vi.- 
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HEPORT VISIT TO 
C.V.  RAMLIE 

JAKARTA 
8 / 6 / 1977 

Discussion with : Mr. H. Ramile Owner and Director. 

Findings  ; 

1. Number of drums 

2. Number of pits 

3. Number of workers 

4. Production 

No drums present in the tannery. 
20 pits. 

15 workers. 

500 pieces of pickled sheep and goat 
skins per month. 

Technical Research and Recommendations  : 

1. The tannery is producing pickled sheep and goat skins for 
exportation. 

The whole process of production starting from soaking liming, 
deliming,  bating and pickling all these processes are done 
in pits by hand or the lege of the workers. 

2. Their is no machines completely in the tannery. 

3. Inspite of lack of possibilities in the tannery, the production 
is not of a bad quality. 

4. All the production of the tunny a» exported to Japan and 
some Europen Counteries. 

5i  The owner is willing to build a complete new tannery in another 
place. 

In the new tannery the necessary drums and machines will be 
present. 

6. Technical advices has already been given to the owner concerning 
the new tannery and the necessary machines which should be 
present. 
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7.  The tannery ia producing al30 finished reptil skins and 
crocodile for export and homo manufacturo. 
And accordine to the requist of the owner the following 
2 formulas has been given  : 

I .  White tannage for snake and lizard skin3  ( with 
natural grain pattern ). 

II.  Retannage,  dyeing and finishing of wild crocodile 
skins. 

White Tannage for snake and lizard skins ( with natural 

grain pattern ). 

goak ( Vat or pit ) 

Liming 

Peliming in stationary 

vessel : 

Batting 

1500 fc Water. 

0,3-0,5 1' Molleocal C cone. 

Soak for 1 - 2 day3, break if 

necessary, place in a fresh soaking 

bath ( as above ) for 1-2 days, 

break, weigh. 

600 %  Water. 

Adjust to 2° Be with sodium sulphide, 

e tir well and adjust to 

adding slaked lime. 

Liming time 7-9 hours. 

Wash for 30 min at 

2,2° Be by 

28° C. 

500 % water at.28 - 30° C. 
1-3 % Decaltal N Powder 

Move for 30 - 40 min. 

500 i. Water at 30° C. 
1-2 i> Euke30l oil SR. 

1-1,5 # Oropon 0 
Move for 1 hour, wash for . C 
10 minutes. 

U- .J 
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1    500 % water at 25° 0. 

40 56 Sodium sulphate. 

Move for 10 minutes, add 

1-1,2 $ Formic acid 85 i» 

10 $ Water 

Move for 2 hours, leave in 

the bath overnight. 

: Tannage is started with Basyntan DLX 

or Basyntan DLE in liquor of A 

500 # Water at 0,5° B«. 

And concluded after 6-8 days 

at 3,5° Be. 

By adding Basyntan DLX or Basyntan DLB 

the concentration of the tan HqUor is 

raised daily by 0,5 - 0,8° Be untili 

3,5 Be is attained. The leathers are 

left In the 3,5° Be tan liquor for 

another I-3 days.- 

After tannage, condition the leathers 

for 1-2 days. 

Fatllquoring in 

stationary vessel 

Finishing 

500 % water at 35 - 40° C. 
2-4 % Idpoderm liquor 2. 
Treat for 1-2 hours,  condition overnight, 
set out, dry, sawdust stake, nail dry. 

100 parts luron Top*' 
3 parts Bukeaol oil SR. 

50 parts egg albumen, 10 i> solution. 
850 parts water. 

Pad, dry well, fix by top spraying 
with 10 % formaldehyde dry,  glaae. 

y 
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Retannage.  dyeing and finishing of wild crocodile aklna. 

Iiit erial 

Wetting back 

Reaching 

Retanna g9 

Dyeinfl 

: Vegetable tanned crocodile skins  (  with little 
fatliquor ). 

Buff reverse side, weigh percentage on dry- 
weight of leather. 

: 1500 fi water at 40° C. 

1-3 fi Mollea eel AE cone. 
2-5 fi 3odiuia bisulphite. 

Drum for 2 hour, then rinse for 10 minutes. 

; 800   fi water at 40° C. 

8    fi Hydrosulphite cone  ( B.A.3.F.   ). 
Drum for 30 minutes,  add 

0,8$ Formic and 85 fi 

Until pH 4.0 is attained drain bath. 

1000 fi water at 30° C. 

15 fi Basyntan CD undissolved drum for 2 hours, 
add 

0.3/5 Sodium bicarbonate to bring pH to 
3.8 - 4 . 

Horse up overnight Rinse for 10 minutes 
at 45° 0. 

1000 fi water at 45o C. 

1-2 fi Lipödem liquor 1 

Drum for 20 minutes, add 
0.5-5?* Dyes tuff ( Luganil dye } 

Drum for 20 minutes, add 
0,5-3# Formic acid 35 fi 

Drum for 30 minutes untili pH is attained 
then give a short rinse,  nail wet. 

u 
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Glazed finish with improved gloss : 

Spray two erose coata of 

Fixation 

: ICO parts luron Top. 

5 parta Eukesol oil SR. 
50 parta egg albumen 10 % Solution, 
50 parts gelatine, 1 % solution. 

800 parts water. 
Dry. 

t 500 parts formaldehyde    40 56. 
50 parts acetie acid 6° Be 

650 parts water 

Spray one coat, dry,glas. 

Polished finish with eilkv gloss 

Spray two cross coats of :  300 parts luron lustre. 
500 parts Water. 

200 parts formaldehyde 30 i> 
Dry »polish on plushweel. 

.J 
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REPORT VISIT TO 

finWA NATRACn NATIONAL TANNERY 

3 A K A R T A 

Oiacusaion with j  fir, ISHAK NOOR 

Owner and director 

Findings  i 

1• Number of drums 

2, Number of  pita 

3. Number of workers 

*• Maximum capacity 

3 drums 

12 pits 

20 worker 

5* Working capacity 

l 20,000 pieces of pickled skines and 

10,000 pieces of  finished skines  per month 

l    3,000 pieces of  finished skines per month 

only. 

6. The reason  for  the drop of production  is  : 

a« Market demands 

b.  No  enough capital 

7. Production     : 

The tannery is producing pickled and uet blue goat and sheep skines for 

exportation. 

Also finished skines for local market. 

At the time of theuisit the tannery is producing only for the local mar jet, 

The prices for exportation is not oui table, generally speaking the produc- 

tion of the tannery is good and well accepted by the market. 

8. The tannery is in true need for the following : 

a« Tuo drums 

b. Horizontal  table  to be used in  finishing.process 

c. Shaving machine 

d. Staking machine 

According  to  the  request of the  tannery  tho  fnl Inming  fnrm.ji«s  are  gi,,„n   . 

(1) Sheep nappa leather  for clothing,   semianiline  finish 

(2) Sheep suede  leather  for clothing 

*•  Sheep nappa_lPathBr for clothing.   geniianlHnH !^ilil   '• 

Soaking,  liming,   deliming as done in  the tannery. 
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30 %  water at 2S°C 

1.8 %  picaltal flake« 

0.2 %  formic acid 85 % 

run for 10 min 

pH 3;7 

5 %  chromitan NIA 

2 %  Lipoderm Liquor _J 

1 %  EuBapon LPK 

run for 60 min 

3 %  Relugan GT 50 

run for 60 min 

1 %  implenal AP 

run for 3 hours 

150 % water at 30°c 

0.5 %  NeUtrigan 

run for 20 min 

pH 4.5 

horaa up - Saw 

ahave to - 0.5 -0.6 M 

wash or Rinaa at 40°C 

100 % water at 40«c 

4 % Bastamol CN 
2 %  BaSyntan C2 

run for 60 min 

1 % sodium formate 

1 % Sodium bicarbonate 

run for 40 min 

pH 6 

waah or Rinse at 40,C 

pyaing and fat liquoring t 

100 % water at 50«C 

2 %  T.mol NN0L 

run for 10 min 

-±J 
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2.5 % Dyestuff 

run for 20 min 

• 100 % water at 70°C 

run for 10 min 

• 4 %  Lipodorm liquor SAF 

2 %  Lipoderm liquor 3 

2 %  Lipoderm A 

run for 40 min 

?      •  2.5 %  formic Acid QS$ 

2 x 10 min 

• 1 %  Lipamin liquor SO 

20 mid 

pH 3.8 

Wash or RinaB at 25-C - pile - set out - Dry - Woi.ten - Stak. - Toggle 

Finish i 

Bottoming i 

Pigment flnlaht 

50  parts pigment colour 

850 parts uater 

6 parts ammonia 

500 parts Upton Binder ÜB 

100 parts Eukasolar dyes liquid 

( according to the required colour ) 

one spray goat. 

SO parts pigment colour (the same pigment colour used in 

bottoming ) 

620 parts uater 

150 parts Corial Binder OR 

100 parta Corial Binder OQN 

30 parts Lipton wax A 

50 parts EutOâolflï Dywy liquid 

(according to the required colour) 

2 «pray coats. 
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l££_£pat        , 320 part, corial 01 Base lu.tr. S 

80 parts Coria! EPI B sa Matt N 

280 part, water 

200 part, ethyl glycol 

120 parts  formaldehyde 30JÉ 

one spray coat,  plat. 

N.B.   i  The mixture of pigments colour,,  .„d the Euka.olar liquid colour, 

depends upon  the final  required colour 

**»§ES£BJgLL°jiA^.lI*r  for clothing t 

Soaking,  liming,  deliming,.. done in th. tannery Pickling .nd T.nning".. 

mentioned in   fgimuj.*.number I. 

Shave  to 0.9 - 1.0 mm. 

Ua6h or Rinso at 40°C 

R.tannaqe    i 100 jS water at 40"C 

6 % 8.sUmol CN 

run for 60 min 

• 1 % Sodium format. 

1 % Sodium bicarbonate 

run for 60 min 

wash or Rinse at 40°C 

ft liquoring t        100 % water at 60°C 

3 % Lipoderm liquor 2 

1.5 % Lipoderm liquor SAP ' 

1  % Lipoderm A 

run for 40 min 

•      0.2 % formic acid 85^ 

run for 10 min 

pH 4.8 

wa.h or Rinse at 25"C 

M.ng up to dry - Moisten - .tak» - n„ff . „9igh 

M.tting Bnfifct_ i      1.000 % water at 40«C 

1  % Ammonia 

run for 60 min 

Sïeina      « 800 % water at 60 «C 

1  % Tamol NNOL 

run for 10 min 

t 
-      pH 5.S - 6 
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2- 2.5 %  Dyeatuff colours, 

run for 30 min 

1 %  Lipoderm liquor 2 

1 %  Lipoderm A 

run for 20 min 

2 %  rormic acid B5J» 

2x5 min + 10 min 

Drain float 

Fixation t      500 f, water at 50°C 

0*5 %  Relugan B 

run for 20 min 

1 %  Lipamin liquor SO 

run for 10 min 

pH 3.7 

«••h or Rinse at 25«C - Hang up to dry - «oi.ten - Stake - Mill - 
Togglei 
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Vi3it report to 
P.T.   BUDI MAKMUR 

XJGYAKARTA 
on A / 3 / 1977 

Discussion with : 

A. Mr.  R.  Johannes Suratno 

B. Mr. Sutanto Handoko 

- President Director 

- Director 

Findings  : 

1. Number of Workers 

2. Working Capacity 

3. Max.  Capacity 

:  200 worker 

:  1.200 pieces / day of skines 

200 pieces / day of cattle hides 

:  6.000 pieces / day of skines 

500 pieces / day of cattle hides 

4. With respect to the cattle hides, the market for the domestic uses is 

limitted according to the high price3 of leather produced. 

According    to the present technology,  they can not export finished leather 

from cattle hides and the tannery needs help in this field. 

5. The tannery is producing sheep and goat skins (suede, garma-jt, shoe upper, 

for exportation). 

6. Also finished shoe upper leather from cattle hides for domestic uses. 

7. The tannery is complaining from the low standard of the available raw skins, 

since their is no effort done for animal feedings, also medical treatment is 

very week which of feet the quality of the raw hides. 

8. Production for exportation is of good quality and well accepted overseas, 

so technically speeking nothing has to be done concerning these production. 

9. Discussions about marketing problems can be summerized a3 follows : 

a. Indcnesia must compete  with its neighbourhoods and also with    the 

European countries in Leather and Leather goods. 

b. Study on the Labour costs,  showed it is higher by 20% in Korea and Taiv:an 

than in Indonesia. 

c. In these two countries also all the raw hides and skins is imported from 

U.S.A. and Pakistan. 

Chemicals used are also imported,  and inspite of all these factors,  they 

are still competing most of the neighbourhood countries in Jrnther and 
leather goods. 

J 
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d. The reason for their cheap píricos overseas is that they do not pay 

TAXES on the imported raw hides and «lunes and chemicals which are 
used in exportation. 

e. They use a letter of garanty from the bank to the customs and when 

they prove that they export the leather goods the bank receives his 

letter again,  the tanners has to pay nothing from their capital and 

consequently the prices of final product is cheap. 

f. The  taxes in Indonesia is from 30 - 40% for tanning chemicals and 

60% on finishing chemicals. 

The chemicals used in the production of leather covers about 15% of 

the total  price of the final product, so if this part will be of high 

cost the price of the final product will be high. 

g. The taxes on imported machines is 30% and this does not encourage the 

importation of new machines. -» 

10.  Discussion was also held concerning livestock population,  which is not 

enough for cattle hides, and idea came that a big governmental project 

has to be done not only for the increase of livestock population but 

also to improve the quality of raw hides and skines. 

TECHNICAL RESEARCH : 

1. As said before,  the quality of the exported products garment, suede was- 

hable leather  etc from both sheeps and goat skines,  is very 

nice and no need for any change, but only some improvement can be done 

on goats for shoe upper leather and this shall be done on another long 
visit to the  tannery. 

2. The shoe upper leather produced from cattle hides is not good since   : 

a. The leather produced has a hard and empty feeling 

b. The grain break tends to be not good 

c. The fat is not enough in the grain layer 

d. No mellow feel present, which is required in leather to day. 

The reason for all these problems lies in  : 
1.   Neutralisation. 

c.   uëtaiu~ixi'jg 

3. Dyeing 

4. Fat-liquoring 

5. Drying. 

U 
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All of the above factors can be technically discussed as follows  : 

1. Neutralization and 

2. Retanning 

Under modern retanning systems, neutralization is combined with Retanning 

in one operation. 

The use of calcium formate and syntans as buffering agents is recommended 

the final pH value of the float should be between 4.0. - 4.5. 

On testing with bromocrcsol green the cut should react green to greenish 

blue. 

Using sodium bicarbonate on its own, overneutralization is easily possible 

with the résultant risk of loose grain. 

The use of chrome powder (chromosal or chrctnitan) is recommended in view 

of the mellow feel required for the leather of to day and in order to 

preserve ; the chrome character in the grain structure and gives better 

dyeing properties. 

Using vacum drying process the tannery under investigation tends to have 

a firmer feel. 

The chrome materials can eliminate this to some extent but it is wrong 

to try to achieve the necessary softness slowly by stronger neutralization 

or using excessive quantities of fat liquor.. ' 

To ensure drying that is as iniforme as possible by the vacum process used 

in the tannery and to achive a good mellow feeling a syntan or a resin 

tanning material must be used. 

This is the only way in which the poorer parts of the hide (bellies, 

flanks, shoulder section) can be given roughly the thickness of the better 

structured parts also it gives the favourable influence on fell, good 

distribution of dyestuff and fat-liquor and satisfactory, behavior during 

drying and finishing. 

J. Dyeing 

The use of products possesing good affinity is recommended in order to 

contract any spotting of the leather during drying. 
4.  Fat-liquoring : 

In dryina by Vdtum drying system,   the direction of water going out or 

the leather is towards the flesh side so the    unfixed substances in the leather 

such as salts    tans, dyes and fat-liquoring    agonL3 migrate 
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The result is a reduction in the quantity of these substance in the grain layer 
particularly of fat-liquoring agents. 

Oily special  types of Fat-liquoring agents is recommended on using vacui, drying 
system namely. 

(B.A.S.F.) 

(Sandoz) 

Lipoderm liquor II 

Sandolix WWL 

Coripol DXL and  ) 

Sultafon 'LAC \ 
(Stockhausen 4 Cie. Krefeld) 

5. Drying 

To over cone the problems on using vacum dying system and to gain max . area 

from the leather, experience has shown that the best way for drying should 

be first by togeling (or nailing) the leather after drying and fat-liquoring 

leave in shadow, to reach about 50% dry, after that normal drying on the 

vacum for only 1.5-2 minutes. 

Instead of togeling or nailing, hanging can be done after vacium drying this 

gives a better feeling but reduction in size will appear. 

More than one formula can be given to the tannery to produce shoe upper leathr 

fron cattle hides using vacum drying system present in the tannery. 

The following is ONE of them : (according to the possibilities present in the 

tannery under investigation). 

Material : Chrome tanned cattle hide3 

persentages based on shaved weight. 

Washing^ : 250% water 40C°  (Closed drum) 

run for 10 min. 

drain float 

Retannage : 100% water 50% C° 

4% Chromosal B (or chromitan B) 

1% J Calcium formate 

1%   Sodium bicarbonate 

run for 60 min. 

pH float 4.0. - A.5. 

add. 

A - 5%  Tanigan OS 

2-3%  Mimosa extract powder 

add together undissolved 

run for 45 min. 

pH float 4.0. - 4.5. 

U-  J 
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Dyeing :  100% water 60° C 

0.5 - 1% Acid or direct dyestuff 

(Dissolved 1 : 20 bot water 

run for 20 min. 

add. 

5% lipoderra Liq.  II 

1% raw fish oil  (unsulphonated) 

run for 40 min. 

pH of the float A.2.  - 4^4. 

add. 

0.5% Formic acid 85% 

(dissolved 1 : 10) 

run for 15 min. 

pH :  3.4. 

rinse at 20    C for 5 min. 

horse up over night, set out (if possible) 

nail on a wooden fram and keep it in closed shadow place - without sun - for 50% 

drying ,  vacum dry for 1.5.  - 2.5. min.  only . continue finishing as usual. 

It should be also mentioned that this tannery is very well equiped    and 

organized.  It contains most up-to-date new machines and drums. 

Lot of possibilities can be done in the future for this tannery to produce 

all kinds of finished leather on Europen standard. 

— .j 
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"1 
VISIT RCPOPÎT   TO C.I/.   BENGAUftN  SOLO 

ON  3th  MARCH,   1977 

Tho owner and thB director  : Mr.  Mulyo  Budiono 

FINDING  : 

1. No.  of uorkers   : 48 workor  ( 38 mon + 10 women   ) 

2. No.   of drume       t 14 

3. Working hours     : 7 houra with one  hour rest. 

4. Wording  Capasity :   2.500 pieces of Pickled and Uet  Blue cattle hides 

12.000 pieces  sheep skines 

5. Max.   Capacity î   5.000 pieces  of  cattle hides 

60.000 pieces  of  sheep 4  goat   skines 

All   the production now is exported  in the  form of Picklsd 

and Uet Blue. 

6. The reason of the drop ofproduction is the contract between the owner and 

the broker which fixes the production of the tannery at that stage, and if 

the tannery produces more and sells it to any else, tho broker will take 3;' 

from the sale price. 

Tho tannery can work easily with full capacity expecially with cattle hides, 

but it needs 2 shifts to uork with full capacity from sheep and goat skines. 

7. No problems concerning buying chemicals or hides and skins* which am in steck 

only for 15 days ( due to the lack of capital ). 

8. floßt of the chemicals used is from Kempen Company in West Germany ( Ac mentioned 

in the contract between the tannery and the broker ). 

9. No capital available for buying new machines, expecially the present splitting 

and flashing machines which are very old ( working since 1950 ) and it should 

be renewed or changed expecially that the mentainance seems to be bad. 

10. The process of calculating the sale price is not based on any scientific banr. 

According to the owner's calculation, ha makes only 3 f,  profit on exporting 

Picled and 'Jet Blue, and this is a very low profit which dissappears due to 

the complete inacurncy in the final measurements of the skins. This typo of 

measurements is based only on estimation and tha preeentage of error is very 

high to tho benefit of the buyers. 

11. The true profit of the tannery comeo from the by products. 
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TECHNICAL RESfaRCH. 

1. The production of Pickled and Wet Blue is nico and no technical observation on 

it except the process of soaking and liming takes a very long time and it can 

be shortened easily. 

2. The Process of measuring the exported product either Pickled and Uet 91UQ is a 

matter of estimation and it is absolutly wrong expccially since the hides and 

skins are not strntched before measuring, so thg skin ( or hide ) is not giging 

its actual size but a smaller one. 

The process of measuring must be changed either by having a special measuring 

machine or selling the final product by weight, and not in square feet, or 

finaly producing crust leather which is easily measured acuratly on normal 

measuring machine. 

3. The tannery should produce crust leather for the following reasons : 

a. The profit is much ligher. 

b. The overseas market for crust is very well known expecielly in Italy and 

Spain and their is no need for a broker in between. 

c. Measuring can be done easily and acurately on a standard measuring machine 

without any difficulty. 

d* No need for adding or  buying any new drums or machine except measuring 

machine which is a must in all cases. 

•• The Wet Blue stage done already in the tannery is good and no change should 

be envisaged, so for AS producing crust leather is concerned only ONE 

process is added namely ; ftetanning and fat-liquoring only ( dyoing also 

can be added if required by the buyer ). 

4. In producing sole leather the time factor is not considered at all ( total timo 

about 2.5 - 3 month ) and this should be changed. 

5. Concerning sole leather, the final product is not good since : 

a. Very soft sole leather is produced. 

b. Very light in weight i.e. not enough tanning material inside the leather anJ 

thi3 causes a loss to the tannery sinco by having heavy leather, moro money 

is gained on the same piece of leather. 

e. ¡to setting out by hand and this effects the aurfanco of the sole leather, 

( bad looking ). 

U J 
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6» Leather produced for handicraft perpoaaea is good and thera ia no need far 

any change in the system. 

TECHNICAL ADVICE 

A. Sole Leather t 
"      *A 

De liming after washing is a must to remove as muchfpossible of fiechannically 

held lina. 

Using the current process in the tanneryf the change should only be done 

by increasing the time and tha concentration of the tanning drum ae follows: 

After the leather is removed from the pits, a drum liquior with 8 - 12a 8a 

solution. The Tanning solution should consists of. t 

70 %    Miñosa 

30 %    Quebracho 

Continous druming of 8 - 10 days. After complet tanning, the leather should 

be pilled for 24 - 48 hours. 

The PH of the final liquior should be 3.9 - 4.5 

The concentration of the concentrated tanning solution should not be reduced 
e 

under any conditions below 8 Be. 

By this process the weight of tha final product will increase but even this 

takes a very long time. 

B. producing Crust Leather from cattle hides. 

1. Normal way done now in the tannery until compiste chrome tanning^ahaving 

until the required thickness. 

Retanning and Fat-liquoring t 

Percentage on the shave weight t  wash with running water for 20 minutes. 

Hew eath    150 % water 60 - 65» c 

3 - 4 %  Tanigan OS 

2 - 3 %  Tanigan 3 LN 

0.4 %  Sod Bicarbonate 

4 % Lipoderm Liq II 

1 % Tamol GA. 

All together, running for 60 Minutas add t 
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O.S %  Lipamin Liqi O 

run for another 30 minutes. 

( In cas« of absence of Lipamin Liqi 0, increase the lipodarm Liq II to S?,  and 

the total running time should be 90 minutes ). 

Pile the leather, leav/o for 40 hours. 

Stretch the leather on a wooden fram ( such as in handicraft leather ), leave 

until completo dry. flax. 40 hours, remove the leather ffom the frams stack well. 

C. Producing Crust Leathor from sheep and Goat skins. 

There is a lot of rHcipie3 which can be give but it depends on the perpose 

the leather will be used after i.e. clothing Nappa, Suede, Carment, glove 

leather. 

During a second visit held to the same tannery. Thie point will be discused and 

formulas will be given according to the requirement of the tannery.- 

-J 
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REPORT VISIT TO PT. AMOK ABAOI 

SEñARAMr. 

12    -    4    -    1977. 

Diacoussion was held with t Dr. EDDY UIDJAVA 

Managing Director. 

Findinqa      : 

1• Number of drums 

2« Number of workers 

3. Working Capacity 

4, naximum capacity 

I 13 drum - 9 only is working and 4 drums is keept 

as rasarvatory.        ' 

t  30 worker ( + 10 worker temparory ) 
2 

l About 20.000 ft of L—r leather and about 25.000 

pieces of goat skin / month. 
L2 

l 30.000 ft of upper leather and 75.000 pieces of 

goat akins / month. 

5. The reson for the drop in tha production is t 

a* Rarket demands 

b. The payment for the products sellad in the local market is done after 

a long time from 4-6 months, causing shortage in the capitalo of the 

tannery* 

6« The tannery is producing j 

a. Pickled goat akina3 for exportation. 

b. Finished upper full grain leather for shoes 

c. Up holstery leather 

d. Nappa garment leather from cattle hides 

o. Suede leather for shoes and furniturs 

f. Corrected grain for shoe upper's 

g. Crust leather for exportation. 

All the production is for domestic uses exsept the pickled goat skinoo and 

tha crust leather, whieh is for exportation. 

7. The production is very nice and no any technical comments. 

8. The tannery is very well arranged and contrallad / and tha tochniquos 

applied aru most up to data. 

_J 
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Alto the machina« present ara wary good and tha tannar? la tanicwi r 

the old machinée. 

9. Tha tannery hava baan built according to tha Domestic Investment low 

P.fl.O.N. giving the following facilifclea t 

a. The imported machines are free from import taxe» 

b. 50 %  Taxes Reduction on the imported chemicala 

c. Three years Taxée holiday 

The tannery can be considered aa ona of the beat tanneriee all ovar In- 

donesia and tha prospect for the furtura ia wary nica in this tannery. 

10 
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REPORT VISIT TD 

PT. CONDRO PURNOnO CIPTD 

SEWAWANr, ( CENTRAL JA UÀ ) 

12 - 4 - 1977 

Discussion with ; 

1. l'ir. HENDRO SUR YO 

owner end Director 

2. fir. A. CKANTO 

laohnical manager 

Findings  i 

1» No of drums t 5 drums 

2. No of workers t 70 worker 

3. Maximum capacity : 3000 pieces of sheep and or goats / month, 

working capacity : 1000 pieces of sheep and or goats / month. 

4. The reason for this drop in production : 

a. The prices of ths raw hides ìB higher than the sailing price and the 

tannery is loosing at the timo being. 

b. The quantity of raw akin ia not enough 

c. Lake of capital 

5* The production : 

a* Pickled, wot blua sheep and goat skin 

b. Some times picklad and wet blue from cattle hides. 

c. The tannery is starting the production of cruet on goat skin to be used 

aa shoe upper - but this production is in experimental etage. 

The production is of a good quality and is saled to a broker ( exported). 

6« The stock of the tannery is j 

3 months for skinos 

and 3 months for chemicals 

7. The production of tannery is saled to a broker. 

The tannery guarantee the broker the sale and the quality of the hides / 

sklnes manufactured for a period of minium 6 years. 

8« The prices is not stable Bnd is fixed nearly every one weak. 

The contract between the tannery and the broker states that in case that thr> 

pricos offered by the broker is not workable, the tannery has tha right to 

atop the production, or in case that the pricoo of the brokor aru louer than 

those from others, tho tannery has the right to sell to others, throw tho 
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the broker or directly,  however with poymont of 3 %, commission on basis 

F.O.B.   Indonesia ports  to the broker* 

Payment of this commission applies to a period of minimum S yea3r as well» 

Thia commission should not be paid on hides or skines that the tannery sells 

for the local market (i.e not  for export) 

9# The tannery has the right to import new machine,  free from taxes,  but their 

is no enough money to import such important machinée. 

10* The goverment  is requested to help such exportare who has started recently 

their production. 

(  This -tannery has been build in the year 1973 and the production started at 

April  1975  ). 

With the aid of the goverment  such tanneries  should  i 

•• Import their necessary machine to produce crust or even finished leather. 

b. To work free by and not under such condition putten by a broker, and the 

tannery has no choice,  since their is a need of money. 

Technical Research : 

1. The production  is good and well accepted overseas 

2. The tannery manta to start trials on crust goat skines and crust cattle hides. 

3. The necessary drums and machines required for the production of crust goat 

skines is present in the tannery and no need for buying or adding anything sise. 

4« for producing crust cattle hides the tannery needs the following machines i 

a. Splitting machines and / or 

b. Shaving machine ' 

c. Staking machine 

d. Measuring machine and as request by the tannery, the following 2 formulas 

havo been given to the owner  t 

1. for the production of ( dyed ) crust goat skines for shoe upper. 

2. for   crust cattle hides 

Goat upper leather for shoes  t 

Soaking,  liming, fleshing, acudding( as done and the tannery  ) 

Pelimingand bating i 

200 % water at 35°C 

2.5 % decaltal N powder 

0.5 % Sod bisulphite 

run for 30 

• 2 % oropon OR 

run 2-3 hours 

.J 
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p.H 8.2 

Wash or Rinse at 25 C 

Pickle; i  50 % water at 20°C 

7 % common aalt 

run far 10 min. 

0.4* Sulphuric acis ( diluted 1 i 10 ) 

0.4JC Formic acid 05^( diluted 1 t 10 ) 

run for 60 

p.H 3.7 

+ 2 %  chrotnitan B ( or chromoaal B ) 

run ffor 2 hours 

Drain float 

TamaQB t  40 % water at 30 C 

5 %  chromitan MS 

run far 20 min 

2 %  Implenal AP 

run for 5 hours 

p.H 3*6. 

Pila, Sam, Shaae weight 

wash or Rinse at 30 C 

Retannaqe t    50 % water at 40 C 

4 % Basyntan CO 

run for 40 min 

• 1 % Nautrigan 

run for 30 «in 

p.H 4.5 - 5 

waah or Rln3e at 40 C 

Qyaino and fat liquoring i 

150 % Water at 50°C 

2 % Tamol NN0L 

run of 10 min 

• 1-1.5 %  Dyeatuff 

run for 20 

4- 3 % Lipödem liquor SA 

J 
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- 1 JÉ Lipoderm liquor I 

0,5 %  Lipoderm oil SK 

run for 40 min 

+0.5 %  formic acid 05 % 

run for 20 min 

p.H 3.6 

Utah or rinse at 20 Ct pila, set out, dry, ñoistem Stake, Nail or Toggle. 

N.I t if required with dying, no need for addition of the dye and the 

formic acid. 

Side leather, crust, uhito color} from cattle hides 

Rom material    t wet Salted cattlo hides. 

Soaking        i 4 hours to removo the dirt, water at 20 C 

fre3h bath with 200 - 500 g cisàollan BH ( or Flollescal C) 

per eu.m wator. 

Total soak time 24 hours. 

Paraantage baaed on salted weight. 

Liming ( drum ) t 250 %  water, temp about 25 - 30 C. 

1.5 %  Sodium sulphide cone 60/6251 

2-3 % Hydrated lime. 

move for 30 min, atop for 2 hours, 

add t 

1,5 %  Sod. Sulphide cone 60 / 62 £ 

move for 15 min, then briefly every hour. 

Total liming time 16 - 24 hours. 

Rinse for 15 - 20 min, with water at 25 C flesh 

split to 3 - 3.5 m.m. 

Scud if necessary, weigh percentages based on pelt 

weight. 

Rinse t for 10 - 15 min temp, between 25 - 35 C 

Pellming and bating ( drum ) i 

300 %  water 35 C 

0.5 - 0.B %  Sodium bisulphite powder. 

0.8 - 1 %  Ammonium sulphate 

-xJ 
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Oil  - 0.2 % formic acid 85 % (  diluted with 10 parta water, 

addition in several portions ) 

run for 20 min 

0.5 - 1      % of a bating agent 

( oropon OR ) 

add products undissolved run for 25 «• 40 min. 

final p.H B - 8.5 

cut edge,  tested with phenol phthalein  Inner zona 

about 1    pink 
1 0 

50 %   water 20 C ? 

5 % Common salt 

1 % Calcium  formate 

run for 5 min 

at least 5 Be1 

add t 

• 1.2 - 1.4 JÉ sulphuric acid 66 Be1 

10   % water 

run for 1-2 hours if necessary overnight in 

the pickle liquor, move 10 min next morning. 

p.H of  float 3.4 - 3.6 

cut edge reacts yellow to yellowish green to 

bromocroasol green. 

Tannage in the pickle liquor t 

add in the same bath 

10 % Chromosal B( or chromitan B  ) 

Undissolved, run for 30 min 

gasification + 1.2% soda ash 

0.5 % sodium sulphite 

10   % eater 

add together slowly in 1 hour 

run for further 6 hours. 

final p.H of float 3.6 - 3.8 

Horse up leathur, sam, shava, thickness aa reqmrnd 

weigh. 

Wash or Rinse at 30 C. 

T 
Î -ii 
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NewtrallzAtion 1 

Batannage 

100 % water 40 C 

1*5 % Sodium format« 

2 %   Tamol NNOL 

add all together, undissolved, run for 40 »in 

p.H. £¿6 

wash or Rinse at 40 C. 

100 % water 40°C 

5 % Basyntan OLE 

run for 60 min 

P.M., 4,2 

Wash or Rinse at 60 C. 

fatliquorino,   t t    100 % water 60 C 

3*5 % Lipoderm liquor SAT -f 2% Lipoderm liquor SA 

2 % Lipoderm liquor A 

The fat liquor should be dissolved ( emmulsified ) 

in 1t3 hot water of 80 C. 

4 0.5 - 1 % Liptan white cB 

2 % Lipamin liquor SO 

run for 20 - 30 min 

+   2 % Basyntan OLE 

run for 30 min 

+ 0.2 %  formic acid 85 %  ( diluted 1 1 10 it 30°C ) 

' run for 10 min* 

p»H« 3*5 

Waeh or Rinse et 20 C. Horee up, set out» dry by Hanging ( or nailing ) 

«wists«, «take. 
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'  - REPORT mr.IT  TD 

CU.  GENERAI.  - ffflGELANG - 12 - 4/1977. 
• il — r-iMt.s.,1.1   •" '——ITI r'Tti ii'iMiln-ìt» 

Owner and Director t   Wr. 3.V. LTONG. 

Dus to his abGBnce the Discussion was tield with Pira Liang ( assistant director)» 

Findings   t 

1. Number of drums  : 4 drum9 

2. Number of workers. 30 worker 

3* Working capacity : 8 tons of cattle raw hides / month ( about 40*000 ft ) 

4. Maximum capacity : 16 toni, of cattle raw hides / month 

5. The reason of tho lower productivity of tannery is t 

a. Lake of Capital 

b. Marketing demande, also for local market the payment is after 4-6 months 

causing blocking of liquid capital. 

c. The unstability of prices of raw hides. 

6. The production of the tannery t 

•• Full grain upper leather pigment finish 

b. Corrected grain upper leather pignoni finish 

Both product are for local use 

Technical Problems t 

1» The final product posses a very loose grain, which is quite cloar over several 

parts of the whole leather. 

2. Jhe leather io empty, very bad rotanning. 

3. The buffing opperation is very bad. and this results in unequal absorbtion 

of the finishing chemicals causing different Shades in tho same pioso of 

leather. 

4. The machines present are very old and most of them are working unproperly. 

5. The production is dona in 2 sspart tanneries far away from each other. 

From soaking untili Retanning and fat liquoring and drying in one tannury and 

the rest of the finishing in another place. 

6« Generally speaking the internal arrangment of the drums and machine and 

concequantly the movements of the leather from 3oaking untili finishing is 

not done properly, and this could not be changed under tho präsent suitîtion. 
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Tha only thing that could bo don« it changing the working formila in «n 

attampt to up grada tha quality of tha finiahad product. 

Qua to tha abtenca of tha ownar who la raapona abla Tor tha tachnioal 

part. No technical pointa waa diaeuaaad. A aacond «eating will ba hald 

aftar tha arrival of tha owner from abroad. 
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«••ting with the owner of CV.General was held on 25 / 4 / 1977. 

The following Recommendations haa been given to him aftur discussing the 

running formula, 

1. No nond for dr_£ druming after soaking in the pit since oxceaaive drumming 

may make the resultant leather too aoftfloose, particularly in the thin 

parts of the akin or damage tho grain. 

It Ì3 quite enough to drum with water for one hour only. 

Also it has been recommended to change the soakinq water after 24 hours 

with  new water. 

2. The reliming time is very long - Reliming ie done in the tannery for 2 

nights. 

This time has to be shorten to be one night only or evon to stop reli- 

ming completely if the leather after liming is plampod enought. 

In my opinion that the dry druming, and long reliming time is the main 

reson for loose grain appearing in the final  finished leather. 

As requested by the tannery, the following formulas hns been given » 

I. Beam house work and chroma tannin 2 * 
for Side leather, corrected grain and full grain, 

Raw material 

Soak 

liming s (drum ) 

Rina« 

t wet salted cattle hides 

t 4 hours to remove the dirt; water 25°C, then fresh 

bath with 200 - 500 gm molleaal C or Cismollan 9H 

per cubic meter of water used. 

Total soaking time 24 hours only. 

t 250 %  water 

I.556 Sodium sulphide cone 60/62 % 

2-Z%  Hydrated lime 

flove for 30 min, stop for 2 hours. 

+ 1.5 %  Sodium sul più de cone 60/62 £ 

Move for 15 min, then briefly every nour. 

Total liming time 24 hours. Minse for 15 - 20 

min with water, flesh, split to 3.3- 3.5 m.m 

Scudd if necessary, weigh. 

Percentages based on pelt weight. 

I for 1Û - 15 min 

J 
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Dellelnq and Bat» 

( DtlM ) 

l 3U0 p water 35 C 

U.5 - 0.B %  Sodium bisulphite powdar 

0*0 -1 %  Ammonium nulphate 

0.1 - 0.2 %  Formic aoid 05% ( diluta with 10 part« 

water, addition in aavaral portiune) 

run for 20 min. 

add t 0.5 %  Oropon OR 

Add products undissolved 25 - 40 win final pH 

8.0 - B.5 

Cut edge tested with phenol, phathalein Inner Zona 

about 1 pink. 

I SO > water 

5 %  Common salt 

1 % Calcium formata 

run for 10 min at laaat 5 Be* 

f  1.2 - 1.4 %  sulphury acid 66 Be» 

10 % water 

run for 1-2 houro 

leave overnight in the pickle liquor, aova 

10 min, next morning pH of float 3.4 - 3.6 

cut edge reacts yellow to yallowiah green to 

bromocrasoi green. 

Tannage In the pickle liquor : 

•dd  t  10 % Chromosal G undissolved 

or    ( chroraitan    .  B undissolved)run  for 30 nln.v 

Pickle 

( drum 12 - 16 r.p.m) 

BawlflcatIon 

\ 

t add to the  same bath 

1.2 % Soda aeh 

0.5 % Sodium sulphite 

10 % water 

Added all slowly in 1 hour run for further 6 hour» 

final pH of  float 3.6 - 3.B 

Horse up leather,  sam.  shave,  weigh 

As Mentioned before the previous procoas can be uoed for full or corrected 

grain upper leather. 
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I 3UÜ Jk  water 35°C 

Ü»5 - 0.8 %  Sodium bisulphite powder 

0.6 - 1 %  Ammonium sulphate 

0.1 - 0.2 %  Formic aoid QS%  ( dilute with 10 parts 

water, addition in several portions) 

run for 20 min. 

add « 0.5 %  Oropon OR 

Add producta undissolved 25 - 40 min final pH 

8.0 - 8.5 

Cut edgo tostad with phenol, phethalein Inner Zone 

about 1 pink. i 
Pickle 

( drum 12 - 16 r.p.m) 

t 50 %  watBr 

5 %  Common Bait 

1 %  Calcium formats 

run for 10 min at least 5 Be1 

I  1.2 - 1.4 %  sulphuric acid 66 Be' 

10 %  water 

run for 1-2 hours 

lesvo overnight in the pickle liquor, move 

•  10 min, next morning pM of float 3.4 - 3.6 

cut edge reacts yellow to yellowish green to 

bromocresol green. 

Tannage in the pickle liquor t 

add s 10 JC Chromosal B undissolved 

or ( chromitan '.' B undissolved)run for 30 Plin.v 

Basjfication       t    add to the same bath 

1.2 %  Soda ash 

0.5 %  Sodium sulphite 

10 % water 

Added all slowly in 1 hour run for further 6 hours 

final pH of float 3.6 - 3.8 

Horse up leather, «ant. shave, weigh 

As mentioned before tha previous process can be used for full or corrected 

grain upper leather. 

-J 
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II, Rotannacia for Tuli grain leather i 

Matorial    t Chrome tanned cattle hides percentages based on shaved 

waight. 

t 250JÍ water 50 C ( closed drum ) 

run for 10 min, drain the float. 

Cashing 

Retanning 

Washing 

t 100 %  water 50 C 

5 %      Chromosal 6 ( or chromitan 0 ) 

run for 15 min. 

4- 2 Jt Tanigan BAK 

run for 60 min. 

• 1 %  Coripol 0ZN ( emulsified 1 t S ) 

run for 10 min 

• 2 %  Tanignn OS 

2 %  Retingan R7 

run for 45 r.iin 

pH float 4.3 - 4.6 drain float 

t 250 %  water 60 C ( closed drum ) 

run for 10 min,drain the*float 

Dying      t 100 Jt water 60 C 

1 Jt Dyestuff 

1 { 20 dissolved hot 

run for 20 - 30 min 

Fat - liquoring t 

4 - 5 %  lipoderm liquor II 

1 Jt Unfulphomatad fish oil-run for 30 »in 

+ 0.2 £ formic acid 85 %  ( diluted 1 i 10 ) 

run for 10 min. 

• 1 Jt TBnig«n OS 

run for 10 min.pH of the liquor approx 4,S 

drain the float 

Rinse for 10 «in. Horse up over night. 

Suspension dry with seaming and setting out 

Ü 
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III. Retannlng for corroctad qminf suitable for buffing t 

Raterial 

Wash 

f Chrome tanned cattlH hides 

percentages hased on shaved weight. 

» 300 % water 30°C 
o 

0,3 %  acetic acid 6 Be' 

run for 10 min drain float. 

Neutralization  t 100 % water 30 C 

2 %      Tamol GA 

1 %  Sodium formate 

run for 45 min 

pH 4.5 

o 
Wash or Rinoe at  30    C 

mnaqo 

and 

fat liquoring 

: 30 % water 40 C 

4 % mimosa extract powder 

3 %  Relugan A 

2 % Qasyntan C2 

2 %  Lipoderm liquor I 

3 %  Lipoderm liquor SA 

1 % Lipamin liquor SO 

10 % water at 70°C  - run f°r 60 min 

pH 3.8 

wash or Rinsa at 25 C 

Horse up - aet out, dry by hanging ( or nailing ) moisten, Stake, 

redry again, Duff. 

Before finiehing corrected grain loather, Impregnation should be dona 

according to one of the following formulas I 

IV. Formulas for Imprégnation : 

A. Impregnation t  250 parto corial Binder SR 

680 parts water 

70 parts Amollan PR 

mix all toyothwr, one bed coat after buffing by 2H0 

papor. lay in pile overnight, plato,1«in after words 

Rebuff again with 480 - 500 buffing papor, remove dust. 

W -J 
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B* Uoragftion  t 150 parts eukenol driver PI 

150 parts water 

300 parts Eukanol Binder in »  « 

( mix all together ) 

After firet buffing by 280 papar, one pad coat of the above solution, 

lay in pile overnight, plate for 1 min afterwords rebuff with 500 buffing 

paper remove duet and finish normally* 
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REPORT VISIT TO 

P.P.K.  MfRTOYLIDflN W  G   L 

IIAGCLANG   ( Central   Java   ) 

13 4 1977 

Discussion with        t  1. Mr.  A. BOESRI  PRAPTOFIOELDONO 

General Director. 

2. Mr. AROEM FIADJO 

Technical Manager 

3. Dr. RIFAN HflDI 

Technical (*lanager 

Findings    t 

1*  The Tannery is owned and directed by the govermant of central Dava, 

2. Number of Drums present       t  9 drums 

3* Number of workers t 75 worker 

4. Uorking    capacity 

5» Maximum capacity 

l  35 - 40.000 ft    shoe leather and 10 tons 

of sole  leather. 
2 t  50.000  ft    shoe uppo-r leather and 12 tons 

of sole  leather. 

6«  The market demand» is  the reason  for  the lower productivity since the 

production  is done according to the  local demands. 

7, The production of tha  tannery  : 

s.  Full grain,  corrected grain upper leather  (  pigment  finish  ) 

b. Sole vegetable tannud  leather,  insole splits 

Goth products are localy used. 

Technical Research     : 

1« The soaking process is not done properly,  since thg pit used  for soaking, 

is not large enough and  the percentage between the hide and water in  tho  • 

soaking process which  is usually 400 JÍ'fthio percentage  is not working, 

causing in  sufficient  soaking opperation which  is  the princimplo to have 

good quality leather. 
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2. The revolation of ths liming drum is very high, since the R.P.n. 

oT liming drum should not bo more than 2-4 rounds per minute. 

This high revolation in the liming drum is ono of the causes of 

IOOSB grain which is quite clear in the finished product. 

3* The low spued of the retanning and fatliquoring drum causee also 

in proper fat liquoring oppeartion. 

4. The eplitting machine is not working properly end needs a lot of 

mentenance. 

Also the Samming machine is very old and completly out of order 

and it causes a lot of harm to the leather.and should be stopped 

completely. 

5« The drying opperation of the corrected grein leether is not done 

properly, since the leather is leeft to dry in the direct sun over 

inclined tables causing reduction in size without any need and this 

should be changed. 

The drying of full grain leather is well dona and no need for further 

change. 

6« The staking machine ie very old and it neede-some mechanical arrangments 

in order not to cause any harm to the finished leather. 

7» The running formul for the production of full and corrected grain ia 

uaing several chemicals without any need and this causes weast of 

many. 

''Also the p.H. of the pickling opperation ie very low and it should be 

raised to be between 3 - 3.5. 

8* The sole leather produced is not bed according to the local market but 

still far away - as all the sole leather produced in Indonesian still 

far away from the International standard. 

9* The corrected grain leather produced is not bad but the full grain 

leather has a very looee grain i.e. no tight grain, also bad fulness 

and softness. 
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Technical flditfces | 

1. The number of hides should bo reduced In every pit in the soaking oppa- 

ration to be only 30 - 35 hides in one pit soaking for 24 hours. 

Or in coso of the necessary to put 70 hides in the pit for soaking, 

then next day those hida3 should be reaoakBd again in a drum for 1 - 

2 hours but the revolution of the drum should not exceed 2-4 R.P.N. 

2. Tho R.P.n. of the deliming and Bating pickling, and tanning drum should 

be arranged to bo from 6-8 r.p.m. 

Also that of retailing and fatliquoring should ba changed to be 10 - 14 

R.P.PI. 

3. The p.H. of the pickling opperation must end between 3 - 3.5 max and not 

lower than that. 

4. The semming machino should ba stopped conpletely from work and until it 

is completely renewed, saw dust eould bB used es explaineö to tne tannery. 

Also the splitting machine must be in a good condition sine« this will 

effect the final appearance of the leather ( i.e Unequal thickness ). 

5. The drying of the corrected grain leather should be done by nailing which 
2 

will give an increase in area per side not less than £ ft . 

It is true that the quality of the producid leather will be lowered, but 

this could be recovered easily by good stoking and finishing. 

6. The tannery is in true need to replace the following machines in the 

following order : 

o. The Spliting Plachine 

b. ThB fleshing machine 

c. The Bamming machina 

d. The Showing machine 

a. The Staking machine 

Also a new Hydrolic press with now fashioned plates - especially fcr 

corrected grain leather - is required. 

u  J 
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Uith respoct to tha sole leather producaci, the quality can ba  easily 

increased by increasing tha concentration of tho final tannine) drum 

to be between 0-10 Be instead of 5 - 6 Be as it is nou olao the 

running time of the leather in this concentrated solution should be 

between 0 - 12 day and not 4 dayo as now., 

By this piouBsa good quality sole leather is produced uith higher weight 

which meam more selling price for every side as the sole leather is so- 

iled by weight. 

The above recommendations has been given to tha tannery. The following 

is some formulas racommended to improve tha quality of the produced 

leather with tho present possibilities as requested by the tannery t 

1. Formula for tha production of full grain leather 

2. Formula for the production of corrected grain leather 

3. Formula for the production of sole leather 

4. Two formulae for impregnation before finishing 

Bearne House work and chrome Tanning Suitable for both full grain and 

corrected grain upper loather. 

materiel 

Soak 

Liming 

( In drum ) 

Rinse 

t Wet salted cattle hides 

l 4 hours to remove the dirt uith normal water - 

then freBh bath with 2U0 - 500*Cismollan BH ( or 

flolescall C ) per cubic meter water. 

Total soaking time ¿4  hours. 

Percentages based on salted ueignt. 

I 250 %  water 

1.5 %  Sodium sulphide cone 60/62^ 

3 %  Hydrated lima 

Clove for 30 min, stop for 2 hours 

+1.5 %  Sodium eulphide cone 60/62^ 

Move for 15 min, thon briefly overy hour. 

Total liming time } 24 hour. 

Rinse for 15 - 20 min, with water, flesh, split 

to 3.0 - 3.5 mm. Soadd if necessary, weigh. 

Percentages based on pelt weight. 

t for 10 - 15 min 
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Dallminq and bata 

( drum ) 

Pickle 

( drum 12 - 16 ) 

t     300% water 35 C 

0.5 - 0.B % Sodium bioulhite powder 

0*8 - 1  %  Ammonium sulphate 

Ü.1 - 0.2 %  formic acid B5% ( diluted with 

10 parte water, addition in several 

portions ) 

run for 20 min. 

+ 0.5     %  of a bating Agent ( oropon OR ) 

Add products undissolved 40 min 

phinal pH 8.0 - 8.5 cut edge tested 

3 with phenol phthalein : Inner zone 

about 1/3 pink 

I      50 % water 

5 % common salt 

1 % Calcium formato 

run for 10 min at least 5 Be', 
o. 

+ 1.2 - 1.4% sulphuric acid 66 Be' 

10 % water 

leave overnight in the pickle liquor move 10 min next morning. 

pH of float 3.4 - 3.6 

Tanning in the pickle liquorc+ 

cut edge reacts Yellow to Yellowish 

green to bromocreasol green. 

10 % Chromoeal B ( or chromitan B ) 

undissolved run for 30 min. 

Baaification t      1.2% Soda ash 

0.5% Sodium sulphite 

10 % water 

Add slowly in 1 hour 

further running time 6 hours 

final pH qf float 3.6 - 3.8 Horse up 

leather, seme, shave, weigh. 

The above method can be used Tor both full and corrected grain upper leather. 

I. Retannaqe for full grain upper leather 

A) 
dateria! j Chrome - tanned cattle hides percentages based on shavod weight 
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Retannlnq      i 

yashing 

Fat liquoring 

250 % water 50  ( closed drum  ) 

run for  10 min drain the  float 

100 % water 50°C 

S % ChromosalR( or chromitan B  ) 

run for 15 min 

2 % Tanigan PAK 

run for 60 min 

1 % Coripol BZN ( emulsified 1  «  5  ) 

run for  10 min 

2 % Tanigan OS 

2 % Retingan R7 

run for 45 min 

pH float 4.3 - 4.6 drain the float 

250 %  Uatar 60°C ( closadd drum ) 

drain the float 

100 % water 60° C 

1 %  Dyeatuff 

dissolved 1 t 20 in hot uater 

run for 20 min 

4.0 %  Lipodarm liquor II 

1.5 %  Unsulphoneted fish oil 

run for 30 min 

0.2 %  formic acid B5 %  ( dilutad 1 i 10 ) 

run for 10 min 

1 %  Tanigan OS 

run for 10 min. 

pH of liquor approx 4.5 

drain the float 

fill drum with oater and rinse  for 5-10 min 

horao up overnight 

Suspension drying with  samming and setting out. 

B. Another formula for  full  grain upper  leather   î 

Material s  Chromo tanned cattle hides 

percentages basad on shaved weight. 
o 

wash or Rinse at 30    C 
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Retannage t   80 % water 

1 %  Lipoderm lìquor SA 

run for 10 min 

+ 2.5 %  Relugan G T 50 

run for 60 min 

4 %   Cnromosal B ( chromitan B ) 

2 %  Implenal AP 

run for 30 min 

pH 4.8 

+   1 %  NButrigan 

1 %  Sodium formata 

run for 30 min 

4 £ Basyntan 0 

3 %  mimosa extract 

run for 60 min« 

pH 4.5 

wash or rinse et 40 C 

Dyeing and fat liquoring j 

100 %  water 60° C 

x %  Dyestuff 

run for 10 min 

+   1 %  Lipoderm OK 

run for 20 min 

+  x %  dyestuff 

run for 10 min        / 

•   3 J6 Lipoderm liquor 1 

3 %  Lipoderm liquor SA 

1 %  Lipoderm liquor SK 

2 %  Lipoderm liquor SO 

run for 40 min 

+ 0.5 %  formic acid 85# 

run for 15 min 

Wash or Rinse, Horae up - Set out, dry - finish as i- ual 

N.e i Tho quality or dyestuff uaBd should be divided into 2 portion, were 

liparain OK is added im between. 
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II.  Retanninq of correctod grain upper leather  t 

l« 

flatorlal 

Washing 

Ratannaqe 

tChromc  tanned cattle hides, 

percentages basad on shaved weight, 

t      250 % water 40° C  ( closed drum  ) 

run  for  10 min - drain the  float 

I      100 % »atar 50°C 

4 % chromoeal B  { or chromitan B   ) 
1 % Caicium  formate 

1 % Sodium bicarbonate 

run  for 60 mi« 

pH   float  4,2 - 4,5 

•      2 % Tanigan CS 

+      3 % mimosa extract 

add togatljer undissolved 

run  for 45 min 

pH  float 4 - 4.5 

drain the float 

t      250 % water 50°C  (  dossed drum  ) 

run  for 10 min 

drain the  float 

100 % water 50° C 

2 % Lipodorm liquor 1 

3 % Lipoderm liquor SA 

,             1 % Lipamin    liquor SO 

emulsify all  the  fat liquoring agents together - 

run   for  30 min, 

wash or Rinse - horse up overnight - dry - 

III.  formulas for Vegetable  tanned sole  leather  i 

*•    A  pit pretannage / Rapid drum main  tannage system, 

Delimlnq  j 

The method used is not  important as long as deliming is carried to  the 

point where the    cut section is coloulese to phanolphtalein, 

A  pit mothod    suggeoted is overnight deliming in pit  containing. 

5 % Sodium bisulphite   (  40JÍ   )  on polt weight, 

wash ten minutes  in running water. 

Ulaahinq 

fat  liquoring  i 
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Pratannage      t 

Tho rinse liquor From the previous pack drumenad is made up to pit volumn 

to give liquor to goods ratio of 3 : 1 

Acidify with formic acid to 3,2 pH ( this normally requires about 1.25JÍ 

on limed polt weight ) 

The pack of washed delimed pelt ia left in the pretanning pit for 48 hours. 

Pile ono day before drumming. 

Drum tannage : 

All porcentage- addition are calculated on limed pelt woight. 

Transfer goods to drum. 

Add     15 %  Spraydried Mimcsa powder 

15 /£ water - drum for 1 hour 

Aao     15 %  Spraydried Mimosa powder 

drum 5 hours 

Add     10 %  Spcaydried ("limosa powder 

drum untili fully penetrated. 

Usual drumming r.ime 36 nours. This is of course depending on local condition. 

Ideally the arum should run at 4 r.p.m. Over heating muet bo avoided. 

Add     50 %  wator 

1 %  formic acid 

drum 20 minutes 

Removo goods and pile 1-2 days, finish to suit desited production. ( as 

described in the following formula ) 

Transfer the rinse liquor from tho drum for the next pack to be pit pre- 

tanned. 

The movemant of the goods is as follows t delimed polt to pretannaqe pit 

to pile, to tannago drum. 

B. By using ayntang as pretanning Agent3 : 

Ro - liminci     t in pits 2-3 days 

De - liming     t 150 /• water 

1.5 f>  Ammonium sulphate 

1.5 Sodium Bisulphite 

run for 4 hours 

1/3  pink with ph.ph 

wash well for one hour, 

drum 150 %  water 

2-3 %  Tanigan cH ( Gayer ) the porcentage of Tanigan cH is 

calculated on thu pplt weight dissclvtíd in 4 parta 

untar and aodod ir. 2 - 3 portion« at half hour _ 

 J 
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Run for 1 - 2 hours untili the liquor is com- 

pletely exhausted. 

Transfer to the concentrated drum contemning. 

Tanning solution of 4 - 5°Be consistir., of either mimosa alone or mimosa 

and Quebracho extract. 

After 2-3 days the concentration of the tanning solution should bo in- 

crease to 8 - 1oV run for further 6 - 8 days untili complote tanning. 

( The running timo can bo reduced according to the final hardness ruouirod. 

i.B the more running time, the mnre hard and firm leather is produced ). 

Age for 24 hours, 

fixation and fat liquoring and Bleaching ; 

The percentages on the samed weight : 

50 %  water 

0.5- 1 %  magnesium sulphate 

1 %  glucose 

3-4 %  mimosa powder 

1.5-2 %  Basyntan F.C.B.I.3 ( B.A.S.F.) 

All these products to be added after dissolving in water. 

run for 45 minutes add 

0.5-1 %  Asulgan K ( B.A.S.F.) ( diluted 1 i 2 ) 

run for 30 minutes 

Add 1 %  Lipodarm liquor 1 

( diluted 1:2) 

run for 10 -,-20 minutes 

Pile overnight, set out. oil off, dry slowly, moisten and roll. 

N.B. : 

1. Equivalent to Tanigan cH ( Bayer ) is 8aSyntan P ( B.A.S.F.) 

and Tanichor H N special ( Hockest ) 

2. Equivalent to Basyntan F.C.B.13 ( B.A.S.F.) id Tanigan BL ( Bayer ) 

3. The object of adding fixing agents is to convert the unbound tannins in 

leather into such a form that thoy can not be removed by washing. 

C. In case of absence of Pretanning syntana, the pretanning process can be 

done as follows : 

After partial deliming and washing, the pelt is transfered to a used mang- 

rove     solution, run for 2 - 3 hours thun for 24 hours in a new solution 

of 5%  mangrove then continue as before in the concentrated tanning solution. 

-J 
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IV. Furniuloa for Impregnation i 

A. After burring the leather with 260 buffing paper, remove déet, giva 

one pad from the following mixture solution i 

150 parts Eukanol driver PI 

150 parts water 

300 parts Eukanol Binder M 

pile tho leather overnight, plate for 1 min, than rubuff onoe more 

with 500 buffing paper - remove dust and finish normally. 

B. Use the same system as before but tho Impregnation mixture ia con- 

sisting from : , 

250 parts corial Binder SR 

6B0 parts water 

70 parts Amollan PR 

mix all together - use the same steps as above* 
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REPORT VISIT TO 

CV. DARMA KUSUMA 

SEP1ARANG ( CENTRAL 3AVA ) 

14 / 4 / 1977.- 

Qlsct'psion uilth 

1. Mr.   TRESNA  ATMADDA 

Owner and Managing Director, 

2. Mr.  S  A R l'I 0 N 0 

Technical  Manager. 

Finriinns   : 

1. Number of drums 

2. Number of worker 

3. Working capacity 

4. Maximum capacity 

j 7 drums 

: 30 markers 

t 25,000 pieces of sheep or rjoat skins/month 

j 50,000 pieces of sheep or goat skins/month 

nowadays the tannery has completely stopeiJ the production since the 

prices of the pickled goat is less than the raw hide prices, so the 

tannery prefer to stop completely the production until the selling 

prices is high ¿gain or the prices of the raw 6kines is lowered. 

5. The tannery is producing pickled sheep and or goat skinea. 

6. All the production is exported to Europe and well accepted 

overseas. 

7. The tannery is newly build, well arranged. 

8. For producing crust skines on a production scale the tannery 

need6 the following : 

a). Shaving machine 

b). Staging machine 

c). Measuring machine. 

9. The raw skines is not enough in the market and tnie is the main' 

reason of the hign prices of the raw hides which is at the time 

b»ing, higher than the soiling price in the Europe marknt. 

A« requested by the tannery the following 4 formulas haue bríQn 

given to the owner t 
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1. The production of crust for &hoe upper from goat skines for 

plath finish. 

2. The production of cruat for shoe upper from goat skines for 

glazed finish. 

3. Goat Naopa Leather. 

4. Lining Leather from sheep. 

I, Goat upfsr Leather for shoes (p]ated finish). 

Soaking, liming, flashing, acUdding (as usual in the tannery). 

pelimino and bating : 
~" *; 2U0 %  watar at J5°C 

2,5 %  Oecltal N powder 

0,5 %  Sodium bisulphite 

run for 30* 

•2 %    oropon OR 

run for 2-3 hours 

pH 6,2 

wash or fUnee at 30 °C 

Pickle   t 50 %  water at 20 °C 

7 %  Common salt 

run for 10 min - 5 • St. 

+0,4 %  sulphuric acid cone (diluted 1 s 10) 

0,4 %  formic acid 85 % (diluted 1 j 10) 

run for GO'min. 

pH 3.7 

+ 2 %    chromitan B (or chrcmozal 3) 

run for 2 hours 

Drain flort. 

Tannage  i 40 fo  water at 30 °C 

5 %  chromitan AS 

run for 20 min 

• 2 %  Implcnal AP 

run for 5 hours 

pH 3.G 

pila, sam, shave, weigh wash or Rinse at 30 °C 

flatannaoc : 

u _-*> 
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Ratannaga       t SO % water at ¿0 °C 

4 % Basyntnn CO 

run for 40 min 

1 %  Nentrigan 

run for 30 min 

pH 4.5 - S 

wash or Rinse  at 40  9C. 

Dyeing  and  fatliquoring t  15 % water at 50  °C 

2 % Tannol  NN0L 

run  for 10 min 

•0 - 1.55Í Dyestuff 

run for 20 min 

+ 35Í Lipödem liquor SA 

1JÈ Lipoderm liquor   I 

0.5 % Lipoderm oil  SK 

run for ¿0 ml*1 

+ 
0 - 0.5 %  formic acid 95 % 

run for 20 min - pH 3.6, 

wash or rinse  at 20  °C, pile,  set out,  dry  stake. 

Toggle  ( or nail  ) 

HtB,       1).   if  required without dyeina,  no need  for addition of 

the dye and  ths  formic acid. 

2).  The fatliquoring agents  should  be  emulsified with - 

(   1   i  30 water at  80 °C   ). 

II, Goat   upoer  Leather  for  shoes,  glazed   finished. 

material  :  wat blue goats 

To be tanned as example  I 

Shave  to 1  -  1.1 mm,  weigh wash or  rinse at  30  °C 

Retannaoe t 100 % water at  30 "C 

0.1 % formic  acid 85 % 

run for 5 min 

+ 3 % Relugan  GT 50 

run for 40 min 
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+ 1 %  sodium formate 

1 %  sodium bicarbonate 

run for 40 min 

pH S 

wash or Rinsa at 40 "C 

Oveinq and fatliauoring i  100 %  water at 40 "C 
6 %  Basyntan N 

run for 60 min. 

0 - 3 %  Dyastuff , 

run for 20 min. 

+  4 %  Lipodorm liquor SA 

3 %  Lipoderra liquor 1 

1 %  Lipoderm oil SK 

run for 40 min 

0 - 2 %  formic acid 85' 

2 x 10 min + 20 min 

pH  3.5 

The fatliquorinq agents should bu enulsified with water 1 t 30 at 

80 *Z 

Pila, san», s«t out, dry floistpn, stake. 

Toggle ( or nail ). 

Ill* Coat napoa leather t 

Hateriel t uet blue goat skin 

( Tanning as in example I ). 

«a8h    % 300 %  water at 40 °C 

0.1 %  formic acid 85 JÉ 

run for 10 min 

drain float. 

Retannaoa I 50 % water at 40 °C 

6 %  Bastano1 CN 

run for 40 min 

+ 2 %  Reulqan GT J0 

run for 40 min 

+ 1 %  sodium bicorbonnte 

2 x 20 min. 

u 
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1 % •odium formata 

run for 40 min. 

PH 5^5 

wtsh or Rina« at 40 aC 

pyoing and fatliquorinq i 

100 % water at 40  "C 

1 % Tamol  NN0L 

tun for 10 min 

3 - 4/jC Dyeatuff 

tun for 30 min. 

4 % Lipoderm liquor SAP 

3 % Lipoderm Liquor 1 

2 % Lipoderm A 

run for 40 min. 

•f 3 % formic acid 85 % 

2 x 10 min  . 

+ 1  Í Lipamin  liquor St 

run 20 min 

pH    3.6 

wash or Rina« at 30  *C 

pile«  est out, dry,moisten, stake,  Will,  Toggle 

IV. Chrome tannad ahçep  lining leather   i 

Material  t  chrome - tanned,  shaved  sheep skine  t 

without washing and  rinzing 

Neutralization and. Retanninq  i 

100 - 1505È uater 30  8C 

3 -    6 % Tanigan oS 

2 - 5 %  Mimose extract undissolved 

0.5 - 1 %  Sodium bicarbonate 

run for 45 min 

pH of liquor 4,5 

Rinse at 50 «C for 10 min. 
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Dyeing and fatliquoring » 200 %  water at 50 »C 

0 - 3%  dyestuff 

0-15 min. 

• 1 - 2 %  Cutizan TffK 

Ü.4 - 0.6 %  ByUsnol liquor T 

0.4 - 0.6 %  Sperm oil unaulphited 

10 %  water of 60 °C for emulsifying 

run for ISO min. 

Rinse with cold water for 5 min. 

Horse up overmight, sam, set out , 

hang for drying", saw duat, stake, toggle - 

( or nail ) 

*.- 
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yjSIT  REICHT TO 

T3IT3PDAS LEATHER FACTORIES LTD 
1 ' • i '•   • 

16 KARCH   1977« 

B  AND  U N G 

".snager 

Findings 

1# Number  of workers 

,  CHRIS  HPRRIMAN 

t 

: 40 worker 

: 7 

: 30 Ton* / day 

i 50 Ton& / day 

21 Number of druiis 

3* Working capacity 

4. Flaximum capacity 

The reason for this drop between maximum and working capacity is t 

a« Lake of capital 

b. Limited local market demands 

c. Fluculation in prices of raw nides and «kineo 

S« Production 

a. Cattle Hide3 : 

riniaheo shoe upper leatner, sued«, nobock for shoe uooers, sola leather* 

b. Skins 

Clove leather, garment, shoe upper, liming leather ( enrome tanned ) 

6« The hides, in stock is for ona month and chemicals for 3 months, 

Tachnical Research t 

1. for chrome upper leather usee! in domestic usos, the production is good 

and no need for further chang, 

2« The finishing of small skins is not good by stretching the leather the 

lower base coat ( which is light in couiour ) appears. 

The reason for this, is that the skin is not finished on • wooden fram. 

A recommendation should be given that suraying in finishing should be done 

while the skin is nailed on a wroopn 'reme, i.e while :t is «trttch^d^alsc 

small wooden fram •houle' be u**-: and rc r.^f-c for big «nei hh^uy '"rawii for 

small skins« 
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3. Thfl iole leather produced is not fjood at. all, since it is Very soft, 

empty, i.fi No Abrdsion Resistance. 

4. Thu reason for this had sole leather production is the system of vege- 

table; tanning uotd in the tannery. 

5. Strong batting and picHiny is carried first before the concentrated 

Tanning sUp, and this together with tho percentages of tanninq materials 

ueed, these 2 reasons are the cause of resultant bad production. 

6. Setting out by hand is done on a soft uooden frame and this is useless, 

since the leatr.nr still has the wrinkles on its aurfacß. 

A rt:comen>-¡atiar: should be given that setting out should be rione on -jteel 

or marole tabi*, i.a ( strong and on a high level ) tipical tc the table 

ust'd for setting out of dyed chrome upper leather inth« saiic tannery. 

ey this method good surface should be achived and the result obtained 

by this method in presence of the expert was a satisfactory one. 

7. .Nailing of sole leatner is completely wrong since Iron Spots ( which is 

a chemicals reaction between Iron and vegetable tannins ; appeals. 

The tannery is v-kn   forcee to trim all these partis n-'-.-it  crying anc this 

means moro lost: of weiçnt in the final product. 

Technical ¿dv/ice î 

1. As raid before,setting out of sole leather snouid be done on a strong 

high table and net or. a wooden 'rame on the floor. 

2. No nailing for sole leather, drying should be done by hanging ( after 

setting out ). 

3. The use of a pretanning system ( eithrr usi^g S/ntan nretanr.e-,ee or extenti; 

liqur ) ia recommencée since tn« protection of the pelt againtt "ha  acticn 

Of very strong tanning solution depends on the complete penetration of 

the substance of the pelt by a pre—tanning agent which prevaricò thn sc/wim 

dehydrating effect of the powdered vegetable tanning from takinu piccu. 

A secondary effect is that the grain is tanned quickly and sufficiently 

so that the mecnanical action of the drum is resisted and folding, pr.-bblt? 

and piping are largely avoided. 

fiy using ?yntan Pretannege more unifote distribution of tan^, and battei 

tan fixation are obtained. 
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Proponed formula  for  tanning sole  leather  t 

*•   BY  »sing   Syntaris   *s  prctannjng   Agents. 

Ro - liming î   in Pits 2-3  days 

f)e  - liming :   150 % water 

1.5 JÉ Ammonium  sulphate 

1.5 % Sodium 8isulphite 

run  for 4  hours 

1/3      pink with  ph.ph 

Uash well  for one hour, 

/VJ-   /!>--- 150 % water 

2-3 % Taniqan CH   (   Bayer  )  the  percentage of Tanigan    CH  is 

calculated on  the pelt weight,   aissciv  in a parte 

water  and  added  in  2 - 3 portions  at half hour  intervals. 

Run  for  1-2 hours untili  the  liquor is completely 

exhausted. 

Tranfer to the concentrated  drums contanning. 
0 ' Tannino solution of  * - 5      9e       consisting or  mimosa  and  yugan  extract. 

After 2-3 days  the concentration  of  solution  should  be  increased  to 8 - 10    3e 
run   for another 6-6 days untili  copíete  tannini]. 

(   this running  time can be reduced  accorcing to the  final haronsss  required, 

i.e  the more  running time,  the more  hard and firm  leather  is produced  ). 

Ago    for 24 hours. 

fixation and Fatliauorino and Bleaching: 

The  Percentages on  the  aamed weight   t 

50    %    water 

0.5- 1       %    magnesium   sulphate 

1      %    glucose 

3-4      %   *imosa polder 

1.5- 2      %    basyntan  r.C,8.:.3    (  B.A.S.F.) 

All  these products  to be added after dissolving in water. 

run for *5 minutes add 

0,5- 1      %    Asulgan K   (  B.A.S.F)  run  for  30 minutes add 

1.5- 2      fi    Fat - liquor  ( cationic   ) 

run  for  30 minutes. 

.J 
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Leave lying overnight, sut out, air dry, moisten¡roll. 

N.B. 

1. Equivalent to Tanigsn CH ( Bayer ) is Basyntan P ( 8.A.S.F.) and 

Tanichor HN special ( Hockest ). 

2. Equivalent to Basyntan F.C.B.3 3 ( B.A.S.F) is Tanigan BL ( Bayer ) 

3. The object of adding fixing agents is to convert the unbound tannine 

in the leather into such a form that they can not b« removed by waahinç. 

XI« Pretar.njno uaing exhausted lioucra ; 

In case of absence of Pretenning syntans, tha pretanning process can 

be done as follows : 

After partial deliming and washing, the pelt is transferid to a used 

Valonea solution, run for 2 - 3 houre, then for 24 hours in a new solution 

of 5 %  valonea, continue as before in the concentrated tanning solution. 
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REPORT  VISIT TD UMIl/C9Sf<L  TPNf.'ESY 

16 Match 1977 

8  A  N 0 U N r, 

Owner and Director 

findings : 

1. No of Workers 

2» Working Capacity 

3* Maximum capacity 

4. Production 

Technical "esearch : 

t fir. Ang 

t about 70 worker 

j 25 - 30 Tons of cattle hides / monfch 

t 40 tons of cattle hides / month 

t 1. Shoe upper leather 

2. Patent leather 

3. Suede from splits 

1, The tannery is well equiped with up-to - date machines, nearly all the drums 

are in a good working condition ; 

2. The flow of production is well arranged and in one line and this means good 

technical manone.nt. 

3« The final production is good in quality, except the patent leather, which 

is from my own point of view, OHIOW the international standard, but it is 

used for Domestic reason, 

4, Unfortunately the responsible manager of the tannery in absence cf the owner 

refused to answer on some technical question, or giving wrong information. 

This means that the tannery doss not need any technical help still they have 

some problems to be solved especially their drying systfio and finishing of 

Polyurethane leather and suede splits. 

And according to their desire, we have to stop talking about any technical 

points. 
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REPORT VISIT TO KV.EMIVLI 

BANDUN'G - WEST JAVA 

17 MARCH 1977 

Discussion with : Mr. WANG HOA 

Director 

Findings 

1. Number of workers 

2. Nimber of drums 

3. Working capacity 

A. Maximum capacity 

5 

:   13 workers 

: 'A drums and 2   paddle» 

: 2 ton3 of cattle hides / month 

( about 20 sides / day  ) 

: A tons of cattle hidc3/month 

( about U0 sido3 / day) 

The reason for the drop of production  : 

a. No enough capital 

b. Market demandes 

6.  Production : 

a. Shoo upper leather pigment finish,  semi aniline finish 

b. Suede for upper leather. 

All  the production is used for domestic uses 

Technical  Research        : 

1. The drying system is not well done since the leather after setting out by 

hand is dried on the'ground under the direct sun light, then after drying 

it is nailed again,  left in shadow place than staking. 

This type of drying is not good since it allows the leather to   shrir.k_qui.kly 

creating no tension in the leather. 

Also No good air circulation on both sides of the leather,   but only from the 

upper surface which is actually expossed to the sun,  so drying is rapid 

on^y from the upper surface and very slow from the other one. 

2. The suede upper leather is nice and direct advice has been given in the 

current formula in Deliming and Wetting back and neutralization.  Tho rest 

of the  formula is good. 

3. The shoe upper leather is not bad, but it Ì3 empty m the poorer parts of 

the leather' (  bellies,  flanks  ...etc) 
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Also loose grain Ì3 well observed in the finished leather. 

Technical Recommendation : 

According to the possiblitiea present in the tannery the following 3 trials 

should be done for drying 3hoe upper leather and the result should be corn- 

paired with the current process from the following points  : 

a. The.   Quality of the finished leather. 

b. The increase in area size of each price of leather 

Trial Number   1, : 

After setting out,  nail the leather leave for 4-5 hours in the shadow in 

upright position,  then Hang    in the sun {  not on the ground  ) untili complete 

drying,  stake. 

Trial Number 2 

After setting out, nail leave for 4-5 hours in a shadow place,  then transfer 

the wooden fram { with the leather   )   to the sun untili complete drying,  stake. 

Trial Number 3 

Set out, Hang in the sun ( for about 50% dry ) then nail  leave in a shadow 

place untili complete drying,  stake. 

According to the request of the tannery the following formulas is Recommended  : 

I.  Neutralization and Retanning for Chrome upper leather   : 

Material 

Washing 

Neutralization 

and 

Retannàgg 

Chrome - tanned cattle hides, percentages based on 

shawed weight. 

200% Water 40 C run for  15 min drain float. 

100% water of 40°C 

1% Calcium formate 

1  - 2% Tanigan P2 

0.2 - 0.5% Sodium bicarbonate run for 30 min 

add 2 - 4% Mimosa extract 

2% Tanigan OS 

run for 4C¡ min p.h of liquor 4.2 - 4.5 cut edge reacts 

an even green to bluish green to bromocresol r,reen. 

i Rinse    at 50 - 60°C 

Continue dyeing and fat liquoring as usual,  but increase the    % of fat liquor.ms 

agents used to be total 5-6% and not only 3% as used now. 

.J 
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II, Happa 3ide Leather : 

Retanning dyeing, fat liquoring : 

Material : 

Chrome - tanned, shave leather, Percentages on shaved weight. 

Wa.'jh or Rinse at AO C. 

Retannage : 50% water 40 C 

0.1% formic acid 85% 

run for 10 min 

+ 3% Relugan GT 50 

run for 60 min 

+ 1% Neutrigan 

1.5% Sodiun formate 

run for 30 min pH 5.5 

+ 4% Basyntan MM 

run for 30 min 

+ 5% Lipoderm liquor SAF 

3% Lipoderm liquor SA 

2.5% Lipoderm A 

run for 60 min 

(N.B: emulsify the fat liquor first in hot water at about 60 C) wash or 

Rinse at 25°C. 

Dyeing : Without float 

3% Lugani1 brown N03 

0.6 % Lugani1 Brown NR 

0-75% Luganil Brown N'T 

run for 20 min 

• 150% water 70°C 

1% Liparain OK 

run for 10 min 

• 1% Luganil Brown NGB 

0.2% Luganil Brown NR 

0.25%    Luganil Brown NT 

run for 10 min 

• 3% formic acid 85% 

1.5% Lipamin liquor SO 

2x 10 min 

• 20 min pH 3.8 
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Wash or Rinso at 20 C 

Horso up - set out - Air dry - moisten - stake - Mill - dry 

III.Impregnation  : 

To Cover the defect of loose grain,  Impregnation should be done according 

to One of the following formulas: 

a. 100 -  150 parts Eukanol driver PI 

550 -  150 parts water 

250 - 300 parts Eukanol Binder IM mix all together. 

After first buffing by 280 paper, one pade coat of the above solution  (  lamb- 

skin pad   ) lay in pile overnight,  plate  (   1min ), afterwards buff with 500 buffi 

ng paper,   remove dust finish normally. 

b. 250 parts Corial Binder SR 

680 parts watsr 

70 parts Amollan PR 

mix all  together, use the same process as above, finish as normal. 
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VISIT REPORT TO CARUT 

ON 17 MARCH 1977. 

In Garut about 60 km away from Bandung, a group of primitiva work shop« 

producing leather. ( about 70 work shops ). 

The nam« of a tannery can not be applied, yat they ara still producing 

leather. 

No drums, no machines every thing Ì3 don« with a very primitive way. 

Tha number of workers is ranging from 2 till 12 workars in every shop. 

The hide« is soaked in a pit maximum 2 hides / day. 

Spliting is dona by hand, ( figura I ) which is very alow, inacurate, pri- 

mitive procasa. 

The motion of hides in an open drum ia done by the legs of the worker either 

in deliming, bating, pickling or even in the chrome tanning process (figure II ). 

Conceqmently No Chemical Control with respect to measuring ph or degrae Be' 

or any other kind of chemical tests used in the leather tanning process. 

Even staking is done by hand on a wooden holder ( figure III )• 

The resultant leather is hard, stiff, empty, dead feeling not ragular in 

thickeness, but according to the possibilities present in these primitive 

work-., shops, the leather produced seems to be a miracle. 

Visiting some of theso work shops, which are typicaly idantial, discussion 

was done in details in only two of them t 

I* A3AT RAHYAT work shop ( this is the name of the owner and of the work shop) 

a. Number of workers 

b. Working capacity 

c. Production 

d. Formula used 

t 10 worker 

t 2 cattle hidea / day 

i chrome upper and linirag leathar. 

: The formula is not bad except in t 

1, No any chemical control is done during the tanning 

process even for the temp, of water. 

2* The pereentagea of chromo and fat liquor used 

is very small and less than enough. ( They U3s 

only 5 %  chroma powder and 2 %  fat liquor agents )• 

e. The work shop ia «orking like this since 30 years, and AL^ the production, 

which is of very low quality, ie saled and used for domestic uses. 
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f. The work shop is suffering from the lack of capital and this applies 

to all of them, 

II. YUSEF Work Shop 

( The name of the owner and the work Bhop ) 

a* Number of worker       t 8 worker 

b. Working capacity       t 2 cattle hides / day 

c. Production i chrome upper and lining leather. 

d. They all use, the same formula also with out any type of chemical control. 

Recommendation was given to these owners that a type of association should 

ba dono betueen the owner, to control the prices of buying the raw hides 

and also the saling priceses of the finished product. 

A Recommendation should be given to the Indonesian Government that a big 

project through B.I.P.I.K. should be held in that part of Garut especially 

that all these work shops exists together in one place. 

These project should start first by bringing the nessecary machines used in 

tanning industry as a first step in rebuilding up a neu modern tannery in 

this placa inataad of 70 primitiva work shopes. 
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REPORT VISIT TO 
" HAKA SURABAYA LBATHBR • 

HAKA I TANNERY 
SURABAYA 

9 / 5 / 1977. 

Discussion with t 1. Mr, H. Ami nullah/ Thallb/ Karim. 
President Director. 

2« Mr. Alimin An ( Technical Director )• 

FindIngo : 

1. Number of drums 

2. ïïumber of pits 
3. Number of workers 
4. Working capacity 

5. Maximun capacity 

6\ Production 

All the production are 

Technical Research and' 

t € drums used for soaking, liming 
and tanning* 

:      4 pits u3od for reliming. 
:     105 workers. 
:   50.000 pieces of sheep and goat skins 

per month« 
:  100.000 pieces of sheep and goat skins 

per month. 
: The tannery is producing the following 
a* Pickled sheep and goat skins. 
b. Wet blue sheep and goat skins. 
c. Washable leather from goat skins, 

exported mainly to Japan. 

Recommendation : 

1. All the production of the tannery is for exportation. 
2. The production is of good quality and well accepted by the 

customers overseas. 
3. The tannery is well arranged ft the flow of production is good. 
4. No any technical comment since all the production is well 

accepted overseas« 

"*•* —Biffifflffift "•'•' •'••"«• 

-J 
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BSPORT VISIT TO 

"HAKA   SURABAYA    LEATHER"1 

HAKA II TANNERY 
. SURABAYA    • 

16 / 5 / 1977. 

Discussion with    : 1* Mr; Alimin An ( Technical Director ). 
2u Mr* Samau ( Manager ). 
3. Mr. Zain 

Findinga. 

1. Number of drums 

2« Number of pits 

( Technical production ). 

8 drums used as follows : 

3 drums for liming. 

4 drums for tanning. 

1 Hide process» 

The tannery will increase the number 

of drams to be : 

17 drums as followB : 

3 drums for liming. 

7 drums for tanning. 

6 drums for Dyeing and fat 

liquoring*. 

1 Hide process« 

3. Number of workers 

4. Working capacity 

5. Maxi mm capacity 

pits used for soaking and 

reliming. 

64 workers, 

240.000 ft2 of picklod and wet blue 

cattle hides. 

450.000 ft2 of pickled and wei, blue 

- cattle hides» 

6". The resone for this drop of production which is about 50# - ia 

the lack of hides with suitable, prices to be exported. 

7. AU the production is exported to Japan and Europe. 

Technical Research and Recommendations ; 

1. The soaking process is not well done. Advice has been given to 
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the tannery about the process of soaking and how it should be 

done properly especially by making preaoaking first for   - 

4 hours, then changing the water and continue soaking for- 

another 20 hours with fresh water containing anticeptices.. 

2V Inspite of the unproper soaking, the production of tannery 

is very good and well accepted overseas. 

3». Ih* tannery is very big and completely new. 

It is very well equlped with up- to date machines and the number 

and productivity of those machines are much more higher than 

the present production of the tannery. 

4.. The machines had been arranged in an unproper manner and this 

is in the future will cause irregular flow of production. 

5. This tannery with such new and modern machines can produce 

easily crust leather of high quality which will be much more 

profitable to the tannery than producing pickled or wet blue 

hides. 

6. The tannery can be considered as the bigest and the most 

modern tannery all over Indonesia. 

And according to the request of the tannery the following 

formules are given : 

r.. two formules for producing full grain upper leather. 

II. Twa formules for producing crust leather. 

III.Formules for producing suede upper leather for shoes from 

cattle hides. 

I". Formula for producing full grain ut>per leather«. 

Material        t Wet salted cattle hides. 

Soak * 4 hours to remove the dirt. 

Fresh bath with 200 — 500 gm cismollan BH 

( or Molles cal C ) per cubio meter 

water total soak time 24 hours. 

Percentages based on salted weight. 

Liming ( drum )    :  250 # water.. 

1*5 # Sodium sulphide cone 60/62 JÍ. 
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Z. - 3 i» Hydrated lime. 
Movo for 30 min.- stop for 2 hours. 

4r 1.5 f>  Sodium-sulphide-cone 60/62 i» 
Move for 15 min, then briefly every 
hour. Total liming time 24 hours. 

Rince for 15 - 20 min with water at 25° C, flesh, split to 3-3.5 œirw 
Scudd if necessary,, weigh. 
Percentages based on pelt weight. 
Rinse for 10 - 15 min raising temperature from 25 to 35° 0. 

Deliming and Batting ::     300 $ water 35° C. 
0*5 - 0.8j£ Sodium bisulphite powder. 
0¿¿3 - 1 # Ammonium sulphate«. 
0.1 - 0.2# Formic acid 85 # 

diluted with 10 parts water 
( addition in several portions ) 
ruts for 20 min.. 

•     9*5% Oropom OR 
Add products undissolved 
run:: for 25 - 40 min. 
Final pH 8-8.5 
Cut edge tested with phenol 
phthalein - Inner zone about 

f 1/3T> pink. 

Pickling •   t 50 * Water 25° C. 
( Drum 12-16 r.p.m. )       5 «Í Common salt. 

1 % Calcium formate.run 10 min 
at least 5° B*.— 

+ 1.2. - 1.4# Sulphuric: acid 66° Be. 
10 %  Water. 

Run for 1 - 2 hours. 
If necessary overnight in the pickle liquor. 
Move 10 min next morning, 
pfl of float 3.4 - 3.6 
Cut edge reacts yellow to yellowish green to bromocresol green. 

_J 
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Tannage In the picklo liquor : Add In the some bath : 

+ 10J( Chromos al B undissolved 

run for 30 min. 

Baaiflcation 1*2 i»  Soda ash. 

0.5 # Sodium sulphite.. 

10 i» water. 

To be added slowly in 1 hour. 

Further running time.about 6 hours. 

Pinal pH of float 3.6 - 3.8 

,? Horse up leather,, same,, shave weight» 

The above process can be used for both full grain and corrected grain 

leather, the difference will be only in the retanning and fat-liquoring 

process : 

A. Retanning for full grain leather. 

Material 

Washing 

Retanning 

Washing 

Chrome - tanned cattle hides as mentioned before 

Percentages based on shaved weight. 

250 i» water 50° C ( closed drum )for 10 min 

drain float. 

i» water. 

Ì> Baychrom A 

run for 15 min. 

%  Tanigan pAK 

run for 60 min. 

% Coripol BZN ( emulsified 1:5). 

run for 10 min. 

%  Tanigan OS 

i» Retingan R7 

run for 45 min. 

pH float 4.3 - 4.6 drain the float. 

jC water at 60°C. 

( closed drum )• 

run for 10 min. 

drain the float. 

: 100 

5 

+ 2: 

+ 1 

+ 2 
2 

250 

U~ _v.> 
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Dyeing 

Pat - Liquoring 

I    100 i> water at 60° C. 
1 £ Dyeatuff ( dissolved 1 

water ) 
run for 20 min. 

20 in hot 

: *• 2*5 - 3 i Sultafonoil IAC. 

1.5 - 2 JÍ Coripol BZN 

0.5 1» Baykanol liquor T 

( Emula if ied with water 70°C ). 

0.5 $ Coripol ICA 

run for 30 min. 

+    0.2 $ Formic acid 85 f»    • 

( Diluted 1 : 10 ). 

run for 10 min. 

pH of liquor approx 4.5 

drain the float. 

Pill the drum with water 

at 25 - 30° C 

water and rinse 5-10 min 

Horse up overnight. 

Suspension drying - with aamming 

and setting out. 

& Another formula for Retanning of full ¿rrain leather. 

Material 

Re tannage 

Percentages Chrome tanned cattle hide 

on shaved weight, 

wash or rinse at 40° C. 

100 JÍ water at 40° C. 

4 %  chromitan B ( undissolved ). 

2 $. lutan B ( undissolved ). 

run for 40 min. 

I- 1 %  Sodium formate ( undissolved ). 

1 $ Neutrigan    ( undissolved ). 

run for 40 min. 

pH 4 

wash or rinse at 40° C. 
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Ifeeing and fatliquoring 100   JÍ water 50° C. 
1 % Hyeatuff ( dissolved ). 

Run for 30 mia. 
4   jí Lipoderm liqour 2: ( Emulsified 

with water at 70° C ). 
2 # Lipoderm liqiior SA ( Emulsified 

with water at 70° c ). 
run for 30 min. 

4t   Jí Basyntan MK ( undissolved ) 
run for 40 min. -: 

pH!4 
1   $ Lipamin liquor SO ( Emulsified 

in hot water ). 

0.5   % Formic acid 85 % 
run for 20 min     -   pH 3.4 
Wash or Rinse at 25° C. 

Horse up - set out - Vacum 

dry for 1 min - suspension. 

dry - moisten - stake - toggle 

( or nail ). 

II. Formula for crust leather. 

Formula A 

Matera 

Washing 

ffej|tralization artfl 
Retannage 

Chrome tanned cattle hides. 
Percentages based on shavsd weight, 
200    i» water at 40° C. 

run for 15 min. 
drain float. 

100   ?É water at 40° C. 
1 j6 Calcium formate. 

1-2    Ji Tanigan P2 
0,2-0.5 # Sodium bicarbonate, 

run for 30 min. 
5    jS Mimosa extract powder. 
2 i» Tanigan OS 

run for 45 min. 
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pH of liquor 4.2 - 4.5 
Cut edge reacts an even 
green to bluish green to bromocreasol green 
Rinse at 50 - 60° C.   for 10 min. 

Dyeing : 100     £ water at 50 - 60° C. 
0-1.5 # Dyestuff (  dissolved 1  :  20 hot water ). 

Fat liquoring:  4-5     1« Sulphonated  fish oil. 
1-2      i» Raw fish oil. 

run for 45 min. 
•   pH of the liquor 4-4.5 

rinse leather cold for 5 min horse up overnight, 
sani set out - Vactua dry. 

Formula B ; 

Material : Chrome tanned cattle hides 
Percentages on shaved weight. 

Wash :  300     i» water at 30°C. 
0.3     1» acetic acid 6° Be 

run for 10 min. 
drain float. 

Neutralization 1100     i» water at 30° C 
2 i» Tamol GA 

1 i» Sodium formate 

' Added undissolved 
run for 45 min. 

pH 4.5 
wash or rinse at 30° C. 

Retannage t    30     % water at 40° C 
4     i» Mimosa extract powder 
3 jS Relugan A 
2 % Basyntan C2 

All added undissolved, 
2 i» Lipoderm liquor 1 
3 5& lipoderm liquor SA 
1     i» Lipamin liquor SO 

All added after emulsified with hot water. 
10     % water at 70° C 

Run for 60 min 
pH 3.8 
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wash or rinse at 25° C 

Eorse up - set out - Vacum dry - moisten - Stake - Vacum redry. 

III. Formula for suede uppf.T leather for shoes usin/> cattle hides. 

Material. : 

Chrome tanned, shaved cattle hides. 
Percentages on shaved weight. 
Retanna^es : Without washing and rinsing : 

60 - 100 i> water 60 - 70° C 
6 -      8 % Chromasal B undissolved 

1.5 -      2 % Sodium bicarbonate undissolved 
run for 1.5-2 houra 
rinse at 35°C for 10 min. 

200    % water 35° C 
1    % Calcium formate  ( undissolved ). 

1-2    # i3odium bicarbonate ( undissolved  ). 
run for    1 - 1.5 hours. 
pH of loat 5.5-6 
The leathers must be completely 
neutralized 
Cut with bromocre3ol green blue 
throughout. 

at 50° C   for 10 min. 
100 - 200 <f* water 60° G 
0.5-      1 Ì> Baykanol liquor T 
1.5 -      3 % Cutisan TMS 

run for 30 - 40 min. 
Another process for pre - fat liquoring    for writing and silky 
shine effect : 100 - 200 $ Water. 

3 -      5 f» Blancorol KNB 
0.5 # Coripol ICA 

run for 30 - 40 min. 
Horse up leather overnight, possibly sam, suspension dry 
at 30° C or Vacum dry, pile up, saw du3t, stake or mill, buff  : 

Rinse 

Pre-fat liquoring 

( Normal ) 

U- 
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1» In case of using vacua drying the fat quantities have to be 
increased by 20 - 30 #. 

2. 3uffing is carried out in various directions with abrasive 
paper of the following grads  : 

Side miede 

Ifrgfofi 

Fat - liduoring 

( Normal ) 

After treatment 

buffing  (  180 - 220 ). 
rebuffing ( 320 - 360 ). 

Percentages based on dry weight 
600 - 800 $ water 60° C. 

1 -      2 # Ammonia tech. 
0,5 i> Baymol A 

run for 2-3 hours. 
If necessary leave overnight, 
run off float. - 
rinse at 55 - 60° C for 10 min. 

600 - 800 % water 55 - 60°C. 
1 - 
8 - 

+ 8 - 

1.5 - 2.5 

2 i»  Ammonia tech. 

12 %  dyestuff 

dissolved in hot water 

tunning time untili penetration 

of dyestuff - approx 90 min. 

12 5* Formic acid 85 <fe 

diluted with 10 parts water 

run for 30 - 45 min 

rinse at 50°C for 5 min. 
Outisan TM 
addition 30 min before 

acidification 

( for writting and silky - shine effecta ) * 

400 - 600 %  water at 50° C. 

2 -  4 # Persiderm SI 

1 - 1.5 # Persoftal WKP 

0.4 - 0.8 <f>  Glycerine. 

Without rinsing, hor30 up leather 

overnight, dry saw dust or conditiont 
mill toggle, buff with 320 to 400 grade paper 

remove buffing du3t, mill. 
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BBPORT VISIT TO 

» VONOCOLO TANNERY " 

SURABAYA - EAST JAVA 

10/5/1977. 

This .tannery belongs to the regional Governments Industry of 
East Java " Aneka Group Carma ". 

Discusdlon with : 

1. Mr. :  Syahrial, 

Director. 

2. Mr. :  Setiardjo, 

Technical Manager. 

Findings : 

1. Number of drums      : 18 drums + 10 pits  ( used for soaking and 

Reliming ). 
2. Number of workers : 110 workers. 

3. Working Capacity : 125,000 ft2/month. 

4. Maximum Capacity : 300,000 ft2/month. 

5. Production : 

a. Pickled and Vet Blue sheep and goat skins. 

b. Pickled and Vet Blue cattle hides, 

o. Crust Leather. 

d. Pull grain and corrected grain upper leather. 

e. Sole Leather. 

6. The tannery is working only according to the market demanda 
and when their is no demands the tannery will completely stop 
the production. During the time of the Visit the production was 
completely atoped and the whole tannery was not operating. 

7. The coast price of the leather produced is very high causing 
either direct lose, or the tannery' is force to sell the fini- 
shed leather:with high prices which is not accepted by the 
market. 

Technical Research : 

1. The tannery is very big, but the machines present are very 
old - working since 1912 and some of the machines present are 
very primitive. 
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With such kinds of machines it is very difficult to produce 

leather of good quality. 

The tannery ia starting to buy some machines such as splitting 

machine and staking machine. 

It should be mentioned that either shaving or buffing machine 

is much more important to the tannery in the time being than 

the staking machine which could bo bought in an advanced step. 

2. The finished leather already present in the tannery is of bad 

quality since the leather has : 

a. Hard and empty feeling. 

b. Loose grain. 

c. Empty bellieB and flanks. ì 

3. The tannery is using expensive chemicals for producing low 

quality leather. Better results and much more cheap price could 

be reached by other formulas. 

Technical Advice : 

1. Technical Advice has been given to lower the price of the produ- 

ced pickled cattle hides. 

2. Also technical Advice has been given to up grade the quality 

of the army leather, namely by using 3 i>  Mimosa powder together 

with 2 $> Yugan extract, also by using a mix of sulphonated and 

unsulphonated fish oil by 4 - 5 %  and 2 "¡»  respectivly. 

3. According to the request of the tannery the following formulas 

is recommended :      , 

I. Two formulas for producing full grain upper leather. 

II. Two formulas for producing corrected grain upper leather. 

III. Two formulas for impregnation. 

I. Formulas for producing full grain upper leather. 

Material : Vet salted cattle hides. 

Soak    : 4 hours to remove the dirt. 

Fresh bath with 200 - 500 gm. Cismollan BH ( or 

Molleecal C ) per cubic meter water, total soak time 

24 hours. 
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Percentages based on salted weight. 

250 * Water. 

1.5 i»    Sodium Sulphide cone. 60 / 62 ?6. 

- 3 i»   Hydrated lime. 

Move for 30 min - stop for 2 hours. 

1.5 i»   Sodium Sulphide cone. 60 / 62 #. 

Move for 15 min, then briefly every hour. 

Total liming time 24 hours. 

Einse for 15 - 20 min. with water at 25°C. 

flesh, split to 3 - 3.5 nan. 

Scuud if necessary, weigh. 

Percentages based on pelt weigh. 

Rinse for 10 - 15 min. raising temperature 

from 25 to 35°C. 

Deliming and Batting : 

300 96 

0.5 -0.8 1» 

0.0-1 1> 

0.1 -0.2 # 

' 1 

Water 35 C 

Sodium bisulphite powder. 

Ammonium Sulphate. 

Formic acid 85 1» 

Diluted with 10 parts water ( addition in 

several portions ). 

Bun for 20 min. 

0.5 f   Oropon OR. 

Add products undissolved 25 - 40 min. 

Pinal pH 8 - 8.5 

Cut edge tested with Phenol Phethalein - 

inner zone about 1/3 pink. 

( drum 12 - 16 r.p.m.). 

50 5t 

5* 

1* 

Water 25 C. 

Common salt. 

Calcium Formate. 

Run 10 min. 

at least 5°3e. 
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1.2 - 1.4   I» 

io a 
Sulphuric acid 66 Be. 
Vater. 
Run for 1-2 hours. 

If necessary overnight in the piefcle liquor. 
Movo 10 min next morning. 
pH of float 3.4 - 3.6. 
Cut edge reacts yellow to yellowish green to bromocrezol green. 

Tannage in the pickle liquor ; Add in the eame bath : 

+ 10   %     Chromosal B indi3solvcd. 
Run for 30 min. 

Basiflcation :   + -    1.2 %     Soda Ash. 

0.5 i»      Sodium Sulphite. 

10 i>     Water. 

To be added slowly in 1 hour. 

Further running time about 6 houn 

Final pH of float 3.6 - 3.8 

Horse up leather, same, shave 

weigh. 

The above process can be used for both full grain and corrected 

grain leather, the difference will be only in the retanning ?nd 

fat-liquoring process : 

A. Retanning for full grain leather : 

Materia} : 

Washing : 

Retanning 

250 % 

Chrome tanned cattle hides' as 

mentioned before : 

Percentages based on shave3 

weight 

Water 50°C (clooed drum) for 

10 min. 

Drain float. 

100 % Water. 

5 * Bychrom A. 

Run for 15 min. 

2 # Tanigan PAK. 

Run for 60 min. 

1 * Cripol BZN (emulsified 1 : 5 ). 
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2 

2 
t 
* 

Washing 

Dietßfi 

250   * 

Run for 10 aia. 
Tanigan 03. 
Retingan R7. 
Run for 45 min. 
pH float 4.3 - 4.6 , drain the float. 

Water at 60°C (closed drum ). 
Run for 10 min. 
Drain the float. 

100 

1 

* 

* 

Water at 60 C. 

Dye s tuff (di a solved 1 

Run for 20 min. 

20 in hot water). 

Fat-Liquoring : 

+2.5 -3 * 

1.5 - 2 * 

0.5 * 

0.5 * 

+  0.2 * 

3ultafonoil LAC. 

Cripol BZN. 

Bycanol Liquor T (emulsified with water 

70°C ). 

Coripol ICA 

Run for 30 min. 

Formic acid 85 $  ( diluted 1 : 10 ). 

Run for 10 min. 

pH of liquor approx. 4.5. 

Drain tho float. 

Fill the drur withiiwater at 25 - 30°C 

yater and rinse 5-10 min, horse up 

overnight. 

Suspension drying with sanming and set- 

ting out. 

B. Another formula for Retanning of full ¿train leather : 

Material : Chrome tanned catti a hide : 

Percentages on shaved weight. 

Wash or rinse at 40°C 
ì • 
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Retannage  : 100     %     Water at 40°C. 

4      %    Chrómitan B ( undissolved ). 
2      %     Lutan B ( undissolved ). 

Bun for 40 min. 

<*        1      %     Sodium formate  ( undissolved ). 
1      %     Neutrigan ( undissolved ). 

Run for 40 min. 
pH 4. 
Wash or rinse at 40°C. 

groin« and fat-JLiquorinc : 

100      ?í     Water 50°C. 
1 *     Dyestuff ( dissolved ) 

Run for 39 min. 

+        4      %     Lipoderm Liquor 2    )  emulsified 
2 i>     Lipoderm Liquor SA j with water at 

70°C. 
Run for 30 min. 

•        4      %     Basyntan MK ( undissolved ). 
Run for 40 min. 
pH 4. 

+        1      i»     Lipamin Liquor SO (  emulsified in 

hot water ) 
0.5      *     Formic acid 85 #. 

Run for 10 min. 
pH 3.4. 
Wash or rinse at 25°C. 
Horse up - set out - vacum dry. 
for 1 min - suspension dry - moisten 
8take - toggle  ( or nail ) 

**•  Formula for Retanning of corrected grain leather : 

Formula (  A ). 

Material ; Chrome tanned cattle hides. 

Percentages based on shaved weight. 
Washing : 200 %     Water at 40°C. 

Run for 15 min. 

Dyain float. 

-J 
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Neutralization and 
Re úanna^e /. 100     % 

1 * 
1-2        * 

0.2 - 0.5* 

+        5     * 
2 Jé 

Dveing : 

Fat-liouorin* t 

Formula B 

Wash : 

Neutralization : 

100  * 

0.5 -1.5 1* 

4 - 5 * 

a. - 2 * 

Wat or at 40°C. 

Calcium formate, 

Tanigan P2. 

Sodium Bicarbonate. 

Run for 30 min. 

Mimosa extract powder. 

Tanigan OS. 

Run for 45 min. 

pH of liquor 4.2 - 4.5 

Cut edge reacts an even green 

to bluish green to brooocreasol 

green. 

Rinse at 50 - 60°C for 10 min. 

Water at 50 - 6G°C. 

Dyestuff ( dissolved 1 : 20 hot 

water ). 

Sulphonated fish oil. 

Raw fish oil. 

Run for 45 min* 

pH of the liquor 4-4.5 

Rinse leather cold for 5 min 

horse up overnight, saor-oet out- 

dry. 

Chrome tanned cattle hides. 

Percentages on shaved weight 

300 % Water at 30UC. 

0.3 * Acetic acid 6°Be. 
Run for 10 min. 
Drain float. 

100 * Water at 30°C. 

2 * Tamol GA. 

1 * Sodium formate. 
Added undissolved,  run for 45 min 

pH    4.5. 
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Wash or rinse at 30°C. 
Retanna*e ! 30 % Water at 40°C. 

4* Mimosa extract powder. 
3 % Relugan A. 

2% Basyntan C2. 

All added undissolved. 
2* Lipödem» liquor 1. 
3 96 Lipoderm liquor SA. 
1* Ilpamin liquor SO. 

All added after emulsified with hot 
water.                v 

10 * water at-70°C. 

run for 60 min. 
pH 3.8.                            i 

wash or rinae at 25°C. 

horse up - set out - vacua dry - molotes 
stake - vaoum redry - "Bait, 

HI« ImpregnationT 

formula, A, 100-150 parts Eukanol driver PI. 
550-650 parts water. 
250-300 parts Eukanol Binder IM. 

Mix all together. 
After Buffing the leather with 280 - 320 
huffing paper, one pad coat of the above 
solution ( Lamb skin pad )  pile overnight. 
Plate  ( 1 min ),  rebuff with 480 - 500 buf- 
fing paper remove dust,   finish aa usual. 

Formula flt 250    Parts Corial Binder SR. 
680    Parts water. 
70    Parts Amollan PR. 

Mix all together, use the same process as 
alo vs.- 
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REPORT  VISIT TO 

RACHBINI   - LEATHER   TANNERY 

SURABAYA - EAST  JAVA 

10 - 5 - 1977 

Discussi.• with     t fir.  H.A.  RUSDDY RACHBINI 

Owner and Director 

Findings  j 

1. Number of drum« ^ j 15 drums + 3 pits for »Baking 

2. Number of workars  t 144 workers "* 

3. Maximum capacity   t 5.000 pices of pickled ekino 

(ahaep or geat ) per day 

and 

5.000 picklad cattle hides / day 

4. The working capacity:  75% of the above  quantity. 

The tannery ia en the way to werk with  full  capacity. 

5. Preductian  i a.  picklad and yet  blue cattle hides 

b. picklad and wet  blue sheep Pkinee 

c. Crust leather  from cattla hides 

the above 3 products are for exportation 

d. full grain and  corrected grain upper  leather 

e. Sole leather 

These 2 products  are  fer domestic  uses. 

Technical Re>oorch  t 

1. The tannery is newly  build  on 1974,   very  well  arranged  and  controlled. 

2. All  tho necessary chemical   testa sre well   done 

3. The production  ef  pickled and uet  blue  cattle hides and  skinea  are  very 

good and well  accepted over  seas also  thn   crust  leather  is  very nice 

and no any technical  comment. 

4. The  full grain  and  corrected grain are  produced  from the   rejected hides 

after pickling and  before chroma tanning  and  inspita of this   fact, 

these product  are of  nice quality especially  the corrscted  grain. 

5. The  sole leather  produced  are of a good  quality inspite  also of 

the fact that thoy are produced from the rejected hiries, the vegetable 

tanning procesa is well done aleo the finishing of the sole leather is 

very nice. 
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6, Generally apeaking, the above tannery can ba conaidered ao ona of 

the beat tanneriaa in Indonnala and have a very good prospect for 

tha futura since it has already started to export crust leather to 

England with great success. 

7, The tannery is already exporting to several countries all ovar the) 

worl namely to i 

Holland - U.S.A. - France - Germany - Japan - Australia - Spain 

- Hongkong ( The counteries has been arranged according to the 

quantity of tha leather exportad to each of them ). 

8, The tannery has a big chanca in the future to export fini3hed leather 

of a very good quality. , 
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REPORT VISIT TU 

C.V. WONOSARI 

SURABAYA 11/5/1977 

Discussion with 

Findings 

Mr. Harry Sjoufron 

Managing Director 

1. Number of drums 

2. Number of pits 

3. Number of workers 

<». Maximum capacity 

: 16 drums 

: 35 pits (for soaking and vegetable tanning) 

12 pit3 for leatching vegetable extracts. 

: 100 worker 
2 x 

:  500.000 ft   of pickled cattle hidesNper 

month     and 

120.000 pieces of sheep and goat pickled 

skines per month 

In case of producing wet blue either from cattle hides or skines 

this maximum capacity will be reduced to 70% from the above mentioned 

figures. 

5. Working capacity : About  40"/ of the maximum capacity 

6. The production is mainly ior exportation (about 90%) and only 10% 

as lining leather (from skinesj and sole leather from lew quality 

cattle hides. 

. These lining and sole leather is for local market. 

7. The production either as pickled or wet blue  (for cattle hides and 

skines) are very good and well accepted overseas and no any technical 

comment can be said. 

Spain - Australia 

The tannery is already exporting to  : 

U.S.A. - France - Japan - Germany - Holland - Italy 

Sweden - Finlland - Hongkong - Portugal - Taywan. 

Technical Research  : 

1. As mentioned above the normal main production of the  tannery 

which is pickled and wet blue of hides and skines ' are very 

good and the technical process used in the production is very nice 

.J 
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and consequently all   the production is well accepted overseas by the 

importers. 

2. The sole leather produced which is used for local market is not bad, 

but the tannery is very anxiou3 to deveiope thi3 kind of product and 

to up grade the quality. 

3. The tannery can be considered as TWO tanneries,  one is very old either 

drums or machines, and the other one is completely new drums and new 

fleshing machine. 

Advice has been given to the owner to separate completely these 2 tanneries 

the old one should be only for producing sole leather, and the new one for 

the production of pickled and wet blue  {Hides and Skines). 

Since their is a very big space still    unoccupied in the new tannery,   their 

is a very good chance to enlarge it arid also produce crust,   leather as a 

first step to complete  it  to finished leather. 

For producing crust leather and according to the available possibilities the 

tannery needs a new splitting,  shaving and stacking machines.  Also it preferable 

to has    a vacum dryer together with samming and setting    out machines.  With 

these machines the tannery will be able to produce hi gii quality crust leather 

which is for sure much more profitable to the tannery and to the country than 

producing pickled and wet blue. 

By separating the tannery into 2,  the internal arrangement and the quality 

control can be done much more easier than now. 

Also the production of sole leather can be increased easily since all the 

present equipments will be only used for vegetable tanned leather. 

Technical advice  : 

1. No any technical comment can be said on the production of pickled or 

wet blue. 

2. The sole leather produced is not bad but it is still away from the normal 

standards. 

Direct advice has been given to the tannery to up grade  the quality by 

increasing the time of hanging the leather in the different pits. 

Also to increase the concentration of the  tanning material  in the concen- 

trated drum, and the time of revolution must also be increased untili 

complete tanning takes place. 

According to the request of the tannery the following formulas are given  : 

1. Formula for chrome tanned sheep lining leather 

2. Foitnula for goat lining leather plate finish. 

....J 
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3. Formula for sheep glove leather. 

A. Formula for crust clothing suede from goat skins. 

5. Formula for crust shoo upper from goat skins. 

6. Formula for crust leather from cattle hides (2 formulas) 

7. Formula for vegetable tanned sole leather (2 formulas) 

8. Formula for finishing of sole leather (2 formulas) 

I. Chrome tanned sheep lining leather : 

Material : 

Chrome tanned, shaved 3heep skines (as done in the tannery) precen- 

tages on shaved weight. 

Without washing and rinsing. 

Neutalization and Retannage : 

100 - 150% water 30° C 

3 -  6% tanigan OS 

1 -  4% mimosa extract powder (undissolved) 

0.5 -  1% sodium Bicarbonate 

run for 45 min. 

pH of liquor approx A.5. 

Rinse for 10 min at 50° C. 

Dyeing and fat liquoring : 

200% water 50°C 

0-3% dyestuff 

0-15 min 

1-2% Cutisan TNK 

0.4 - 0.6% Baykanol liquor T 

0.4 - 0.6% Sperm oil unsulphonated 

10%   Water of 60 C for emulsifying run 

for 30 min. 
; acidify a3 may required. 

Rinse cold water for 5 min. 

horse up overnight, sam. set out,  hang for drying, saw dust, stake 

nail (or Toggle) and finish. 

II. Goat lining leather,  plated finish : 

Material  : 

Chrome tanned 3havod goat skines (as done in the tannery) percentage:; 
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on the shaved weight. 

Rinse at 40 C. 
Neutralization 100% water at 40 C 

1% Sodium bicarbonate 

1% Sodium formate 

run for 6u min 

wash or rinse at 40 C. 

Retannage    : 100% water at 40 C 

10% Basyntan MK 

run for 60 min 

4% Lipoderm Liquor SAF 

2% Lipoderm Liquor 2 

run for 60-min 

•     0.1% Formic acid 85% 

run for 10 min. 

wash or rinse at 20 C 
Horse up - set out - dry - pile - moisten - stake - dry once more 

Finish : 
Pignent Finish :      lOu parts pigment colour 

300 parts water 

350 parts lepton Binder M 

3u parts «molían L 

2-3 spray coats 

Top coat :      100 parts corial EM finish LS 

50 parts water 

1 spray coat.plate at 80 c 

III. Sheep glove leather,  semianiline finish : 
Soaking,  liming, deliir.ing and bating as done in the tannery 

The pH of the deliming and bating bath should be about 8.2. 

wash or rinse at 20 C. 

Pickling ; 80% water at 20°C 
8% common salt 

run for 10 min 

+0.2% formic acid 85% 

0.5% sulphuric acid cone 
run for 2 hours - pH 3.8.- 

leave standing over night. 
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Tannage : 50% residual liquor 

7% chromitan NA powder 

4% Lipödem liquor 2 

2% Lipoderm liquor A 

run for 2 hours 

pH 4.0. 

pile - sani, shave to 0.4. - 0.5. mm 

Weigh (Percentages on the shaved wight). 

Neutralization : 150% water at 30 C 

2% Neutrigan 

run for 30 min 

+     1% 3odiura acetate 

run for 90 min 

wash or rinse at 20 C - Pile - set out - dry - moisten - stake - Buff 

(from the flesh side) 

weigh    (Percentages on the dry weigh) 

o. Wetting ftidc 

Drain float 

Dyeing : 

1000% water at 50 "C 

1% lipoderm A 

1% Ammonia tech 

run for 1 hour 

pH 5.5. 

800% water at 50°C 

2% ammonia technical 

run for 20 min. 

+ 3% Tamol NN0L 

run for 10 min 

+ 6% Dyestuff 

run for 60 min 

+ 4% Lipoderm Liquor SAP 

2% Lipoderm A 

run for 30 min 

• 4> Formic acid 85% 

2 x 10 min + 20 min 

wash or rinse at 40 C. 
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Fixation : 600% water at AC C 

0.5% Formic acid 85% 

run for 10 rain 

+     1% Relugan B 

run for 20 min 

pH 3.8. 

wash or Rinse at 20 C 

Finish : 

Set out - dry - Moisten - stake 

Pignent coat 

Top coat 

50 Parts pigment colour 

235 parts water >* 

100 parts Euke30lar Dyes liquid 

15 parts Eukesol Binder S 

150 parts Corial Binder 0HN 

400 partw water 

2 parts ammonia 25% 

40 parts Eukesol ground P 

one sparay coat plat at 70 C 

one spray coat 

60 parts corial EM Finish FN 

40 parts corial EM Top LS 

50 parts water 

50 parts siligen HS 10% 

one spray coat, plushweel 

IV. Clothing Suede : (Crust) 

Material     : wet blue goat skins 

Percentages on shaved weight : 

washing     : 200% water 50°C 

0.5% Baymol A (dilute 1 

run for 20 min 

drain 

5 at 50 C) 

Retannage 50% water 40% 

0.5% Formic acid 85% 

(dilute 1 : 10) 

run for 15 min 

pH of float 3 - 3.2. 

M 
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Neutralization 

Rinsing      : 

Fat Liquoring  : 

Rinsing 

+ 1% Coripol D X F 

5% water at 70 C for emulsifying 

run for 15 min 

+ 4 - 6% Blancorol  AC undissolved 

run for 60 min 

• 100% water at 40°C 

run for 10 min 

pH of float 3.6 - 3.8 

drain 

50% water at 40°C 

3/» Tanigan PC undissolved 

run for 30 min 

+ 2-4% Retingan R6 undissolved 

2-4% Tanigan QF    undissolved 

run for 45 min 

• 100% water 60°C 

run for 10 rain 

pH of float 4.8 - 5.2 

water 60°C 

100% water 60°C 

3% Cutisan TMU 

10% water 70°C for emulsifying 

run for 30 min 

water at 20°C 

run for 5 min 

horse up overnight 

set out, suspension dry 

condition, stake,  buff 

V. Crust shoe upper,  from goat sklne3 : 

Material  : 

Chrome tanned goat skines (as already done in the tannery) 

shave to 1 mm 

weigh - wash or Rinse at 30°C 

Betannape : 50% water at 40°C 

4% Baayntan CD 

run for 40 min 
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+ IX Neutrigan 

run for 30 min 

PH  4.5 - 5 

waah or Rinse at 40°C. 

Dyeing and Fatllquoring : 

150% water at 50°C 

2% Tamol NMOL 

run for 10 min 

+ 1.5% Dyestuff 

run for 20 min 

+3% Lipoderm Liquor SA 

1% Lipoderm Liquor 1 

0.5% Lipoderm oil SK 

. run for 40 min 

+0.5% Formic acid 85% 

run for 20 min 

pH 3.6. 

wash or Rinse at 20°C - Pile - Set Out - Dry - Moisten - Stake - 
Dry (Nail or Toggel). 

V. Crust leather from cattle hides : 

Formula (A) 

Material  : 

Chrome tannel cattle hide (as done in the tannery) 

Rinse with 200% water at 40°C for 10 min drain float/ : 
Neutralization and Retanning : 

40% water 

2%   Tanigan PC 

2% Tanigan    OS 

3%   Mimosa extract 

run for 40 min - pH 4.4. 

+ 200% water 60°C 

run for 10 min 

drain float. 

Dying and Fat Liquoring 
80% water at 60°C 

1% Dyestuff (according to tho colour re- 
quired) 
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run for 20 min 

A - 5%   lipoderm liquor 2 

1 - 2% '•     Unsulphonated oil 

run for 40 min  pH A - A. A 

+  0.5.%    Formic acid '85% (1 : 10) 

run for 15 min - pH 3.A. 

rinse at 20 C for 5 min 

horse up, set out on grain and flesh side, toggle in wot condition, 

dry at room temp, condition (saw dust) stake vacum dry. 

Formula (B) for crust leather : 

Material : 

Chrome tanned cattle hides {as done in the tannery). Percentages on 

shaved weight rinse with running water for 10 min. 

Retanning and Fatliquoring ; 150% water 60 C 

3% Tanigan OS 

2% Tanigan 3 LN 

0.5% Sodium Bicarbonate 

A - 5% Lipoderm Liquor 2 

1% Tamol GA 

run for 90 min 

Pile for A8 hours, toggel (or nail) until dry, condition with saw 

dust, stake. 

VII. Formulas for Producing Vegetable tanned solo leather : 

Formula (A) 

Deliming : 150% water 

1.5-2% Ammonium sulphate 

2-3% Sodium bisulphite 

run for 3 - A hours untili completo 

delixning wash for further one hour. 

Pretannage  : 

The rinse liquor from the previous pack drumod is made up to pit 

volume to give a liquor to goods ratio of 3  :  1.  Acidify with formic 

acid to pH 3.2 (This requires normally about 1.25% Formic acid en 

lined pelt weight).   The average strength of this pj,t is 2 - 3° fe. 

The pelt is left  in  this pit for A8 hourse.   Pilo or.e day  before 

druming. 
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Drum    Tannale (4-6 »«.p.m.) 

All percentage additions are calculated on    limed pelt weight. 
Transfer goods to drum : 

Add 15% Spraydried Mimosa powder 

15% water 

Drum 1 hour 

Add 15% spraydried Mimosa powder 

Drum 5 hours. 

Add 10% Spray dried mimosa powder 

Drum untili fully penetrated 

Usual drumming time 36 hours 

Add 50% water 

1% Formic Acid 

Drum for 20 rain 

pile the leather for 1 - 2 days. 

Transfer the rinse liquor irom the drum for the next pack to be 
pit pretanned. 

Formula B  : 

After partial delixning with ammonium sulphat and sodium bisulphite  : 
wash well for one hour : 

drain float :    150% water 

4% Tanigan cH (or equivalent) 

calculated on the pelt weight dissolved in A 

parts water and added in 2 - 3 portions at half 
hour intervals. 

Run for 1-2 hours untili the liquor is completely 
exhausted. 

Transfer the pretanned pelts to the pit witn Acacia solution of 3 - 4° 

Be, After 2-3 days,  the leather is transfered to the concentrated 

tanning drum of 8 - 10° Be consisting of¡ mimosa alone or together   with 
Yugan extract. 

The concentration of the tanning drum should be increased after one or 

2 daya^later in order the degree Be should be kept always arround 

8-10    Be untili complete Tanning. 

The running tùie of the concentrated drum can be reduced according to 

1 

J 
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the final hardness required i.e.  the more running time,  the more 

hard and finn   leather is produced. 

Age for 2k - 48 hours. 

Then immerse in a washing pit of clean cold water for an hour (To 

remove the    tan  from the immediate surface).  Bleaching and oiling 

can be done with one of the following formulas. 

VIII.  Bleaching and oiling of vegetable tanned sole leather  : 

Formu.1 a   (A) 

Load drum with sammed r.tock  :   (drum running 10 - 12 r.p.m.) 

Percentages on sammed weight 

add 2% Bleach syntari) (Basyntan F.C.B.I3) 

run for 25 min 

add 2% Epson calts 

2% Liquid glucose 

drum  for 25 min 

add      0.5% Oxalic acid 

2% of filler compound (Asulgan K or Kaoline) 

add 
drum  for 20 min 

2% of mixed sulphated oil and fish oil   (  1 3) 

drum for 40 min 

Pile overnight, set out,  dry slowly, moisten and roll 

FormuDa B : 

Drum sammed stock.  Percentages based on sammed weights   : 

Drum 

Add 

Add 

1-2% Epson salt 

1-2% Glucose 

3-5% Powdered tanning extract 

1-2% Sasyntan F.C.B.I3. 

Drum for 40 min 

0.5 - 1% Asulgan K (diluted 1 : 2) 

Drum for 30 min 

1% Lipödem liquor SAF (diluted 1 2) 

•   i 

Pile overnight, set out, dry slowly, moisten and roll. 
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REPORT VISIT TO 

PT. PAGINA CITA  (  ANUGERAH) 

TWO TANNERIES 

MALANG - EAST JAVA 

12/5/1977. 

Discussion with : 

1. Mr.       : Gunawan Nugroho, Managing Director. 
2. Mr.       : P. Nugroho,  General Manager. 

FindInga ; 

The company consista of 2 completely separated tanneries : 

A. Very old Tannery. 

B. Completely new Tannery. 

The above tanneries are separated by a distance of 9 km. and 

both of them are producing sole leather with nearly the same 

system. 

A. The old Tannery. 

1. .Number of drums : 6 drums. 

2. Number of pits : 33 pits used as follows : 

3 soaking pits. 

4 liming pits. 

6 leatching pits. 
20 tanning pits. 

3. Number of workers  :  25 workers. 

4. Maximum capacity    :  22 tens of sole leather. 

from cow and buffalo hides. 

5. Working capacity    : 15 tons of sole leather. 

6. The reason of the drop in production is a mater;,  of internal 
arrangment so giving all stress and possibiities to the new 
tannery. 

7. The tannery is using the system of pre tanning in pits (using- 

¿impla kind of rocker to move the hide© ). 
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The hides are tronnfered throw different pita with different 

concentrations of tanning material after pretanning ia comple- 

ted about 4 days - the leather Ì3 trannfered to another con- 

centrated pits using the suspender system in such a manner 

that the leather are not hauled and only the liquors are trans- 

fered from one pit to another. 

The tanning process is couple-tod in drum with 10 - 14°Be' of 

Mimooa and Tugan extracts for 4 days followed by normal fi- 
nishing. 

8. The production io of low grade sole leather, since the tan- 

nery is using hiden from Timor island which is of a very low 

quality ( very bad flaying, and very bad preserved, causing 

lot of defeotsto the hides ). 

9. The 30le leather, away from the surface defects of the hides, 

is not bad but is still as all the Indonesian sole leather, 

still very soft inspite that the tannery is using very con- 

centrated tanning material in the final drum process for 4 

days which is quite enough to fill the leather with the neces- 

sary tanning materials. The reason of the ¡Softness of the 

leather is the big quantities of fats in the reoiling process 
dona by land. 

Technical recommendations has been given to each tannery se- 

parably, which are nearly the sane for both tanneries ( fol- 
lowed latter ). 

B. The New Tannery. 

This tannery is completely naw working since less than one year. 

It is build on a very big area and only small part of the total 

building is used which gives the chanca for further expantion- 

Advice ha3 been given to start producing pickled and wet blue 

cattle hides for exportation. This needs only the addition of 

one or two drums according to the capacity required. 

In case of the production of crust leather then only shaving and 

staking machines are required beside the new drums mentioned above. 

.J 
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After all that, there will be left a very big apace for adding 

a complete new line for finishing upper leather. 

Finding : 

1. Number of drums      : 8 drums. 

2. Number of pits        : 30 pits used as follows : 

20 pits for tanning. 
10 pits for soaking &nd liming. 

3. Humber of workers  : 12  workers. 

4. Maximum capacity    : 50 tons of sole leather. 

5. Working capacity    : 10 tons of sole leather. 

6. The reason for the drop of production that the tannery is itili 
in the  beging of the production and  it is a mater of time to 
work with the maximum capacity. 

7. The tannery is producing sole leather of \ good quality,  using 
hides from Bali which is   quite suitable  for the production of 
sole leather. 

Also the process used is good w&ich is simply a pretanning pro- 
cess in a pit using simple type of rocker frames then to the 
concentrated tanning drums until complete tanning. 

Technical Advice. 

The following advices has been given to te used in both tanneries 
since the process used are nearly the same  : 

1. The hides has to be presoaked first in fresh water for a period 
of maximum 4 hours,  then  the water is  drained off, and the 
main soak 3tarts with completely new fresh bath containing 
the antiseptices and wetting agents. 

2. After complete tanning,   the tanned leather must be piled for 
24 - 48 hours on the ground. Then washing in a pit of pure 
water for 1-2 hours together with 1/2 - 1 kg.   of Oxalic acid 
in order,to remove the tan from the  immediate surface. 

,t    The presence of Oxalic acid will help in bleaching. 
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3. It is  quite  suitable to incorporate  a small percentages of 
a bleaching system into the oiling drum, such as Basyntan F.C.B.1.3 

or equivalent. 

4. Their is no need to add more oil by hand «kn the surface except 
when f3^xible  üole leather is needed. 

Recommended formula for finishing  : 

Percentages based on sammed weight. 

Pruna 1-2 # Epsom salt. 
1-2 i> Giocose. 

4 jC Powdered tanning extract. 
2 i» Bleaching Syntan ( Basyntan F.C.B. 1.3. ) 

Drum for 40 min. 
Add : 

1 $ Asulgan K ( diluted 1 : 2  ). _ 
Drum for 30 min. 

Add : 
2 i»       of mixed Sulphonated oil and fish oil 

(1:3). 
Drum for 15 min. 
Finish as usual. - 

!   I 
i   i 
!  I 

U 
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REPORT UISIT TO 

PT. KASIN 

WALANG - 13,14 - 5/1977 

Í   1.   Plr.   ICHUAN   2ACHARIA 

Owner and Director 

2.  Fir.  PAUL ZACHARIA 

Technical Manager. 

Findings t 

1« Number of drums 

2* Number of workers 

3* Oaximum capacity 

4« Working capacity 

t 15 drum 

: 70 worker 

: 30 tons of sol* leather and 

60,000 ft2 of shoe uppsr leather 

t 10 tons of sole leather and 

20,000 ft2 of shoe upper leather 

5. The reason for the drop ef production is the lake of capatali* also no 

enough Vegetable tanning materials especially Acacie which is localy 

produced, 

j. The production of the tannery t 

e. Sole leather 

b. Embossed upper leather. 

All ths production is for local market and very ,well accepted from the custo- 

mers. 

Technical Research t   * 

1* The sols leather produced in the tannery is of a very high quality and 

up to the International standard. 

The process used in the Vegetable tanning process is completly right and 

all the necessary technical tests and the chemical control opperations 

are perfectly done. 

2*. The tannery are very well arranged and the flow of production ic very good 

this means very good and acintefic management. 
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3* The tannary la vary wall  «quiped with tha n«ces3ary machinas it it! true 

that  tha machines präsent  ara not completely new but they are working 

in very good manner. 

4. The tannary hag a big possibility For exportation especially of sola 

leather which  is not  yet  exported from any other tannery all  over 

Indonesia and efforts should be done in order that the production of 

this tannery should ba known in the world market ( Paris Fair  ). 

5. The chrome upper leather  (   embossed ) produced in the tannery is good 

but not to the level  of the sole leather,Advice has been given to tha 

tannary to start producing crust leather which will be-after some trials. 

up to exportation standard. 

And according to tha  request of the tannery,   following is  formulae  fort 

Producing Trust leather  from cattle hides. 

Formula  1  j 

Material t  Chroma tanned cattle hides - as done in the tannery. 

(with especial car« of piling the chrome tanned leather after 

the process of chrome tanning as already explained to the 

tannery ). 

Wash     t ( Percentages on shaved weight ) 

250$ water 50° C 

0,5$ Bayamol A ( 1 : 5 ) 

run for 10 min drain float. 

Retanninq 1 150$ water 60°C 

5JÍ Baychrome A 

2$ Tanigan PAK 

1.5$ Sodium formate 

added together undissolved run for 75 min 

pH of the liquor 4-4,3 

rinse at 60°C for 10 min    v 

drain float. 

Tat liquoring 1 

150$ water at 60°C 

4$ coripol B 2 N 

4$ coripol 0 x F 

to ba diluted 1 : 4 run for 30 min. 
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add 5JÍ Tanigan OS undissolved 

run for 30 min 

pH liquor 4,2 - 4.5 

rinse at 25°C for 5 min. 

Horas up over night, srt out slightly, vacum drying for 2 min, hang up 

to complete drying, condition stake - vacum drying for 1 - 2 min. 

Formula II for Producing Crust leather from cattle hides ; 

wltarlal  * Chrome tanned cattle hides (as done in the tannery) 

Percentages on shaved weight. •> 

Retanninq and fat liquoring : 

150^ water at 60°C 

3-4 %  Tanigan OS 

1 -2%  Tanigan 3 LN 

0.5JÉ Sodium Bicarbonate 

4-5JÉ Lipoderm liquor 2 

1# Tamol GA 

run for 90 min. 

Pile for 40 hours, toggel (or nail ) until complete dryness, condition 

with eau dust, stake. 

Formula HI for Producing Crust leather from cattle hide3 i 

Material  j Chroma tanned cattle hides as dona in the tannery. 

Pracentages on the shaved weight 

Waah or Rinse at 35°C 

Ratannaqe t  80% water 

î% Lipoderm liquor SA 

run for 10 min. 

• 2.5JÉ Relugan GT 50 

run for 60.min 

+  4JÉ Chromitan B 

2%  Implenal AP 

run fnr 30 mìo 

pH 4.B 

• 1j£ Neutrigan 

1JÉ Sodium formata 

run for 30 min 
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2%  Basyntan O 

2%  mimosa extract 

run for 60 min - pH 4,4 

Uash oi Rina« at 4QBC 

Fat liquoring : 100/, water at 60°C 

3^ Lipoderm liquor 1 

3JÍ Lipodarm liquor SA 

1JÉ Lipoderm oil SK 

2%  Lipamin Liquor SO 

run for 40 min. 

N.B. » 

Another  fat liquoring  process for the  sama  ratannaga  t 

1007e watar at 60°C 

S% Lipoderm liquor  2 

1-2 JÍ Unsulphonateri  fish oil 

run for 40 min. 

Uash or Rinse at  20°C 

Horea up - Set out - dry,  condition and stake. 

In my opinion  that this  tannery should be assiatod to a big extent 

in order   to koep  this  perfect  standard  of  production which   I   feel 

ia very   important  to   Indonesia as a whole. 

The tannery should be  given ell possible assistance in order to 

start also exportation of sole leather  since  it is the only  tannery 

in all  oyer  IndonBr.ia  which is producing  sole   leatliar up  to   the 

International   standard. 

_J 
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REPORT VISIT TO 

PT.  hìANESA  tWATA 

SURABAYA - CAST JAVA 

1? - S -  1977 

Discussion with  t 

1. fív, Wong Soan TDHIANG 

General Manager 

2. dr. Liam Hong Kling 

Technical Manager. 

rinding j 

1« Number of drums 

2. Number of pits 

3. Number of workers 

4. Working capacity 

5» Maximum capacity 

6« Production t 

t 9 big druma + 2 sma^l ones 

t 2 for soaking 

9 for vegetable tanning 

t 60 worker - 

t 60.000 ft2 of shoe upper leathar 

I 80.000 ft2 of shoe upper leathar 

a. full grain uppar leather 

b. corrected grain uppar leather 

c. emboaaed leathar 

d. Suade hunting leathar 

t. Insole splits* 

is for ths local market. 

1» The tannery ie well arranged and the flow of production is good - All ths 

nacsssary chemical control tests is wall done and observed. 

2. The production ia of a good quality and wall accepted in tha market and 

no any technical observation*! can ba said except that the splitting machine 

is not working properly causing an unequal thickness in the finished 

lsathar. This daffect can ba eaeily recovered if the tannery repare its 

splitting machinn or much mora bettar to have a completely new machine. 

Ths tannary is alrsady renewing its machines, having already a new Uacum 

dryer. 

All ths production 

Technical Research : 

_J 
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The rast of the machina» ara not old, working in good condition except 

the splitting machina as mantioned abova. 

Tachnlcal Advice : 

1. The tannery should start producing Crust leather for exportation. 

The trialB already done in the tannery on a amali scala. is good and 

promising. 

This kind of production can be up gradad especially after using the 

new Vacum dryer in the drying opperationo instead of the old system 

of drying which uas using localy made Vacum dryer (only hot plate 

, without cover ). 

2* Advice has bean given to the tannery on the different ways of using the 

Vacum dryer in order to gat the maximum benefit of this important machi- 

ne. 

3« Also recommendation has been given to the tannery on tha retanning and 

fat liquoring opperatione which is suitable to ba used together with 

the Vacum dryer and especially those especial kindes of fat liquoring 

agents which ia usually recommended in such cases« 

sJ 
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Report Visit to 

P.T.  SUM8ER SETIA 

PRCIBOUNCGO - 18/V?7 

Discussion with t 

1).  Mr.:  3USUF SUSANTO 

Owner and Director 

2). Mr. i  EDDY SUSANTO 

Technical Manager 

Findinga x 

1)* Number of drums 

2). Number of Pita 

3)* Number of Workers 

4). Maximum capacity 

5). Working capacity 

l 13 drum 

J 16 pita 

t  56 workue 

i  100,000 ft2 of leather/month 

and 

8 Tons of sole leather/month 

ï  50,000 ft2 of uppor lsather/month 

and 

5 Tona of sole leather/month. 

6). The reason of the drop in production is t 

a). The high prices of raw hides 

b). Market domanda        ' 

c). The blocking of the capital since the customers pays 

usually after a period of 4 - 8 months. 

7)» Production i 

a), full grain upper leather 

b). Corrected grain upper leather 

- c). Embassed upper leather 

d). Lining leather 

a). Sole leather 

f). Insole splites 
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All tho production ia for tho local markot. 

l£ghJ1i.PJll_P."5garch_ Recommandât ionn : 

1). Tho tannery la vory old, tho machinas lo working since 1938 most 

of the machines ore not working properly especially the splitting 

machine causing irregular thickness in the finished leather. Tho 

tannery should start having new machines which for sure will 

improve the quality of the finished leather to a big oxtent. 

2). The piling of the chroma tanned leather after chrome tanning is 

done in a very bad manner causing mark03 which is quite clear in 

the finished product. 

Tho right way of piling the leather has been explained to the 

tannery. 

3). The drying opperntion for chroma tanned leather is not well done. 

The leather Ì3 left for more than 10 minutes to dry over the hot 

plate of the locally made vacura dryer and this is a long time and 

it effects the grain of the leather. 

Advico has been given to the tannery to 3horten this time to only 

5 minutes than hang up to complete drying. 

4). With respect to the sole leather produced, the quality is bad and 

far away from normal standards. 

Lot of skrinking areas are present on tho surface, 

The reason of this phenomenon is the high pH value of the pretanning 

pits ( pH less than 2 ). 

Advice has been given to the tannery that the pH in the pretanning 

process should he about 4-5 especially that the cone of the 

pretanning pits is starting from 1 °8e until 4 "Be. 

This cone is very good for pretanning but the pH as oaid before 

has to be adjusted. 

5). Tho finished sole leather ie very soft. The raason is that after 

pretanning in- pits, the leather is transferid to a drum or 5 °8e 

for ono day only. 

This is not good. Advica haa been given to the tannery that the 

cono of the final tanning solution should be from 8-10 B0o and 
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the druming tim« should not be less than 4-5 days untili complote 

tanning» 

The hardness of the produced leather can be increased or decreased 

by controling the druming time in the cone drum« The more druming 

time with cone solution,  ths more hard and firm lsather uil] be 

produced and vice verca. 

6)»  The colour of the sola  leather produced  is not nice« 

Advice haa boon given to the tannery that after aging the tanned  laathar 

for 24 - 48 hours, wash the leather by rinsing in pits with cold clean 

water with little otfalic acid leave the leather in this pit for 

1-2 hours, then bleach - after samming - as follows I 

Percentages on sammed weights  j 

ppuw t 2 % Epsom salts 

1 % glucose 

S % Mimosa extract 

,    2 % Baiyntan F.C.B.13 

Drum for 40 minutes. 

Add 1 % Asulgan    K 

Drum for 30 minutes. 

Add 2 % mixed sulphonated oil and fish oil ( 1  » 3 ) 

Drum for 10 minutes. 

.J 
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REPORT VISIT TO KILANG KULIT 

" LENG TAT " 

MEDAN  - NORTH SUMATERA 

20/4/1977 

Discussion was held with 

Mr.  K. Darwin 

Technical Director. 

Findings   : 

1. Number of drums 

2. Number of workers 

3. Number of pits 

4. Working capacity 

5. Maximum capacity 

: 4 drums 

: about 30 / 

: 14 pits (4 pits for vegetable tanning 

5 pits for liming of sole leather 

2 pits for 30cking 

3 pits for Reljning and Washing). 

: 10 Tons of cattle hides / month 

(50% for chrome upper + 50% for sole leather) 

: 30 Tons of cattle hides / month 

The weight of one piece of cattle hide is about 

7 Kg dry weight. 

6. The only reason for the drop of the production is the lake of capital, 

since the raw cattle hides in quite enough and the local market is buying 

all the production of the tannery inspite of tho quality since it is the 

only tannery producing upper leather in all Medan. 

7. The tannery is producing upper leather full grain and corrected grain, also 

sole leather. 

The quality of the upper leather Ì3 not so good, since their exist in the 

finished leather: 

a. loose grain 

b. Empty Bellies and flanks 

c. Lot of wrinkles. 

The sole leather produced is bad since  : 

a. Very soft i.e. no enough tanning material inside the leather causing 

very bad abrassion resistance. 

b. The colour is very dark redish brown 

C. Lot of vegetable patches exists over the surface. 

-J 
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but as said before that inspite of all these deffects the production 

is already soiled to the local market without   any difficulty. 

8. The machines present in the tannery is very old and not operating 

in a good manner. 

Accordine to the technical director,   the tannery wants to have    new 

machines but the problem is the lake of capital which the tannery is 

suffering from. 

Technical Research and Reccmmendatiens  : 

A'. Chrome upper leather  : 

1. The soaking operation is not well done, the quantity of water in the 

pit is not enough compared to the quantity of the soaked raw hides. 

The amount of water used should be 5 - 6 times the weight of the wet- 

salted hides. 

It is essential to soak the hides well, if the tannery wants to obtain 

uniformly tanned and good quality leather of good strength and flexibi- 

lity. 

2. The fat liquoring operation is not well done and a recommendation has 

been given to the tannery about the way of emulsifying the fat liquo- 

ring agents, also about the temperature of fat liquoring bath wnich 

should be about 60 - 80° C. 

The pH after neutralization should be adjusted to be between A.8. - 

5.2. and this should be   well controlled. 

3. Using the curent formula the quantity of the retanning agent used - 

namely Relugan G.T.  50 and Easyntan DLE this quaranties should be 

increased to be up to 5% and h% respectively,  since the bad retanning 

is the cause of the empty bellies      present in the finished leather. 

k. No setting out after retanning and fat liquoring and this effects the 

surface of the finished leather. 

Recommendation has been given to the tannory about the necessity of 

that important operation and how it should be done ( as shown in the 

picture). 

5. The nailing opperation Ì3 also not well done,  the leather should be veil 

stretched to over come as much as possible the wrinkles present on the 

surface. 

 j 
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B. Vegetable tanned leather  : 

1. The liming procer is done by putting the hides in a pit with Calcium 

hydroxide only for 4-6 days without addine Sodium sulphide. 

To-shorten the time of liming a recommendation has been given to the 

tannery to add 1 - 2% sodium sulphide solution with continue moving 

of the hides. 

2. Pure water i3 used as " reliming ". 

Technically speaking re-liming meant; liming once more and this is usualy 

done by putting the {«Its in a pit containing lime solution oi" 3 - '\%  and 

the pelts is leght for 2-3 dayy according to the weight and the thick- 

ness of the leather produced. 

3. According to the running formula of the vegetable tanning nc deljming 

and washing, but the leather is transfered from the pits with pure water 

directly to the tanning pits containing Mangrove only ( average tan 

content = 36% ). 

The leather is moved daily untili compiete tanning which always takes 

about 3 month. 

This is very slow process and it has to be changed to a quick tannage 

process. 

The main advantages to be gained by shorting the  duration of a pit tannage 

by carrying out the main tannage in drums following the preliminary tannage 

in pits, are   the savings in time,  with consequent reduction of interest 

on capital tied up in hides in process. 

Also the el imination from the tanyard of some at least of the large and 

costly pools of strong tan liquor,  which while standing arc subject to 

tan losses by oxidation and micro-biological action. 

According to the request of the tannery and its wish to werk with the 

quick tanning process the following three formulas can be recomwendoc' 

and it is up to the tannery to use any one according to its possibilities 

and local demand. 

Formulas for vegetable tanning : 

I. The delimed pelt is pit tanned initially and then liquor druinend. 

Duration from limed pelt to the end of the tanning process in about 10 - 12 

day3 exclusive of final piling. 

Cold soluble and semi soluble Quebracho are    the constituents of this 

tannage in the proportion of 2  : 1. 

For dcliming a drum system   is generally used drum with  :  15^ water 

0.7 - 0.9.' .avion i- 

un sulphite 
_. J 
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The pelt   is 2 
3 delimed 

The liquor is run off and the drum refilled 
with water. 

drum with 0.5 - 1 % Sodium bisulphite powder run for 2 hours when deliming 
should be complet-«. 

The tannage takes place in 3 stages : 

(a).  Colour pit 

(b) Tanning in pits 

(c) Tanning in drum 

(*)• The colouring pit : 

The delimed   pelt is placed in the   colouring pit for 24 hours where 

the strength is 2 - 3   Be, then strengthened from the   main tanning 
set after several packs have passed through. 

(b) Tanning in pits : 

The pelt from the colour pit is taken to a liquor circulating set 

of pits containing liquors of 7 - 9° Be , where it   remains without 

handling until completely penetrated. The.extract usod is cold soluble 

Quebracho and the time taken to schive penetration is 6 - 7 days. 

The strength of this main liquor is kept at a constant level by adding 

new extract when ever a new pack is brought in form the colouring pit. 

This is achieved either by hanging bags   of solid extract in tha cir- 

culating liquor or by dissolving spraydried powder in a spare pit 
in the circulating set. 

(c) Tannage in the drum : 

Generally speaking the drum liquor is 13 - 16° Be made from cold 

soluble and semi-soluble Quebracho extracts in the proportion of 
2 : 1 using a float of about 100%. 

Temperature is held at 38 - 40° C as near as possible by regulating 

the speed of rotation and the   sice of the float. 

The goods are drummed for 16 - 20 hours, running the drums for 3 - 4 
hours periods at 6 - 9 R.p.m. 

The final strength is ussually about 13° Be.. 

1-2% powdered Sodium Bisulphite is added to the drum for each addition 

extract, which usually amounts to 35% on the limed weight, modo in two 
additions. 

After drumming, the leather is piled for 48 hours to compioto tan fixation. 
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The d• U„, .fur strengthening, „ ueed ^ a„rt thsn ¿ 

The mured Uouor, with or without the addlton of «Ur, la used for 

mending the colour set. 

The finishing process follOW3 after a nomal fcypQ of 

(as described in the third formula following). 

II. l^lt^^tannage / Rapid drum main tarmn^gv^ . 

The method used is not important as lone as deling is carried to the point 
where the cut section is colourless to phenolphtalein. 

A pit method suggested is overnight deliaing in pit containing : 

.? 5% Sodium bisulphite (40%) on pelt weight 

wash ten minutes in running water. 

Protannage  : 

ZTllT: crZthe pro"ioU3 "* dr•ened ls—u"to ** «i« t. give a liquor to goods ratio of 3 ; i, 

Acidiiy with fonnic acid to 3.2. pH Uhia nomai!, «„uires about 1.25% on 
limed pelt weight). 

The pack of washed delimed pelts is left in th» nr>«*.      < 
DJ1 

eiu ln tne Pretanning pit for 48 hours 
Pile one day before drumming. S* 

Drum tannage : 

All percentage addition are calculated on li«ed pelt weight. 
Transfer goods to drum. 

Add 15% apraydried Mimosa powder 

15% water drum for 1 hour. 
Add 15% spraydried Mimosa powder 

drum 5 hours. 

Add 10% spraydried mll»osa. ^*r - dr. untili fun, fmmtntmtm 

Ideali, th. dru, should run at 4 r.p... Overheating „uat he avoided. 

Add     50% water 

1% Formic acid 

drum 20 minutes 
»«•ove good, and pil. x . i „^ FInlsh t„ ^ l10,A . , 
in the following formula). "•.-•"•omctlon,  a3.• . :.. 

Transfer the rinse liquor fro» the dru» for the next pack to h. „„       . 
The „ovo»ent of the goods i, as ,,llow, , MJ^o       * ^ ~°'' 
to tannage drum. ° P*lt t0 Pret3nnagc pit, 
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111• By "sing syntana aa pretanning agents : 
Re-liming 

De-liming 
in pits 2-3 day« 

,150 % water 

1.5% Armonium sulphate 

1.5% Sodium Bisulphate 

run for A hours 

1/3 pink with ph.ph 
wash well for one hour, 

drum 150% water 

2-3% Tanigan cH (Payer ) the percentage of 

Tanigan cH is calculated on the pelt weight dissolve 

* in 4 parts water and added in 2 - 3 portions at hair 

hour intervals. 

Run for i - 2 hours untili the liquor is completely 

exhausted. 

Transfer to the concentrated drum contanning, 

5 Be consisting of either mimosa alone or mimosa and Tanning solution of 4 

Quebracho extract. 

After 2-3 days the concentration of the canning solution should be increa- 

sed to 8 - 10°Be run tor further 6-8 days untili complete tanning. 

(The running time can be reduced according to the final hardness required 

i.e the more running time the more hard and firm leather is produced ) 

Age for ¿A hours. 

Fixation and Fatliquoring and Bleaching : 

The Precentages on the samcd weight : 

50% water ' 

0.5 - l% magnesium sulphate 

1% glucose 

3-4% mimosa powder 

1.5 - 2%Basyntan P.C.B.I.3 ( B.A.S.F.) ' 

All these products to be added after dissolving in water run for 45 minutes 

add 0.5 - 1% Asulgan K (B.A.S.F.) ( diluted 1:2) 

run for 30 minutes 

Add 1 % Lipödem liquor 1 

( diluted 1:2) 

run for 10 - 20 minutes. 

Pila overnight, set out, oil off, dry slowly, moisten and roll. 

i. Equivalent to Tanigan cH ( Bayer ) is Basyntan P ( B.A.S.F.) and Tanichor 
H N 
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special (Hockest) 

2. Equivalent to Basyntan F.C.B.I. 3 (B.A.S.F.) io Tanigan BL (Bayer). 

3. Th« object of adding fixing agents is to convert the unbound tannins 

in the leather into such a form that they can not be removed by washing. 

4. In case of absence of Pre tanning syntans, the pretanning process can be 

done as follows : 

After partial delirning and washing, the pelt is transfered to a used mangrove 

solution, run for 2 - 3 hours then for 24 hours in a new solution of 5% mangrove 

then continue as before in the concentrated tanning solution. 

Formula3 for Re tanning chrome upper leather : 

One of the following Formulas can be uaod to improve the quality of th© -' 

upper leather already production the tannery. 

Formula T 

From liming untili chrome tanning as done now in the tannery : 

Shave well to the required thickness  : 

wash or rinse at 30° C 

fetannage  : 80% water 30°C 

1% Lipödem Liquor SA , 

run for min. 

add 25% Relugan GT 50 

run for 60 min 

add 4% chromitan B . 

2% Implenal AP ; 

run for 30 min j 

pH •4.8 \ 

add 1% Neutrigan 

1% Sodium formate 

run for 30 rain • 

add 4% Basyntan D 

3% mimosa extract powder ! 

run   for 60 min ! 

pH 4.4. ! 

wash or Rinse at 40% C then continue dyeing and fatliquoring as the current 
formula in the tannery. 

Formula II    : 

Material : chrome tanned cattle hides, percentage baaed on shaved weight; 
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washinj 

Retannage 

250% water 40°C (closed drum) 

run for 10 rain 

drain the float, 
.o. 100% water 50 C 

4% ehromosal B 

1% Calcium Formate 

1% Sodium bicarbonate 
run for 60 min 

pH float 4.2.  - 4.5. 
•2% Tanigan OS 

3-5% Mimosa   extract powder 

add together undissolved 

run for 45 min 

pH of float 4 - 4.5. 

drain the float 

*»•**«« * 250% water 60°C (closed drue) 

run for 10 min 

drain the float 

Then   continue dyeing and fat liquoring as the   current femula in the tannery. 

It should be mentioned that the tannery under investigation should be helped 

and big intensives must be given since   it is the only big tannery in Medan 
and nearly in all Sumatera. 

The other 2 tanneries present producing only sole leather and in a very primitive 

way and their production is very bad compared to any normal sole leather produ- 
ced all our Indonesia. 
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REPORT VISIT TO 

SUNGA1 AGUL 

MEDAN - NORTH SUMATERA 

21 / 4 / 1977. 

Owner 

Findings 

LIONG HIN ON 

1. Nan ber of pits 

2. Number of workers 

3. Production 

23 pits used as follows : 

7 pits for liming 

6 pits for washing 

10 pits for vecetable tanning 

12 worker 

10 cattle hides is soaked every day 

and the total production is estimated 

to be between 100 - 150 3ids of 

sole leather per month ( The 

tannery is producing sole leather only) 

4. Process used in production: 

Since theiris no drums in the tannery, all the processes is 

dono in the pits, the hides in the limine Pits with linie 

only i.e No. Sodium sulphide, staying still for 3 weeks then 

removed to the tanning pits containing mangrove only as tanning 

material. 

After complete tanning ( which is tested only by the colour 

of the cut in the leather ), the leather is hanged untili com- 

plete dryness,  then Rolling on a very old Rolling machine. 

Technical comment : 

The tannery is very old, working since 1945, very primitive and 

producing very low quality of sole leather. 

No any chemical control, no measuring of degree Be' or pH control, 
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No drías ¿ne splitting «»chine paient ( which is very old ) is 

used only for fleshing Buffalo hides. 
Flashing is done before lining by hand in a very primitive way. 
The procesa used is very primitive and according to the low 
possibilities pYeaent in the tannery, this process can not be 

changed. * 
The production is of very low quality, end far away from any 

reasonable measurement, very soft bad looking sole leather. 

Inspit of all that, all the production is solle* to the local 

amrket. 
No any tochnical' advice can be given. 

_J 
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HEPüRT VISIT TO ADIKA SAHI 

Medan - North Sumatera 

21 . t,  . 1977 

Owner    : YOK FA CONO 

FindInga  : 

1. Number of pits     : 10 pits used as follows 

2 pits for liming 

4 pits for washing 

4 pits for Vegetable tanning 

2. Number of workers   : 10 workers 

3. Production   '   : 10 - 20 cattle hide3 is soaked every day, giving about 

200 - 300 sides vegetable tanned sole leather per month 

< the tannery is producing sole leather only) 

4. Process used in production : 

Because of the absence of drums in the tannery, all the tanning operation, 

starting from soaking until complete tanning, all these processes are done 

in pits. 

Soaking is done in présense of lime for 3 weekes, followed by washing and 

deharing. The pelts is then transfered to pits containing tanning solution of 

Mangrove only, left in these pits    from 3-8 months until complete tanning. 

The end of the tanning operation is controled only by making a cut in leather. 

Then the leather is left to dry by hanging in the air then finished on the 
Rolling machine. 

Technical comment : 

The tannery is very primitive, very old, working with that system since 1946 
until now. 

No chemical control, no measuring of degree Be' also no pH control. 

No druii3, no any machine except very old rolling machine. 

The production is very bad, very soft sole leather with a bad looking colour 
also bad looking surface. 

According to the possibilities of the tannery, no possible advance could be 

reached. So no any technical advice can be given since the tannery has no 

tendency for further changent as all the production of that low quality sole 

leather is already soiled in the local market. 

1 
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REPORT VISIT TO NV.SIMAR BARU 

HEPA?! - NORTH SUMATERA 

21 - * - 1977. 

Discousion with : Mr. THOMSON'L. TOBINO 

Vice Director 

The meeting have been held in his office followed by visit to the tannery. 

The tannery has been established since 1957. Starting production in the year 

1959. The tannery has been stoped completely after few months, since their was 
no good technicians to work in the tannery. > 

So the machines have been repacKed again and transferee! to a closed store to- 
gether with the drums. 

The building of the tannery is very nice and still new tj*ll now. 

The internal arrangement of the previous places of the machines is also very 

good, but unluckly the tannery is not working inspite of the true need of a 

good big tannery to over come the demands of Medan especially and all Sumatera. 

The machines present in the tannery, already repacked, includes the following: 

1. Two tanning drums 2.5 x 2.5m   complete with their necessary equipments. 

2. Car leather roller ( pressure up to 50.000 kg ) 

3. Automatic Böge compressor Unit. 

4. dating machine with level bed 

5. Staking machine with level bed 

6. Plate Graining and Ironning machine with 3 graining plate 

7. Rotary Samming - Press        ' 

8. Shewing Machine 

9. Band - :<nife - splitting machine 

10. Boarding - machine 

All the above machine combined with their electric motors, also every nachine 
with its spare parts. 

In my opinion that such a tannery with this possibilities must be helped by 

any means to start again because of the true need of such a big tannery especially 

in Medan were all the tanneries presentare very small and producing low quality 
leather. 

1 








